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Abstract 
 
Acergy Norway AS is a seabed-to-surface engineering and construction company for the 
offshore oil and gas industry worldwide. They deliver services in many market segments such as 
Inspection and Maintenance and Repair (IMR), Conventional Field Development, Subsea 
Umbilical Risers, Flowlines (SURF) and Trunklines. Acergy use a fleet of highly adaptable ships 
and a range of additional services. To be able to deliver these services Acergy is dependent on a 
great number of sub suppliers. 
 
A consequence of cooperating with so many suppliers is that one get a vast amount of 
information that needs to be systemised. Acergy need a system where one can exclude poor 
suppliers and make it easy to find good suppliers that they know are capable of delivering their 
services/commodities with the right quality and on time. 
 
To optimize the use of their suppliers and with the previous in mind, Acergy has developed a 
supplier database where information of their supplier’s performance, frame agreements, cost 
savings, and performance assessments are stored. This information is used in various situations 
such as buying processes for standard products, buying processes for non standard products and 
in the supplier management processes. 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the existing supplier database in Acergy in relation to the 
management of suppliers, in addition to identifying potential improvements. An examination of 
the official procedures, the software system and a literature study on the different relevant issues 
has been performed. In addition to this there have been interviews with company employees. 
 
Even though the supplier database has been developed and is functioning, there is a challenge to 
optimize the use of the database, in order to inform of it and the use of it. In this paper it is 
concluded that the training and information of the supplier database in Acergy is insufficient and 
should be improved.        
 
Increased globalization and communications facilities have in the later years again increased the 
suppliers possibilities to take part in multinational tendering processes. However, this has given 
new challenges for buyers, who now have a great number of suppliers to choose from in some 
product groups. It is therefore further important for the buyers to choose the right collaborating 
supplier, in order to optimise the supply chain management process. 
 
For a company like Acergy to get the lowest price is not necessarily the most important, but 
more quality and delivery. Should a project be delayed or have to be redo part of the work, this 
will mean a great extra costs for the company. These costs will most likely exceed the cost 
savings connected to the choice of the supplier with the lowest price, if this product shows to 
have poor quality. This brings to light the importance of building good relationships with the 
suppliers and use effort in development in these relations. In respect to this Acergy has 
established an independent unit to manage the supplier relations. However the output of this 
paper recommends an extension of this unit to increase the communication with the most critical 
suppliers.   
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To keep track of the experience data related to each supplier and to use this experience in 
impending procurements, a performance assessment of the supplier is done. This is an important 
part of the supplier database where the supplier is scored on a various set of assessment 
criteria’s. The outcome of this assessment is an average value that is used as an easy check in the 
selection of suppliers to tendering lists. However there are some drawbacks with the method as it 
exists today, for instance that there is no differentiation between suppliers in respect to the 
complexity of their deliveries. To improve the quality and usefulness of this activity, this paper 
suggests a differentiation between regular and complex procurements. 
 
In addition to the above this thesis discusses a number of issues related to the supplier database 
with appurtenant recommendations. The supplier database needs to improve in areas like 
supplier feedback and gathering of experience and it needs to be cleaned for duplications and 
non existing suppliers.  
 
It is emphasized in the thesis that the findings are based on my subjective understanding of the 
gathered information. However, it is my opinion that the implementation of the 
recommendations would increase the quality and usefulness of the supplier database.   
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Definitions and Abbreviations 
 
Definitions 
 
Supply base:  “A focal firm’s supply base is defined as only those suppliers that 
are actively managed through contracts and the purchase of parts, 
material and services. (Choi & Krause 2005, p.637)”  
 
Product: Products or Services to be delivered by the Supplier / 
Subcontractor 
 
Supplier:   A Supplier or a Subcontractor delivering a product or service  
 
QA approved:   Suppliers who is approved by the Quality Assurance department 
     
Early supplier involvement: “When a manufacturer is tapping into supplier’s technologies and 
expertise in product design and development (Ragatz et al 1997 
cited in Kannan et al 1999, p.1036)”. 
 
Dun&Bradstreet: The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation is a provider of credit 
information on businesses and corporations. Often referred to as 
just D&B, the company is perhaps best known for its D-U-N-S 
(Data Universal Numbering System) identifiers assigned to over 
100 million global companies. 
 
Frame Agreement: The current Utilities EU Directive, and the proposed consolidated 
public sector EU Directive, both define a framework agreement as 
an agreement with suppliers, the purpose of which is to establish 
the terms governing contracts to be awarded during a given period, 
in particular with regard to price and quantity. (The Office of 
Government Commerce 2009)    
 
 
Abbreviations 
 
RFQ:  Request for quotation 
QA:  Quality assurance 
QC:  Quality Control   
KPI:   Key Performance Indicators 
SPM:   Supplier Performance Management.   
NEC:  Northern Europe and Canada 
SCM:  Supply Chain Management 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
Purpose of this thesis  
In the existing industry there seem to be an increasing dependency of cooperation between 
companies and their suppliers. This dependency comes from increased competition and a 
demand for decreased costs and delivery times. Acergy deals with a great number of suppliers 
and they are using a supplier database to manage these. The purpose of this thesis is to study the 
structure and use of this supplier database and find possible improvements in relation to this.  
 
What will be done? 
First of all I will start with a general description of the supplier database and its various 
underlying functions, such as performance assessment, frame agreements, savings and value 
capture and procurement overrun reports. This description will focus on the intended mode of 
operation of these elements with respect to the procedures.  
 
Second I will gather information about the actual use of the same elements by use of 
interviews/conversations with Acergy`s personnel. The focus here will be to generate 
information that can lead to critical questions and improvements on the actual structure and use 
of the supplier database.  
 
Third I will address the outcome of the gathered information in a discussion about the structure 
and use of the supplier database. The focus here will be to discuss alternative solutions to 
possible problems brought to light in the previous investigation and lead the discussion into 
some conclusions.   
 
The outcome of this paper will end up in a list where I present my subjective recommendations 
of the findings of this project. 
 
Outline of the thesis 
Part One - Description of the system 
The content of this part is mainly a collection of relevant information concerning this thesis from 
Acergy`s internal procedures. The extended information should be sufficient to follow the 
discussion later in this paper, but if there are any confusion or need for more details on certain 
elements the procedures are attached.  
 
Chapter 2 Introduction to the Supply Chain Management in Acergy: A brief description of 
the SCM principles and the different processes.  
  
Chapter 3 Purpose of the supplier database: A gathering of what the procedures say about 
the purpose of the different elements in the supplier database.  
 
Chapter 4 Description of the supplier database: A description of all the elements in the 
supplier database such as Supplier and subcontractor listing, performance 
assessment, frame agreements and the savings and value capture reports and 
overrun reports.    
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Chapter 5 Users of the supplier database: An overview over the different groups of users of 
the supplier database.  
 
Chapter 6 Use of the supplier database: An introduction to how the supplier database is used 
today.   
 
Chapter 7 Internal experience gathering and supplier feedback: A description of how these 
properties are exploited today. 
 
Chapter 8 Supplier relation management program: A brief description of the purpose and the 
field of action of the program. 
 
Chapter 9 Achilles: An introduction to the system and an overview of the most important 
properties and benefits. 
 
Part two – Theory 
This part is focusing on the theory of the discussed problems to be addressed in this thesis.  
 
Chapter 10  Supplier assessment: Contains the theory on issues like the objectives and benefits 
of the measurement, use of the gathered data, choice of performance criteria, 
choice of measurement system and the different sources of data. 
 
Chapter 11 Supplier relations: This chapter focus on the theory with respect to the relation 
between companies. This is done in the light of the cognitive, structural and the 
relational capital.    
 
Chapter 12 Supplier communication and feedback: A description of the different 
communication channels and a stepwise review of the communication loop.  
 
Chapter 13 Reduction of the supplier base: Contains the theory on issues like why a company 
should reduce the supplier database, the potential risks and the general steps in 
such a process.  
 
Part three – Interviews  
 
Chapter 14  The interviews: Interviews with SCM, QC and Engineering personnel.    
 
Part four – Discussion and Conclusion 
 
Chapter 15 Discussion and conclusions: In this chapter a subjective discussion is carried out 
on the basis of part one, two, three and informal conversations with personnel in 
Acergy.  
 
Chapter 16  Recommendations: A list over the proposed improvements of the structure and 
use of the supplier database. 
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Chapter 2 
Introduction to the Supply Chain Management in Acergy 
 
The Supply Chain Management in Acergy consist of four main processes: Supplier Management 
Process, Procurement of Standard Products, Procurement of Non-standard Products and 
Procurement of Third Party Vessel Services.  
 
All SCM activities are governed by a set of principles and associated rules and these are stated in 
the procedure GR-SCM-001, introduction to Supply Chain Management. The principles are: 
   
1. Acergy will develop an SCM strategy at Group and Regional levels. 
 
2. The SCM function is responsible for managing and developing the relationship 
with Acergy`s suppliers. 
 
3. The SCM function will ensure that personnel are qualified, have the right 
competencies and are provided with the appropriate business tools. 
 
4. People in the SCM process shall always behave in an ethical and professional 
manner. 
 
5. SCM is responsible for managing the RFQ activity and making Awards under the 
authority of the Project Manager / Budget Holder. 
 
6. All Awards will be managed in accordance with the SCM process with the 
appropriate follow-up on cost, delivery, quality & HSE until the product/services 
are delivered to the agreed site. 
 
7. The SCM function ensures continuous enhancement through the capture and 
capitalisation of lessons learnt. 
 
The associated rules are not included here, but can be found in the attachment, procedure GR-
SCM-001 page 6-7. A brief description of each SCM activity will now follow. 
 
 
2.1 The Supplier Management Process 
The Supplier Management Process contains: 
 
• Development and deployment of a Sourcing Strategy 
• Process and systems for approving suppliers for use by Acergy 
• Process and systems for collecting and sharing information about suppliers  
 
The main system for these processes is the Supplier database, which is the main focus in this paper 
and will be thoroughly explained later in this chapter.     
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2.2 Procurement of standard products and services 
The procedure GR-SCM-001 defines standard products or services as: 
 
• Simple, off the shelf, catalogue items 
• Products with low to medium risk and complexity 
• Products requiring no or little engineering 
• Spare parts and consumables 
• Minor fabrications 
 
These products or services are not critical to Acergy`s businesses and therefore these are not 
getting the same focus as the procurement of non-standard products and services. According to 
the GR-SCM-001, the procurement of standard products is normally undertaken within the 
regional SCM departments. 
 
2.3 Procurement of the third party vessel services 
Third Party Vessels are defined as “any ships or barges which are to be obtained from an entity 
which is not part of the Acergy group of companies”. The procurement of these services always 
includes tendering stages and should be done by a SCM chartering specialist. 
 
2.4 Procurement of non-standard products and services 
The procedure GR-SCM-001 defines non-standard products or services as: 
 
• Complex and/or high value products 
• Products containing some degree of engineering and/or design 
• Products requiring some degree of customised manufacturing and/or fabrication  
• Products/Services which need technical and commercial follow up during contract execution 
• Products to be incorporated into Client permanent equipment or an Acergy asset  
• Products critical to the project 
 
These products or services are often critical to Acergy`s businesses therefore these procurements 
gets higher focus and treatment than the former. The procedure GR-SCM-001 states that: “The 
procurement of non-standard products or services commences at tendering stage. Is normally 
undertaken using allocated SCM personnel working with the support of a Contract Manager in 
an integrated project environment”. 
 
2.5 The Process Navigator 
These four processes, the supplier management process, procurement of standard products and 
services, procurement of the third party vessel services and procurement of non-standard 
products and services are presented in an activity based flowchart format called the Process 
Navigator. Each process is divided into sub-processes, and there are a total of fourteen sub-
processes in the Process Navigator for SCM as shown in figure 1 on the next page. The process 
navigator is a tool to help the personnel finding all relevant information about a certain work 
task. This includes procedures, flow charts, schemes and documentation.  
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2.6 Familiarization 
It is stated in the procedure GR-SCM-001, Introduction to Supply Chain Management, that all 
SCM personnel are required to be familiar with the SCM processes in accordance with the 
requirements of their functional description. To emphasize the focus in this thesis it is in place to 
mention that for most of the personnel this includes the supplier database. To assure that this 
familiarization is done in practice, all SCM personnel has to complete a familiarization form 
where they confirm that they are familiar with the supplier database. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1  Source: Internal procedure GR-SCM-001 
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Chapter 3 
Purpose of the supplier database  
 
The procedure GR-SCM-007, Work Instruction for the Supplier Database, states that the 
objective for the supplier database is to capture, maintain and share of information pertaining to 
each of the suppliers. It should work as a supporting tool for the SCM processes such as buying 
process for standard products, buying process for non-standard products and supplier 
management processes. 
 
In relation to this, the supplier database work as an easy way to ensure that all used suppliers are 
QA approved, this means that they are qualified and are able to deliver the product they support 
in relation to quality and time. 
 
The database will also support the exchange of experience between personnel participating in the 
processes around buying products and entering into contracts. Further procedure GR-SCM-007 
states that the results of the performance assessments shall be used in the communication with 
the suppliers in purpose to drive a continuous effort towards improved performance. 
 
In addition to this the database is also a tool for managing the frame agreements Acergy has with 
their suppliers. The purpose of frame agreements and pre-agreed terms and conditions is to 
obtain savings and to save time in the RFQ and award process. 
 
It also gives a possibility to report and manage cost savings. It is stated in the procedure Savings 
and Value Capture Reporting Guideline, that the purpose of this is to: 
 
• Measure across Group, regions and projects the potential benefits to the Groups 
performance from actions taken related to procurement. 
 
• Create a focus in procurement activities which could lead to achieving benefits to the 
profitability of projects. 
 
• Identify any procurement “best practice” that should be more widely used across the 
Group. 
 
• Support the SCM goal of driving performance improvement and delivering an 
increased contribution to the Group’s business results. 
 
Opposite to this there is also cost overruns reporting, and the purpose of this is to capture lessons 
learned in order to learn from best practice or to avoid repetition.  
 
To make the supplier database fulfil these purposes the procedure GR-SCM-001 states that: “It is 
important that we maintain up-to-date information on suppliers and actively manage their 
qualification status using the Acergy supplier management database, as the common tool across 
the Group”.  
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Chapter 4 
Description of the supplier database  
 
In brief the supplier database is a database used for the capturing, maintaining and sharing of 
information pertaining to each of Acergy`s suppliers. The database comprises of the elements 
Supplier and Subcontractor Listing, Supplier categorization section (suppliers main page), Frame 
Agreements, Performance Assessments, Savings and Value Capture Reports and Procurement 
Overrun Reports.  All of these elements will be carefully explained in this chapter.  
 
4.1 Supplier and Subcontractor Listing 
According to the procedure GR-SCM-007, the supplier and subcontractor listing is: “The 
backbone of the database. Here all relevant information about the supplier shall be listed, such as 
contact details, contact persons names, affiliation, products that the supplier is approved for, 
status and if we have a frame agreement or other pre-agreed terms and conditions with them. 
Further there are links to the latest performance assessment, a space for additional notes and 
comments, and there is an audit trail, such that changes to the status can be tracked and that the 
people having done the input and changes can be consulted.” 
 
4.1.1 The main list 
In the main list (first screen when you enter the supplier database) the information of the 
supplier, region, status and products are shown. To support easy findings in this list there are 
search options, these are: All companies, by status, region, product, region and product and by 
product and region.  
 
In figure 2 a screenshot of the Supplier and Subcontractor List is displayed. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2  Source: Screenshot from the Supplier Database. 
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4.1.2 The supplier categorization section 
When entering a supplier from the main list, the supplier categorization section will appear. This 
scheme is shown in figure 3 and here you can see that the scheme is divided into six sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3  Source: Screenshot from the Supplier Database. 
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The first one is the “company detail” section, here all the information about the supplier is 
gathered. This includes the name, status, criticality level, latest performance assessment, region, 
address, parent company if any and the frame agreement if there is one.    
    
Second there is a section named “products and services supplied” where the products the 
supplier is approved for is displayed. The selection of the products is done by product codes, also 
known as commodity codes. A consequence of the setting of this code is that this automatically 
set the criticality level. There are three of these levels, depending on the criticality and 
complexity of the product to be delivered:  
 
0  Simple non-critical products 
1  Products with medium criticality 
2  Complex and critical products   
 
The criticality level governs the approval process, such that suppliers of complex critical 
products shall be more carefully investigated than suppliers of non-critical products.   
 
The third one is a section to put additional “comments and notes”. This can be free text or 
documents and typically information is reports from visits, price information, supplier’s 
workload, new products or technology development and delivery time trends.    
 
The forth section contains the categorization criteria. This is four questions where yes or no 
should be entered. These criteria in addition to the mentioned criticality level are deciding the 
supplier’s status in the supplier database according to the matrix in figure 4.  
 
Applicable to 
category
Criteria Potential Approved Preferred
0 - 1 - 2
Supplier 
Evaluation Tool
Supplier 
Questionnaire 
received and 
evaluated
√          √          √          
ISO 9001 
Quality 
Management 
System or 
equivalent
− √          √          
HSE 
Management 
System and 
Performance
− √          √          
Acceptable 
Technical and 
Project 
Management 
Capabilities
− √          √          
Pre-agreed 
Terms and 
Conditions 
−                  
  Facultative    √          
Frame 
Agreement
− − √          
On site Review2
Business 
Relationship 
criteria 
2
 
Figure 4  Source: Procedure GR-SCM-007, p.12  
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The statuses categories are preferred, approved, potential, under scrutiny and do not use. These 
are defined in the procedure GR-SCM-007:  
 
o Potential: First supplier status when entering the supplier database. 
 
o Approved: Status for approval of product level 0 criticality after pre-qualification 
questionnaire has been received and evaluated, using Supplier Evaluation Tool. 
For approval of product level 1 criticality further verification shall be put in 
place. For approval of product level 2 criticality on site review must be carried 
out. 
 
o Preferred: Status where suppliers must automatically be present at the bidders list, 
typically suppliers with whom we have Pre-agreed T&C’s or signed Frame 
Agreements. 
 
o Under Scrutiny: Status where supplier has badly performed with insufficient 
assessment result, whether HSE, QA, QC, commercial, expediting issues, 
etc…… Provide action plan to overcome difficulties. 
 
o Do not use: Action plan failure. 
 
By June 2009 the supplier database contains 3364 suppliers and by these 1121 is under the NEC 
region. These are distributed between the categories as follows: 60 potential, 927 approved, 77 
preferred, 14 under scrutiny and 43 is given the label do not use.   
 
The fifth section is called “supporting documents” and is an area to put all relevant 
documentation used in the approval process. This is to support an easy review over the process if 
there are any disagreements.  
 
The last section in this scheme is the “supplier status and audit trail”. Here the last three status 
changes and the full supplier audit trail are displayed. This is done to make it possible to see who 
approved the supplier, who made the changes and why.  
 
4.2 Performance Assessments 
The performance assessment is a scheme built up by different sections and these are: Scope, 
scored by, scoring, performance summary and review and approval section. A description of 
each section follows, and the scheme is shown in figure 7 on page 22. 
 
4.2.1 Scope 
The “scope” section contains information about which supplier the performance assessment is 
about, scope of work, the commodity code, name of the project it belongs to and the final 
committed cost among other things.   
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4.2.2 To be scored by 
Second there is a section “to be scored by” where you find information about who has 
participated in the performance assessment. There is always a SCM person on this list, since it is 
only the SCM who can initiate a performance assessment. On the performance assessments there 
should also be different reviewers making scores on the performance criteria. About who should 
be reviewers on these assessments the procedures says:  
 
“For standard products the buyer, the expeditor and/or QC as well as logistics are typically 
reviewers on the assessment. For non-standard products the project team including SCM, 
Engineering, QA, expediting / QC, HSE and project management should be participating. For 
multiple small purchases from the same supplier, for frame agreements and for long ongoing 
subcontracts the assessment can be made on a yearly basis or with other appropriate frequency”.   
 
4.2.3 Category scores 
Then there is the “category scores” section. This consists of ten different criteria, each with a 
belonging score from the participants on the performance assessment. The used performance 
assessment criteria are as follows: 
 
1. Post-award Health Safety & Environmental Activities 
Subcontractors and suppliers compliance with their own published HSE procedures, 
Group HSE requirements and with statutory procedures / requirements.   
 
2. Pre-award Commercial 
This is an assessment in support of tendering requirements. It is suppose to say something 
about the subcontractors and suppliers responsiveness to requests for budget or firm 
quotations.  
 
3. Subcontractors' & Suppliers' Management Of The Work And Schedule 
Suppliers and subcontractors performance in completing the scope of supply in 
accordance with the contractual delivery date. 
 
4. Post-award Commercial 
Subcontractors and suppliers performance in dealing with us, in respect of scope changes, 
related claims, variations and back charges.   
 
5. Management and Control Of Sub-subcontractors & Sub-suppliers 
Subcontractors and suppliers ability to control significant sub-contractors and sub 
suppliers in their supply chain that impact or affect the prime subcontractor / suppliers 
performance.  
 
6. Subcontractors' & Suppliers' Engineering, Technical Execution and Competence 
Subcontractors and suppliers engineering systems, comprehension of the scope of work 
and development of the scope of work. 
 
7. Quality Assurance & Control 
Subcontractors and suppliers conformance to their own quality procedures and systems, 
and conformance to Group quality requirements. 
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8. Documentation 
Subcontractors and suppliers performance in management and control of the production 
and submittal of contractual documentation and data. 
 
9. Installation & Commissioning 
Subcontractors and suppliers performance in supporting installation and commissioning 
activities. 
 
10. Start-Up /Initial Operations and Warranty 
Subcontractors and suppliers equipment as purchased and observed by Group during 
initial operations. 
 
4.2.4 Performance summary 
In the fourth section, performance summary, there are three areas, one for delivery performance 
where the alternatives are on time, early or late, the two second ones is text areas where the SCM 
person responsible for the contract/purchase should obtain the various inputs and fill in 
comments for exceptionally high or low scores and if there are something he would do different 
if he were to do a commitment with the same supplier again. 
 
4.2.5 Review and approval 
In the last section there are information about who the preparer were and the approver of the 
performance assessment. According to the procedure the approver shall be the regional manager, 
or a delegate.    
 
4.2.6 The scoring process 
The scoring process is initiated by the SCM person after preparation of the first sections. He 
chooses who to be reviewers and send an automatically generated e-mail to these. This e-mail 
contains a scheme for each criterion like shown in figure 5 on the next page. This contains of a 
descriptive text describing the definitions of Unacceptable, Undesirable, Acceptable, and 
Excellent for each criteria. 
 
After the reviewers have filled in the scores which is a number from 1-9, they will automatically 
be included in the performance assessment. It is also emphasized in the procedure that each 
reviewer should only enter scores for the criteria where he/she has been involved.  
 
In appendix 2 the scoring scheme for each measurement criterion is displayed.  
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  Figure 5  Source: GR-SCM-013, p.11 
    
In addition to these e-mail schemes there are a brief general description of how to score on the 
assessment criteria in the procedure GR-SCM-013, this is shown in figure 6. 
 
 
 Figure 6  Source: GR-SCM-013, p.4 
 
After all participants have given their scores, the average score is automatically set, and will be 
the output of the performance assessment. This is a number between 1 and 9 and shall 
accordingly to the procedure GR-SCM-007 be used in the bid evaluation process.  
 
In figure 7 on the next page, the performance assessment scheme is shown. Here a SCM 
representative has created a performance assessment and filled in scores on the criteria. In 
addition to this there are another reviewer that have made his scores. As displayed, the averaged 
score of each criterion is added to make the final output score from the performance assessment.    
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Figure 7  Source: Screenshot from the Supplier Database. 
 
4.2.7 Additional comments 
It is considered in the procedure that these previous mentioned descriptions of the performance 
criteria will not cover specific circumstances. It is therefore important to record the context for 
certain scores, in particular those in the high and low range, as this helps others to understand 
better what drove the scoring. In relation to this it is stated in GR-SCM-013 that each individual 
should include comments as follows: 
 
• Where there are circumstances that influenced the supplier performance that were outside 
the suppliers control a note should be added to this effect.  
 
• Notes or comments must be factual with no personal opinion or interpretation of events.  
 
• Consider: If you were to place a commitment again with this supplier, what would you do 
differently? Record views in the comment section for future projects to benefit from. 
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It is also stated that when recording delivery performance, each individual should note the 
following: 
 
• Delivery is defined as the contractual commitment date including any change orders that 
impacted delivery and created a formal revision to the original contractual delivery date. 
 
• Where accelerated delivery has been agreed and paid for, the revised date shall be the 
contractual delivery date that the performance is measured against. 
 
• Any cause of late delivery should be concisely noted in the comments section of the 
assessment. 
4.2.8 When to make a performance assessment 
According to the procedure GR-SCM-007, there should be made a performance assessment after 
every use of a supplier, and this shall be reported in the supplier database.  
 
Procedure GR-SCM-013 states that: “Upon delivery of a product or completion of the scope of 
work, the person or team who followed up the purchase order/subcontract shall complete the 
supplier performance assessment report”. 
4.2.9 Search options 
The search options for the performance assessments are: New assessments, for review, review 
status, for approval and approved assessments.    
 
4.3 Frame Agreements 
The database shows where frame agreements are in place and the frame agreement can be read 
by everyone with access to the database. The frame agreement screen informs in which regions 
the frame agreement is valid, who are the owner and the responsible for the frame agreement, 
who are the supplier contact and the validity dates. The procedure GR-SCM-001 state that:” The 
approved frame agreement, any usage instructions, QA certification and subcontractor capability 
information shall be stored in the Framework Agreement element of the database”. Each 
Framework Agreement shall also have a commercial representative and a technical 
representative selected from the appropriate Engineering discipline.  
 
Where there is a frame agreement or pre-agreed terms and conditions in place the suppliers 
should accordingly to the procedure GR-SCM-001 “be set to the status preferred and are 
supposed to be treated as first choice sources and must always be given the opportunity to bid for 
the appropriate services/supply on a worldwide basis”. 
 
4.3.1 Search options  
The search options for the frame agreements are: By supplier, category, region /owner, valid to 
and expired records. 
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4.4 Savings and Value Capture Reports and Overrun Reports 
GR-SCM-001 states that: “Significant savings and value captures shall be reported. The savings 
are accumulated regionally and for the Group, and held up against predetermined performance 
criteria set every year by the SCM Management.” The same procedure also states that overruns 
shall be reported in the purpose of learning from mistakes and to reduce the possibility of 
repetition. 
 
The configuration of these reports are not important for the discussion in this paper so it is not 
explained in detail, but in figure 8 the configuration is shown.  
 
 
 
Figure 8  Source: Screenshot from the Supplier Database. 
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Chapter 5 
Users of the supplier database 
 
Pursuant to the procedure GR-SCM-007, personnel are divided into different groups with 
different access privileges. These groups are:  
 
Users: All Acergy staff is members of this group. Users have read-only access to the database, 
except the frame agreements and the savings and overrun reports. They can be reviewers in 
performance assessments when assigned by the author. 
 
Authors: SCM people are typically authors and in addition to full read access they can raise 
assessments and make saving/overrun reports. They can also score assessments when assigned as 
reviewers. 
 
Approvers: SCM Managers and their delegates are approvers. In addition to above they can 
approve documents. 
 
Administrators: The members are Group SCM people and people designated by Regional SCM 
Managers.  They have general access and can change people in the various groups.  
 
Pursuant to this, personnel from SCM are the main users of this database. Other departments 
only have read access to part of the database and they can score on performance assessments 
when assigned as reviewers.  
 
 
Chapter 6 
Use of the supplier database   
 
Today the main users of the supplier database are as mentioned the SCM personnel. Other 
departments have limited access to the database and are primarily using other tools in their work. 
It is stated in the procedure GR-SCM-007 that: “The database shall be used at all stages of 
projects: Tenders and at execution phases”. This includes the phases: 
 
• Selection of bidders 
• When approving suppliers  
• When selecting Suppliers in a buying process 
• After using a supplier 
 
 
Figure 9 on the next page are taken from the procedure GR-SCM-007 and shows how the 
supplier database is suppose to be used in a buying process. 
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Figure 9   Source: GR-SCM-007, p.7   
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Chapter 7 
Internal experience gathering and supplier feedback 
 
This chapter contains the statements relating to internal experience gathering and supplier 
feedback in the attached procedures. 
 
7.1 Internal experience gathering 
The gathering of experience in the supplier database can be done in two ways. The first 
possibility is in the performance summary section in the performance assessment. Here there are, 
as mentioned before, a possibility for the SCM representative to write about various experiences, 
but if he wants others opinions, he needs to gather inputs from others in the project.  
 
Another possibility for Acergy to take care of the experience is to follow these two statements in 
the procedure GR-SCM-001:  
 
1. “Lessons learnt and suggestions for future improvements should be directed to the 
Acergy representatives for each Framework Agreement who will ensure that this 
information is communicated widely within Acergy”.  
 
2. “It is important that each project team and operations provide performance feedback on 
Framework Agreement holders and this feedback shall be entered into the Supplier and 
Subcontractor Assessment System”. 
 
7.2 Feedback to the suppliers 
In the procedure GR-SCM-013 it is stated: “Further the results of our assessments shall be 
communicated to the suppliers in order to drive a continuous effort towards improved 
performance”. In figure 10 the process after a performance assessment is approved is shown. 
According to the figure there should be a feedback to the supplier independent of the outcome of 
the performance assessment. If the score is under 5, Acergy will contact the supplier to initiate an 
improvement plan and if the score is over 4 they will give a positive feedback.      
 
 
 
Figure 10  Source: GR-SCM-007, p.8  
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Chapter 8 
Supplier relation management program 
 
In a project-based organization like Acergy, suppliers represent a major part of the total contract 
price and are of vital importance to ensure a successful delivery of the projects. Acergy has 
according to themselves realized the importance of working in close cooperation with the 
suppliers, and therefore there has been established a separate unit within the SCM, “Supplier 
Relations”. This unit functions as a liaison between Acergy and their suppliers.  
 
In relation to this, Supplier Relations has established the Supplier Relations Management 
Programme where 24 of Acergy`s most critical suppliers are included, and the programs aim is 
to have a meeting with all participants once pr year.  
 
This meeting includes among other things an update and market outlook, presentation of 
Acergy`s activities and market forecasts, KPI review and the suppliers update and feedback.  
 
Chapter 9 
Achilles Norway 
 
This is a brief presentation about Achilles Norway, the information here is a summarization of 
their internet pages www.achilles.com. Here they present themselves as: 
 
“Achilles works to identify, qualify, evaluate, and monitor suppliers on behalf of major 
organizations worldwide. We build and support buyer-supplier communities in many industry 
sectors, creating unique and powerful global networks. Our services for sustainable procurement 
help create opportunities for business and reduce risk in the supply chain. 
 
Achilles Group works with more than 500 of the world's largest companies across a range of 
industry sectors. Shell, Norsk Hydro, BP, Dublin Airport Authority, Repsol, Network Rail, EDP, 
Codelco, National Grid, Edf, EnBW, Matsui, Bovis Lend Lease and ExxonMobil are just some 
of the organizations which have come to trust Achilles collaborative, neutral and insightful 
approach to sustainable procurement. 
More than 30,000 suppliers, too, are currently registered on Achilles' databases of pre-qualified 
suppliers.” Following is a brief description of the services provided: 
 
Identification and qualification 
Standard Pre- qualification 
Achilles constantly verifies suppliers on products and services, quality and environmental 
policies and put the information in a web based system which is available online for the buyer.    
 
Total Supplier Management Solution 
This is a solution designed for international operating organizations. It supports the access to all 
suppliers globally via a web-based portal.   
 
Global Business Directories 
In this system supplier information from utilities, transport companies and organizations 
operating in the oil and gas sector is uploaded with a summary of their supplier profile. 
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Evaluate 
The evaluation is done by on-site audits by independent, verified, highly qualified and competent 
auditors and results in a detailed report.  
 
Monitoring services 
Supplier and product Tracking 
The supplier tracking is a system to monitor changes in a supplier’s information - typically 
Contact information, Dun&Bradstreet information or Supplier status information. And the 
product tracking is a system that provides an opportunity to search for certain product via a 
service code. The subscription holder will be heralded by email if changes occur. 
 
Additional services  
Supplier Management and Development 
It is stated that: “Each supplier database offers a dedicated area where company specific 
information can be administered and which is only accessible for the own organization”. The 
module called "Supplier Management and Development" is a part of the dedicated area that 
enables the buyers to register new suppliers and add company specific information about the 
supplier. And in addition to this “the buyer can also copy already registered or pre-qualified 
suppliers from the database shared with the other buying organization into this module to register 
the development of the supplier.”  
 
eQual - Request for Information  
This is a tool that support easy gathering of additional information from suppliers. This is done 
by questionnaires online if the general information is inadequate or if you want to check 
suppliers against company specific or tender specific requirements.  
 
Finally we look at some of the benefits Achilles emphasizes by use of their system: 
 
Service feature    Benefit     
Two-way performance feedback Provides opportunities for 
mechanism continuous improvement on both sides 
 
Collection of rating information against  Buyers view of performance feedback 
standard scales     information is not limited to their own 
      suppliers 
 
Sharing of approved rating information  Use performance information as a  
across the community  criteria when searching for new 
      suppliers  
 
Feedback about Suppliers must be   Develop suppliers through 
approved by them before availability  continuous improvement 
to other buyers        
 
A simple online system All supplier information managed in a single 
location 
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Chapter 10  
Supplier assessment 
 
This chapter reviews the existing theory on why, what and how to measure and evaluate the 
company’s suppliers. Monczka et al (1998, p.341) define the supplier performance measurement 
and evaluation to include “the methods and systems to collect and provide information to 
measure, rate, or rank supplier performance on a continuous basis”. In the following the chapter 
is divided into subchapters covering: 
 
10.1.1 Objective of the measurement: This is an introduction and an argument for the use of a 
supplier performance measurement and evaluation system. 
 
10.1.2 Benefits of supplier performance measurement: In this chapter some of the major benefits 
of having a measurement system are covered. Some surveys will be mentioned to 
emphasize the value of these benefits.  
 
10.3 Use of the gathered data: The measured data can be used in different ways and can 
contribute to increased gain as explain in this chapter. Some of the various range of use 
will be reviewed.  
 
10.1.3 Choice of data elements / performance criteria: There are a great number of potential 
performance criteria available. The subchapter will describe the change that has been in 
this area lately, show different categories of criteria   and bring into light some important 
findings from former surveys.  
 
10.5.1 Choice of measurement system: There are many different measurement systems out 
there, some of the most common are covered here by a description followed by its 
advantages and disadvantages.   
 
10.5.2 Sources of data: When a measuring is to be done, there are a lot of different sources of 
data to use, the most common is covered and some benefits and challenges are 
mentioned.  
 
10.6 Conclusion: A brief summary of this chapter is done. 
 
 
10.1 Objective of the measurement 
Should a company measure their suppliers? According to Gordon (2005, p.20) the answer to this 
question is that the understanding and measurement of supplier performance both prevents 
problems and promotes improvement and are of great importance to companies. In the last 
decades the development in the industrial community has contributed to that the companies has 
become more dependent on each other (Kannan et al 1999, p.1034). This means that for example 
Acergy is dependent of their suppliers to fulfil their own obligations to their own customers.  
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10.2 Benefits of supplier performance measurement 
According to Simpson et al (2002, p. 29-30) and Gordon (2005, p.24) a company without a 
measurement system is a company without possibility to determine whether the suppliers they 
use are good or performing unsatisfactory according to other possible suppliers. Simpson et al 
(2002, p. 29-30) also states according to this that the supplier can be an important part of the 
company’s value added and competitive advantages. This can come from high quality products, 
smart advertising or the fact that the supplier has a well known and respected brand (Simpson et 
al 2002, p.30). Gordon (2005, p.24) exemplify this by if the supplier improve and thereby offer 
decreased lead times, the buying company can offer corresponding reduced lead times to their 
end users. This will mean reduced costs and improved end-user satisfaction. 
 
In addition and as a supplement to this Gordon (2005, p.21) lists some of the advantages 
companies that use a measurement system to measure the supplier’s performance can expect: 
 
• Uncover and remove hidden waste and cost drivers in the supply chain. 
• Facilitate supplier performance improvement. 
• Increase competitiveness by shrinking order cycle times and inventory levels. 
• Make informed business decisions that impact the enterprise. 
 
Another important benefit of the measuring and adapting of the suppliers, are according to 
Jayaraman et al (1999) cited in Simpson et al (2002, p.39) that this will increase the possible 
lifetime of the company.  
 
The collaboration also give is the possibility to include the suppliers in the early face of product 
design, so that the developers can use the supplier’s expertise to assess and withdraw max 
information in the development process (Petersen et al 2004, p.383). This can have a huge 
impact on the development time, quality and cost of the finished product (p.371).  
 
According to Barling (2007, p.37) the “Supplier performance measurement benchmark report” 
by Aberdeen Group in 2005 stated that 85% of the companies in the survey that had a formal 
assessment programme in place had much better results than others. The figure 11 shows the 
relative improvement on four of the performance metrics being used.  
 
 
 
Figure 11 Source: Aberdeen Group 2005 cited in Barling 2007, p.38 
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10.3 Use of the gathered data  
The figure 11 shows that there is a big gain in all of the measured performance elements, but in 
addition to this improvement in supplier performance, the companies reported that they also used 
the gathered data to improve other tasks. Examples where improvements of their supplier 
selection, identification of supply risk, drive and prioritization of the supplier development, 
segmentation and consolidation of the supplier base, prediction of supplier performance and 
segmentation of their supplier database (Barling 2007, p.38). According to this, figure 12 below 
shows how the companies in the research used the gathered performance data and in the 
following these areas of data usage will be reviewed.  
 
 
 
Figure 12 Source: Aberdeen Group 2005 cited in Barling 2007, p.39 
 
There are however an element to be aware of in the light of this, that the increasing use of 
computer technology and development of sophisticated measurement and evaluation systems 
opens up the possibility for a gathering of big amount of information.  
 
This represents an advantage for the companies when it comes to save, arrange and use of 
supplier information, but an important thing to be aware of in this context is that this information 
is gathered for a reason, and eventually there are people whit according to Petersen et al (2004, 
p.383) limited ability to process information who shall use the information. This opens for the 
possibility that some of these advanced systems which contain much information will make it 
hard for decision makers to withdraw the essential information for a specific decision (Walsh 
1995, p282). 
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10.3.1 Improvement of supplier’s performance 
Monczka et al (1998, p.343) states that one of the advantages by the measurement is that the 
company find areas that the supplier needs to be improve. This is also supported by Kannan et al 
(1999, p.1038) with the statement that “companies often use the gathered supplier data to 
pinpoint areas where the supplier can improve”, and this of course is also a big benefit for the 
supplier. The supplier gets feedback about where he should improve to be more competitive.   
 
Another interesting implication of the measurement is according to Barling (2007, p.38) that the 
measurement of a supplier have the potential of trigging a behavioural effect called “the 
Hawthorne effect”. The definition of this effect is according to Ally Dog (2009): “Changes in 
behavior resulting from attention participants believe they are getting from researchers, and not 
the variable(s) manipulated by the researchers” (in the Hawthorne case, the amount of light in the 
work environment). The background for this statement came out of a study where the 
relationship between light intensity and worker productivity was studied (Ally Dog 2009).   
 
This support the findings of the Aberdeen Group who stated that it is not so important which 
system you use, but that you make an effort in the measurement and use some kind of system at 
all. The reason why, is that the survey did not uncover any significant differences in the 
improvement of the company’s performance dependent on the measurement system used 
(Barling 2007, p.38).  
  
10.3.2 Improvement in supplier selection 
A lacking property of the former methods is that they don’t take the qualitative factors into 
account when it comes to evaluate potential suppliers (Simpson et al 2002, p.29). But the last 
years consciousness-raising in this area have contributed that new  methods usually include such 
factors as reputation, experience, earlier cooperation e.g. These factors are highly subjective and 
therefore this info must be gathered and approved in some kind of system for later use, some of 
the various systems is reviewed in subchapter 10.5. 
 
10.3.3 Identification of supply risk 
It is often recommended to reduce the amount of suppliers in the company’s supplier base. This 
will be studied in chapter 13 reduction of the supplier base, but one of the main drawbacks by 
doing this is that the company can go into a lock-in situation with a supplier. One of the most 
obvious disadvantages of this dependency to the supplier is poor supplier performance or 
supplier disruption. This will without doubt affect the buying company in some way, e.g. late 
delivery or poor total quality to the final product (Kannan et al 1999, p.1037). If this happen the 
company should find alternative suppliers, extend their supply base or more recommendable, by 
measuring their existing suppliers because it is easier to develop these by increasing their 
performance to fit the company’s needs.   
10.3.4 Drive and prioritise supplier development 
Monczka et al (1998, p.332) states that: “…suppliers are critical to the success of purchasing and 
of the entire firm” and follow up with the assertion: “A supplier’s performance has a direct 
impact on a firm’s performance”.  
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These statements emphasize the importance of the supplier’s degree of importance for an 
industrial company. To be sure that their suppliers are performing to the maximum, many 
companies enter into development activities with their suppliers. These activities have no 
meaning if there is no measurement system in place, but if there is well working system there are 
many benefits of these cooperative relations. This will be more covered with writing in chapter 
11, supplier relations. 
 
10.3.5 Consolidation of the supplier base 
Monczka et al (1998, p.333) states that it is important to make strong relationships with key 
suppliers. And the way to do this is to identify them out of an evaluation process. There are 
different opinions whether a company should emphasize the importance of competition between 
supplies versus relying on fewer ones and rather develop a tighter collaboration with these. This 
will be further studied in chapter 13, reduction of supplier base.   
 
10.3.6 Predict supplier performance 
According to Barling (2007, p.37) future market variations are easier to respond to if the 
company has a measurement system in place. They are then able to monitor and keep control 
over their supplier’s weaknesses and strengths. In today’s highly swinging market, knowing your 
suppliers performance levels and be able to quickly respond to market demands seem to be of 
great importance.    
 
10.3.7 Segmentation of the supplier base 
Segmentation of the supplier database is important to ease the use of this, but it can be difficult 
to decide how this should be done. Some of the possibilities are to differentiate in the frequency 
of use, size of supplier, or products/services supplied. In any case the choice of measuring 
criteria used can be difficult.  
Simpson et al (2002, p.34) exemplifies this by a purchasing of standardized low cost products. 
The importance of measuring quality in this case is of course much less than if a company are 
buying complex high cost products.  
          
10.4 Choice of data elements/ performance criteria 
What you choose to measure/which KPI`s to use, is one of the most important factors for the 
design of a successful assessment system (Monczka et al 1998, p.341). In addition to that this is 
a very important choice it is a very difficult one. The reason for this is that there is almost an 
unlimited number of KPI`s to pick among (Lysons & Farrington 2006, p.384).  
 
The quantitative traditional ones like price, quality and delivery are still some of the most used, 
but they are now accompanied by other quantitative and in a increasingly degree of qualitative 
KPI`s. 
 
In fact a survey from the USA made by Simpson et al (2002, p.30-33) where they managed to 
gather 84 different relevant evaluation forms. They analysed these forms and came up with 142 
useful assessment criteria. These where put into 19 categories, and are in figure 13 on the next 
page listed in descending degree of mentioning in the questionnaires. The complete list of 
criteria is attached in appendix 1.    
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   Figure 13  Source: Simpson et al 2002, p.34 
 
 
To show the various results of such investigations some of the metrics used in the Aberdeen 
Group survey are shown pursuant to their degree of use in figure 14 on the next page. Of course 
there are different assumptions and factors that affect the results in such surveys, and these two 
examples emphasize this and the variety in use of the different criteria.  
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Figure 14 Source: Aberdeen Group 2005 cited in Barling 2007, p.39 
 
10.4.1 Quantitative elements 
The theory often suggests the use of quantitative elements to build a trustworthy system for all 
parts in relation to collaboration with suppliers. There are on the other hand also problems 
related to use of quantitative elements. Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.385) have mentioned 
three of these problems:  
 
First of all there is a high cost of collecting quantitative data. An example on this could be the 
evaluation of quality. There will be needed skilled people, accurate and approved documentation, 
correction of detected failures and often special equipment and software.  
 
Second the expression “quantitative” can give the impression that this measure is the absolute 
truth. This is often far from reality, because measures are always based on assumptions, and 
these are factors that will decide the accuracy of the measurement.      
 
The third problem by relying on quantitative measurement is that you cannot compensate for the 
factors outside the suppliers control. To do this you need to mix quantitative with some degree of 
qualitative measurement as will be described in the next subchapter.  
Another thing to take into account is that the old fashion quantitative performance criteria such 
as price, product quality and delivery are also being accompanied by new quantitative elements.  
 
For instance with the high speed of increase in the technology now going on, Radosevitch (1998) 
cited in Simpson et al (2002, p.30) emphasise that the companies should also assess their 
supplier’s ability to keep up with the development in technology. This is possible to measure 
quantitative, but according to the survey by Simpson et al (2002, p.36) there seem to be a gap 
between this theoretical view and reality. Only 13.1 percent of the forms contained the “Use of 
leading edge technology” factor.  
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10.4.2 Qualitative elements 
According to Simpson et al (2002, p.29) the former evaluation and assessment methods of 
suppliers have been missing some very important factors. There has been a focus on quality, 
price and service which omit other factors that are at least as important. These contain most of all 
of qualitative measures and should be included to improve the relationship between companies. 
Examples are frequent intercompany communication, partnership equity, and trust among the 
companies (p.30). 
 
However there seem to be an improvement because the survey suggests that the most of the 
companies with an assessment system has been following the last decade’s trends and are now 
measuring a much more widespread area of assessment factors (p.34). The survey also shows 
that the traditional measurements price, quality and delivery still are seen as very important 
factors, but they are now accompanied by others like customer relationship, facility environment 
and improvement factors.  
 
In addition to this and as a motivator for driving this improvement Simpson et al (2002, p.38) 
states that in a research by Tan et al (1998) they found that: “Non price factors such as 
information shearing are positively related to return on assets, growth in sales, customer service, 
product quality and competitive position”. 
 
Monczka et al (1998, p.342) support the former when they state that in addition to the 
quantitative factors, suppliers should also be measured with qualitative factors. They then list up 
six qualitative factors: 
 
• Problem resolution ability / technical ability 
• Ongoing progress reporting 
• Corrective action response 
• Supplier cost reduction ideas 
• Supplier new product support 
• Buyer / seller capability 
 
Sometimes it can be difficult to see how these qualitative criteria can be used, so here is an 
example: Petersen et al (2004, p.375) emphasise that some kind of subjective criteria should be 
considered when considering entering into a collaborative relationship with a supplier when it 
comes to product design. The authors mention familiarity with the supplier, their relative level of 
involvement in prior efforts and their engineering design capabilities as possible factors to 
assess. This will support a much easier collaboration and will increase the possibility of success.  
 
Monczka et al (1998, p.342) suggest a method for evaluate the qualitative factors which starts by 
giving a score from one to five on each factor. Summarise the score and divide on the total 
possible points. They also suggest displaying the results in percent, presumable for more easy 
reading. This is just one of many methods for measuring of supplier performance as we will see 
in the next chapter.  
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10.5 Choice of measurement system 
According to Monczka et al (1998, p.344) one major decision in the design of a supplier 
performance measurement and evaluation tool is to chose which measurement and evaluation 
system to use. They then list three of these systems with their appurtenant advantages and 
disadvantages: 
 
10.5.1 Categorical  
Description: The buyer rates predefined performance categories. The ratings are for example 
excellent, good, fair or poor (Monczka et al 1998, p.344).  
  
Advantages:     Disadvantages: 
Easy to implement.    Least reliable. 
Need minimal data.    Less frequent generation of evaluation. 
Different personnel included.  Most subjective. 
Low cost.     Usually manual. 
 
10.5.2 Weighed-Point 
Description according to Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.387): “A weighting factor is 
established for each of the areas that indicates the value of that area in relation to each of the 
other factors. A score is then assigned to each factor that indicates the supplier’s performance. 
The score is multiplied by the weight and then averaged”.   
 
Advantages:     Disadvantages: 
Flexible.     Tends to focus on unit price. 
Allows supplier ranking.   Requires some computer support. 
Moderate implementation costs. 
Combines quantitative and  
qualitative factors into a single system. 
 
In addition to these Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.387) state that this is an excellent tool for 
proposal evaluation and support evaluators with the possibility to include all factors while giving 
more power to the important ones. They also supplement the list of disadvantages by mentioning 
that in long-term evaluation interest among the evaluators can be lost and the entry of data can be 
both labour and time consuming.   
 
10.5.3 Cost-Based 
Description according to Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.387):” Evaluates supplier performance 
on total non-productive costs associated with each supplier’s performance”. 
 
Advantages:     Disadvantages: 
Provides a total cost approach.  Cost-accounting system required. 
Identifies specific areas of supplier  Most complex implementation.  
non-performance .   Computer resources required. 
Allows objective supplier ranking. 
Greater potential for long-range  
improvement. 
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Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.386-387) also have some extensions to this method. First of all 
they mention that suppliers are held responsible for their actions and by this give the supplier 
motivation to improve more rapidly. Second they point out that this method is difficult to build 
internally.   
 
Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.386-387) also have a lists six such systems, these are adapted 
from Hollingsworth (1998). Two of them are already mentioned above and will not be listed 
here, weighted-point and cost based. The others are listed under: 
10.5.4 Subjective 
Description according to Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.387):”Generally designed as 
questionnaires with a numerical rating scale, (say 1-5), completed by a number of reviewers”.  
 
Advantages:      Disadvantages: 
Easy to develop and administer. After first survey, method loses its  
Can be completed by an unlimited  impact.  
number of reviewers.      No objective basis and ratings. 
 Too many data entry points.    
10.5.5 Survey method 
Description according to Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.387):”A purchased service in which a 
research organization contacts a number of other customers to obtain their views in the 
performance of the supplier”. 
  
Advantages:      Disadvantages: 
Easy to implement     Expensive 
Research organization provides           Quality of data collected may be poor 
regular updates.                                    and depends on the source. 
Evaluation is based on the experience of other 
companies.  
10.5.6 Comparative method 
Description according to Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.387):” Supplier is evaluated 
independently by evaluators on agreed factors, such as price, quality, delivery etc. Individual 
ratings are them tabulated and a final rating awarded by the value team”.  
 
Advantages:      Disadvantages: 
Speed- can be used to quickly evaluate  Relative importance of various rating not 
 a supplier on a short-term basis. considered. 
Easy to develop.     Not applicable to long-term evaluation. May take 
the suppliers historical                Dependent on subjective opinions of the  
performance into consideration.    evaluators.  
Easily “rigged” by an evaluator to give desired 
outcome.  
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10.5.7 Percentage based method 
Description according to Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.387):” Percentage systems measure the 
percentage of quality defects or late deliveries”. 
 
Advantages:    Disadvantages: 
Easy to accumulate data   Does not reflect the severity of quality problems. Provides 
compliance targets             Does not accurately reflect level of on-time and 
expectations.    performance. 
 
10.5.8 Use of the described methods 
The authors also mention where the methods are used. It is interesting to notice that for example 
the subjective method usually is the first attempt in a company to design a performance 
measurement and evaluation system. They further states that this system is to be used by small 
businesses with small supplier bases, as opposed to the survey method that is recommended used 
in large companies. Another interesting detail is that the weighted-point method primarily is a 
tool for long-term rating of suppliers. They also mention that the comparative method is much 
used when it comes to the selection of suppliers to a contract from an approved list and that the 
cost-based method primarily is used for evaluation of suppliers and trends in the supplier base 
(Lysons and Farrington 2006, p.386-387).    
 
10.6 Sources of data 
One of the problems in the gathering of applicable data is to choose which source of information 
to use. Gordon (2005, p.23) has listed some of the most used sources and their associated 
challenges in figure 15 below.   
 
 
Figure 15  Source: Gordon 2005, p.23  
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10.7 Conclusion 
The main conclusion of this chapter is that it is definitive useful to have some kind of 
measurement system for measurement of your supplier’s performance. There is however some 
difficulties and things to be aware of in the process of implementing such a system, but the 
benefits seem to overrun these in time. The companies with such a system in place seem to have 
an improvement potential in how they use the gathered information, and can gain more value by 
expand the use of these.  
 
When it comes to the different measurement systems there are a great number of different 
solutions to choose of, but there are not a method that covers it all, it is a process where each 
company needs to choose what the most important factors is for them. Simpson et al (2002, p.40) 
conclude their research with the statement: “Clearly, better methods for assessing suppliers must 
be developed, disseminated and implemented”.  
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Chapter 11 
Supplier relations 
 
As a consequence of the increasing competitiveness in the industrial environment the last thirty 
years, companies are developing closer relationships with their suppliers to be more competitive 
by utilize their supplier’s capability to the maximum and to gain benefit of collaboration 
initiatives.  
 
According to Petersen et al (2004, p.375) there are two fundamental objectives when it comes to 
building a functional relationship between companies, this is to align the capability and needs in 
both a technical and a social manner.  
 
In this chapter we will focus on the cultural/social side and adapt the proposed method of 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998, p.243) to split the expression “social capital” into three different 
parts, cognitive, structural and relational capital. In the following the chapter is divided into 
subchapters covering:  
 
11.1 Cognitive capital: This part covers the importance of aligning the coadjutant company’s 
goals and values. 
  
11.2 Structural capital: This subchapter will describe the theoretical view of the importance of 
information sharing, supplier evaluation and supplier development. 
 
11.3 Relational capital: This is an important part of the chapter covering the effect of trust in a 
relationship. 
 
11.4 Conclusion: A brief summary of this chapter is done. 
 
 
11.1 Cognitive capital  
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998, p.244) define cognitive capital as:” Cognitive capital consists of 
the resources providing the parties with shared representations, interpretations and systems of 
meaning”.  
 
It is obvious that the alignment of the two companies systems will ease the collaboration 
between these and Krause et al (2007, p.532) emphasize the importance of that the companies 
should be aligned so that they can see areas for improvement and work out solutions working on 
the same level of understanding. They even state that their findings supported earlier studies in 
the fact that when this alignment is done in a successful way it provides value to the buying firm 
and even improve its own performance (p.540).     
 
11.2 Structural capital  
Structural capital is defined by the Business Dictionary (2009) as: “Competitive intelligence, 
formulas, information systems, patents, policies, processes, etc., that result from the products or 
systems the firm has created over time. It does not reside in the heads of the employees and 
remains with the organization even when they leave”. 
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Information sharing is also a major part of the structural capital and has been defined as: “The 
degree to which each party discloses information that may facilitate the other party’s activities 
(Krause et al 2006, p.533)”. This activity is expected to increase the closer the collaboration 
becomes and will change degree according to the amount of trust between the companies. This 
will be further explained under the subchapter relational capital.   
 
Krause et al (2006, p.528) divides the four traditional performance parameters into two branches, 
cost versus quality, flexibility and delivery. And in relation to the former they are of the opinion 
that sharing of easy transferred simple information, such as supplier evaluation results and other 
relevant information is the best method if you want to improve the company’s cost performance. 
The underlying argument for this is that other supplier development activities require human 
resources or/and transferring of tacit knowledge, and the cost of this will often exceed the profit. 
They therefore state that these human demanding activities are more appropriate if the goal is to 
improve the company’s quality, delivery and/or flexibility (p.533). 
 
Supplier development is another part of this conception and has been defined as “…any activity 
initiated by a buying organization to improve the performance of its suppliers and the expression 
embrace activities as goal setting, supplier evaluation, performance measurement, sharing of 
knowledge, shared asset investments and other activities (Krause et al 2006, p.529)”. And 
according to this Monczka et al (1998, p.342) suggest that there should be a minimum level of 
performance. They thereafter states that underperforming suppliers should be worked with to 
improve their performance. 
 
This suggested supplier development on the other hand require good communication and 
information sharing from both sides, and leads to the statement of Uzzi (1997, p44) that a 
successful supplier evaluation with a consecutive development indicates a high degree of 
information and communication skills. Thus these activities are embedded in the structural 
capital.  
 
In chapter 10 the measurement and assessment of suppliers was examined and these activities are 
often recommended and described as an important assumption for the building of successful 
relationships between the buyer and the seller by theorists. And according to Olsen and Ellram 
(1997 p.109) these activities will simplify the aligning of the company’s strategic and 
operational goals. According to this the relationships should be built on the buyers premises, the 
buyer measure the supplier and tell him how to change and adapt. Cousins et al (2008 p.240) on 
the other hand presents a view that twists the former all around. They state that it is the 
communication/socialization between the companies rather than the measurement system that is 
important for the company’s performance. This view aligns with the importance of the structural 
capital and leads us to the next chapter, relational capital. 
 
11.3 Relational capital  
The expression relational capital is among other things about the situation where a company 
make investments to develop their suppliers. The buying company initiate this process with the 
expectation of improvement in the supplier’s performance, such as reduced costs, quality, 
delivery and flexibility. Other activities such as sharing of knowledge, training and shared asset 
investments are often required to make these initiatives successful (Krause et al 2006, p.523).   
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When investing in supplier development, a company cannot expect instant return on investment 
and therefore the relational capital is dependent on an understanding between the buyer and 
supplier on the continuing of the relationship in the future. This is supported by Krause et al 
(2006, p.530-531) even though they turn it around when they write that a supplier rarely make 
relation specific investments with an unknown company with no intentions of a long term 
relationship. 
 
Trust is also a key element in building of well functional relationships, and according to 
Handfield and Bechtel (2002, p.367) the next step in development of new forms of collaboration 
is to make systems that rely on trust between the companies. And they presented a tested model 
that proved that companies that made an effort in building trust with their suppliers are likely to 
improve their supplier responsiveness. This was the case even if the buying company had little 
control with their supplier base.  
 
According to the former Sako and Helper (1998, p.406) found that trust tends to evolve in a 
positive relation with the length of the cooperation between companies. In the same survey they 
found three other conditions that build trust between companies and reduce expectation of 
opportunism, these are: Information exchange, technical assistance and customer reputation. 
These elements are also described by others, for example the mentioned study by Handfield and 
Bechtel (2002, p.377) had an outcome that an important element in the building of trust is to 
have meetings and share information on a regular basis.  
 
Building of trust between companies starts with the interpersonal trust between individuals. Over 
time and with repeated transactions, this trust will transform into trust between the two 
companies (Zaheer et al 1998 p.142). One important consequence of this is that you should make 
an effort in getting objective data, and limiting the subjective involvement in this process 
(Barling 2007) and (Gordon 2005). This characteristic is visualized in figure 16. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16  Source: Zaheer et al 1998 p.142 
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In former research the main benefits of building trust between companies are according to Stuart 
et al (1998 p.84) that the two parties develop a common understanding about technical and 
design issues and this will lead to cost reductions and increased problem solving capabilities. 
And according to Handfield and Bechtel (2002, p.367) another important benefit is that there 
will be a reduction of the total cycle time within the supply chain. 
 
 
11.4 Conclusion  
It is no doubt that the relations a company have with their suppliers are of great importance, and 
as we have seen these relationships can managed in many ways. It is also important to notice that 
the different kinds of relationships bring forward a different use of range. As an example on this 
Krause et al (2006, p.532) refer to a study performed by Moran (2005) where “he found that 
structural capital played a stronger role in explaining execution-oriented managerial tasks while 
relational capital played a stronger role in explaining innovation oriented tasks”. 
 
By developing these relationships companies however can easily become very dependent of their 
suppliers, and this can create some difficulties (Kannan et al 1999, p.1037). However, the 
benefits of good relationships seem to theoretically exceed these risks of locked-in.   
 
The area of accordance between creation of value and the relation a company has with their 
suppliers has been studied in a various point of views, but it is interesting to see and a proper 
way to end this conclusion with the statement from Krause et al (2006, p.529) and Handfield and 
Bechtel (2002) p.367) that they all conclude the same: “…when organizations invest in relation-
specific assets, engage in knowledge exchange and combine resources through governance 
mechanisms, a supernormal profit can be derived on the part of both exchange parties (Handfield 
& Bechtel 2002, p.367).”  
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Chapter 12 
Supplier communication and feedback 
 
Simpson et al (2002, p.40) state that good communication between the buyer and supplier are of 
great importance if the supplier are to be expected to improve performance. So what is 
communication? According to Jacobsen and Thorsvik (2007, p.251) it is the process where a 
person or group exchange information, ideas, attitude and feelings with others How this is done 
is visualized with a model in figure 17 which this chapter is based on. 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Source: Jacobsen and Thorsvik 2007, p.251 
 
The first step in this model, decide content, shows that all communication starts with coding of 
information. In this context this is the formulation of the information that is going back to the 
supplier. Before the coding can begin the sender will have to decide what should be included in 
the feedback.  
 
In some processes this decision as automated and according to Mickey North Rizza, research 
director at advisory firm AMR Research, assessment systems that permit a limited view access 
for the suppliers and automatically give the suppliers a warning if necessary are very good 
(Barling 2007).  
 
In the second step, coding of content, it is accordingly to Jacobsen and Thorsvik (2007, p.256)  
important that the sender think about who should be the recipient of the information and use a 
language and signals that he think the recipient are familiar with.   
          
The third step, dispatch of feedback, is to choose which communication channel to be used. The 
last decade’s technological development has given rise to a lot of new elements in this area, and 
there are now a lot of options available. To simplify this discussion the focuses will here be on 
reports, email and face to face communication. The reason for this is that reports and face to face 
communication are in each end of the scale while email communication is somewhere in the 
middle. Other channels like letters, phone, video conference and web chatting etc are also 
located on this scale between the two extreme points.   
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The mentioned scale is a measure on how well the communication channel used is managing to 
communicate a high degree of information. The criteria used to set the degree of information is 
how the channel can transfer various signals at the same time, support quick positive 
acknowledgement and support that the participants to be personal and adjust their 
communication to each other (Jacobsen & Thorsvik 2007). The scale is showed in figure 18 
below. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18 Source: Jacobsen and Thorsvik 2007, p.254 (Modified) 
 
There are different properties connected to the different channels. Reports and email for instance 
have a high degree of storage, preparation, and parallelism possibilities. While the degree of 
information and quickness is low. For face to face communication this is exactly opposite. In 
addition to this there are researches of communication in organizations that has found that face to 
face communication are the most efficient and preferred way to communicate (Westmyer et al 
1998, p.28). 
 
The fourth step, decoding of content, is the suppliers decoding of the sent information. 
According to Jacobsen and Thorsvik (2007, p.257) research in this area have found that it is 
especially important that the recipient have a relationship of trust to the sender. This has proved 
to be of the utmost importance for how the recipient interprets the message and of the attention 
he ascribes to the message.     
   
According to Gordon (2005), for companies to be able to use their effort in performance 
assessment of suppliers to gain value in the long run it is important to see the process as a 
continues loop. This calls for a two ways communication in the feedback process.  
 
The fifth step, feedback from supplier is what makes this process into a two-way 
communication. The feedback suggested by Simpson et al (2002, p.40) to be done in regular 
meetings where the assessments are reviewed. In this way the buyer and supplier can 
communicate face to face and the possibilities for misunderstandings will decrease. 
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Chapter 13 
Reduction of the supplier base 
 
It seems like there are a widespread point of view in the theoretical literature form the last 
decades of the 19 century, that almost all companies have an oversized supplier base and that this 
should uncritically be reduced. This view has now been modified to a wider perspective, and 
now there seem to be consensus about that there are many factors affecting the optimal number 
of suppliers in the supplier base. This chapter is divided into the following subchapters: 
 
13.1 Why optimize the supplier base: This subchapter will present a definition to the 
expression “optimization of the supply base” thereafter some of the theoretical benefit 
that promotes the optimization of the supplier base will be studied. 
 
13.2 Potential risks of optimizing the supplier base: As mentioned the view on the area of 
reduction of the supplier base has now changed, but in some cases an optimization of the 
supplier base is the appropriate solution (Choi & Krause 2005, p.637). There is however 
some potential risks emerging from this process, and some of these are presented here. 
 
13.3 General steps in the optimization process: There are many methods for optimization of 
the supply base, but there are however many factors to be taken into account to make an 
optimization successful. There is no general rule how this should be done, but there are 
some general principles to be followed. Some methods and general steps will be 
presented in this subchapter. 
 
13.4 Discussion: There is not total consensus about how, when or if the optimization method 
should be implemented by the theorists, and the chapter present some of these various 
meanings.  
 
13.5 Conclusion: A brief summary of the chapter is done. 
   
13.1 Why optimize the supplier base?  
An indisputable consequence of having a large supply base is that it will complicate the process 
of managing and the identification of the best suppliers. A large supply base also increases the 
possibility for duplication of purchasing activities and the containment of marginal performing 
suppliers. The process which a great part of the theory recommends to solve this problem is 
called “optimization”. Monczka et al (1998, p.332) defines this process as: “Optimization is a 
continuous process that strives for the ideal number of suppliers capable of world-class 
performance”.  
 
Thereafter they further states that (p.332):“It became clear during the 1980s that the costs 
associated with having multiple suppliers for each purchased item outweighed any perceived 
reduction in supply risk.”      
 
The main goal of the optimization process is to improve the probability of dealing with the best 
suppliers according to performance. The main performance criteria for improvement in this 
relation are cost, quality, delivery time and information sharing between buyer and seller 
(Monczka et al 1998, p.334). In recent years there has in addition to these been a twist against 
more focus on relationships factors between the buyer and supplier company (Simpson et al 
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2002, p.29). In relation to this there are a great number of subsequent benefits of the process. 
Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.392) have listed six of these advantages: 
 
• Savings in administration costs 
• Up to 80 per cent of suppliers met by selected vendors   
• The development of long-term partnerships and supplier associations 
• Improved standardization 
• Elimination of or reduction in maverick purchases 
• Lower total production costs 
 
Monczka et al (1998, p.334-337) also list some advantages. These will to some degree overlap 
the pre mentioned: 
 
• Buying from world-class suppliers 
• Use of full-service suppliers 
• Reduction of supply base risk 
• Lower supply base maintenance costs 
 
In addition to these Monczka et al (1998, p.334) states that another profit of optimization is 
supplier quality self-certification of incoming shipments made to the buying company. This will 
add an extra quality check, and so decrease risk of poor quality. Under follows a brief 
explanation to each of the above listings:  
 
Savings in administration costs 
The effort used to maintain and update a supplier base can be significant if the base includes a 
great number of suppliers. One of the main advantages by reducing this number accept from the 
decreased effort and thereby saved cost are that recourses used here can be relocated and produce 
even more value. 
 
Up to 80 per cent of suppliers met by selected vendors  
When suppliers communicate with a limited number of people in the company the relation 
between the two companies tend to improve (Jacobsen & Thorsvik 2007, p.257). A big 
advantage of this is that eventual problems are easier to solve on an early stage. There is also a 
decreasing possibility of miscommunication owing to the fact that there are fewer people 
communicating.   
  
The development of long-term partnerships and supplier associations  
By reducing the base to a manageable number of suppliers the possibility to cooperate with 
suppliers when it comes to supplier development, cost-based pricing and early design 
involvement increase. These elements are difficult to manage with a big supplier base since they 
require a consumption of both time and effort, and as earlier mentioned this is unfavourable 
(Monczka et al 1998, p.333).  
  
Improved standardization 
With fewer suppliers it is easier to standardize procedures and communication between the 
company and each supplier. This will ease cooperation and therefore gain value.  
 
 
Elimination of or reduction in maverick purchases 
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It is much easier to control and manage purchases when the supplier base is restricted.  
  
Lower total production costs  
By offering few suppliers bigger and more long-term contracts they eventually have the 
opportunity to become more effective and competitive. They will gain value from higher 
production volumes and can make investments in both facilities and equipment that again will 
drive this process even further. In time this should hit back to the buyer in the shape of lower 
cost (Monczka et al 1998, p.336).  
 
Buying from world-class suppliers 
After a successful optimization of the supplier base, the remaining suppliers should be “best in 
class” in their area. By building close relationships with these suppliers the company can expect 
fewer problems when it comes to some of the main critical factors such as quality and delivery. 
The buyer can also trust the supplier’s ability to perform well, and so they can put full focus on 
their own core businesses. Even in this area they can improve by use of the experts competence 
supplied by the supplier (Monczka et al 1998, p.334).     
 
Use of full-service suppliers  
A common consequence of the optimization is that the remaining suppliers are larger and so 
often more capable of performing multiple tasks. This means that the buyer have the possibility 
to use one supplier to do production work former done internally or by many suppliers. This can 
give lover costs, improved quality and most likely decrease product development time (Monczka 
et al 1998, p.334-335).    
 
Reduction of supply base risk 
It might seem weird that fewer suppliers should reduce the supply risk, especially if risk of 
supply disruption is the main factor. But actually this is not the case; there are other factors that 
should be equally weighted, such as risk of poor quality, late delivery and paying too high price. 
Improving these factors will exceed the gain from reducing risk of disruption. The means of 
improving these factors is to give larger and longer term contracts to fewer suppliers. At the end 
this will again reduce the risk of disruption, because of more competitive and stronger suppliers 
(Monczka et al 1998, p.335).    
 
Lower supply base maintenance costs 
As earlier mentioned the optimization is a continuous process. The process involves a lot of 
interaction between buyer and supplier such as communication of design, specifications, 
performance requirements, problems, improvement and changes. All of these activities require 
time and effort which at the end will be cost. By reducing the number of suppliers the number of 
these activities will be significantly decreased (Monczka et al 1998, p.336-337). 
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13.2 Potential risks of optimizing the supplier base 
With all of these advantages by reducing/optimize the supplier base it might be hard to 
understand why not every company are doing this. Well, the expression “too good to be true” is 
to some extent true here. There are in fact some potential risks emerging from this process as 
well. Monczka et al (1998, p.338-339) lists some of them:  
 
• Supplier dependency 
• Absence of competition 
• Supply disruption  
• Overaggressive supply reduction 
 
In addition to these Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.392) supplement this list by mention two 
potential risks: 
 
• Failure to seek new or more competitive suppliers 
• Loss of suppliers goodwill 
 
There will now follow a brief explanation of each listed assertion:  
 
Supplier dependency 
This refers to the situation where a supplier becomes too dependent of the buying company. This 
can happen if a supplier loose other customers in the aim for improve performance to the 
company. This can give unhealthy relationships and make the supplier a poor competitor 
(Monczka et al 1998, p.338).   
 
Absence of competition 
By reducing the suppliers, the competition will also decrease. In the extreme case of a single 
source the absence of competition can make the supplier behave opportunistic. He can for 
example raise the price or ease on quality to gain more value (Monczka et al 1998, p.338).      
 
Supply disruption  
This is the main argument against the reduction of suppliers. There can be many reasons for 
supply disruption. Strike, fire, production or quality problems, supplier’s supplier or natural 
disasters are some of them. There are however solutions to avoid these problems with very few 
suppliers. First of all the buyer can choose suppliers with multiple production facilities. Second 
he can use suppliers with multiple capabilities. Then others can take over if one of the suppliers 
experience problems (Monczka et al 1998, p.338-339).   
 
Overaggressive supply reduction 
The main problem by overaggressive supply reduction is if the market grows and the remaining 
suppliers fail to expand their production capacity (Monczka et al 1998, p.339).   
 
Failure to seek new or more competitive suppliers 
It is always a risk in the case where everything is working well. It is easy to lose focus on 
improvement, but the companies should always remember that the optimization is a continuous 
process and there should always be a focus on seeking even better suppliers.  
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Loss of supplier’s goodwill 
This point rises as a consequence of absence of competition. In a competitive market the supplier 
often show a lot of goodwill to satisfy the buyer. This goodwill can for example take the shape of 
decreased costs, willingness to give more support if problem occurs or improved support in the 
design process. When the competition decrease the supplier has fewer reasons to show goodwill 
and this can mean increased costs for the buyer.   
 
13.3 General steps in the optimization process 
According to Monczka et al (1998, p.333) the first step in an optimization process should be to 
exclude poor performing suppliers and the suppliers who are not used. And pursuant to Bhote 
(1989, p.75) sited in Monczka et al (1998, p.339) the optimization process includes three phases. 
First of all is the reduction of suppliers in the base. This activity can be opposed in a number of 
different ways, but according to Bhote (1989, p.75) some general principles should be followed: 
 
• The buying company must have a clear commitment to total quality or any other 
performance capability critical to the purchaser, and must “practice what it preaches.” 
 
• The buying company must have quality professionals who are able to assess a suppliers 
quality control techniques and the potential to implement continuous quality 
improvement. 
 
• Whenever possible, a potential supplier should be in close physical proximity to the 
buying company to allow frequent visits. 
 
• A supplier’s management must be willing and able to develop a closer working 
relationship with the purchaser. A fit between the two firms must exist. 
 
• A supplier must commit to continuous performance improvement regardless of its current 
quality performance. 
  
Second is the selection of the finalist suppliers and the last phase is the selection of which 
suppliers the company should establish a closer collaboration with (Bhote 1989, p.75). How this 
collaboration should be done was described in chapter 11, supplier relations.  
 
In relation to the first step in an optimization process Bhote (1989, p.75-80) has suggested four 
different approaches, these are: 
 
• Twenty / eighty rule 
Here you reduce the supplier base by 80% or 20%. The principle is for example to 
continue with the 20% of your most used supplier, or you can delete the 20% of the 
supplier with most quality problems. There are many other possibilities as well. This is a 
quick way of reducing the supply base, but however there is a risk of excluding well 
performing suppliers (Monczka et al 1998).   
 
• “Improve or else”  
By this method all of the suppliers get a possibility to be left in the base. Simplified the 
buyer give the suppliers a set of performance criteria. The suppliers then have to prove 
their achievement of these in a given timeframe (Monczka et al 1998, p.340).    
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• Triage 
Each supplier is carefully evaluated and put into one of three categories, exclude from 
base, potential suppliers and preferred suppliers (Monczka et al 1998, p.340).    
 
• Competency staircase     
With this method the buyer request the suppliers to prove their abilities in a stepwise 
manner. The steps typically will increase in degree of difficulty and therefore the 
suppliers will get fewer and fewer (Monczka et al 1998, p.340).    
 
Monczka et al (1998, p.341) call the attention to that this is only a small sample of methods 
available and it is also a possibility to mix different approaches.  
 
Talluri and Narasimhan (2005, p.130) has develop an alternative methodology from the 
aggressive reduction of suppliers. Examination of the method will not be included in this paper, 
but a brief description will now follow.  
 
The method is a continuing process which with certain time intervals evaluates the lowest 
performing suppliers in the supply base against a pool of potential suppliers. If the evaluation 
concludes in favour of the potential supplier, this supplier will be put into the base while the 
other is excluded.  
 
The evaluation process consists of a supplier capability questionnaire where the questions are 
divided into 6 categories: Quality management practices and system, documentation and self-
audit, process and manufacturing capability, management of the firm, design and development 
and cost reduction capability.  
 
It also consists of a supplier performance assessment questionnaire where the questions are 
divided into 5 categories: Quality, price, delivery, cost reduction performance and other. Each 
question is given a quantified number and the results are then calculated and the output is 
compared against other suppliers. This will support the maintenance of a healthy number of 
suppliers, while the base is continuously improving by putting pressure on the existing suppliers 
(Talluri and Narasimhan 2005, p.130).          
 
13.4 Discussion 
As mentioned above there are many favourable effects and a number of risks by reducing the 
supplier base. The majority of the used theory have a clear opinion that the benefits of reducing 
the supplier base to some extent weights more than the potential risks, but there is however 
others who questions this view. 
 
Brynhildsvoll and Abrahamsen (2002, p.57) even take this idea to another level and actually 
question the underlying principle of the process by asking the question: “Maybe it is better with 
as many suppliers as possible instead of a limited number of suppliers?”  
 
However they don’t take this discussion further, but they state that no matter what, it is more 
important to differentiate between different suppliers and define what the company wish to 
achieve, rather than care about the number of suppliers. This differentiation between different 
suppliers was studied in chapter 10, supplier assessment.  
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Stump and Sriram (1997, p.130) also contribute to this discussion by emphasize the point that the 
increase of development and use of sophisticated IT systems should support the possibility of 
managing a big supply base. On the other hand these systems support more accurate 
measurement and benchmarking of supplier’s performance and herby render the possibility to 
exclude the suppliers which is not performing as good as others. 
 
In the optimization process, the reduction in itself should no matter what be the goal 
(Brynhildsvoll & Abrahamsen 2002, p.56) and according to Hughes et al (1998, p.105-106) the 
number of suppliers for an item should be based on the decided purchasing strategy within the 
specific area. Some of the factors to be taken into account are pursuant to Hughes et al (1998, 
p.105-106):  
 
• The power in relational terms between purchaser and suppliers, resulting from the chosen 
strategy. 
• Information technology and other investment costs associated with single, dual and 
multiple sourcing. 
• A market assessment of future supplier capacity. 
• The staff resources required to implement purchaser-supplier improvement projects. 
• The time and cost of exit strategies in the event of non-performance. 
• Risk assessment of market place, technology and financial factors. 
• The likelihood of the parties failing to commit appropriate investment to sustain 
technology performance and competitive advantage. 
• Cost and price benefits from volume consolidation. 
• The impact of diluting or losing competitive leverage. 
 
Stump and Sriram (1997, p.130) also add a point to this list by claiming that the number of 
suppliers should be adjusted in relation to the capacity and maturity of the buyers IT systems. 
 
13.5 Conclusion 
Still there are many companies who use single sourcing or use a small limited number of 
suppliers opposed to many suppliers for each item (Choi & Krause 2005, p.640). In different 
circumstances both of these approaches have proven to be effective (Monczka et al 1998, p.338).  
 
The main outcome of this chapter is that there are many favourable benefits evolving from the 
optimization process, but with these there are also some risks. There are many different views on 
how to weight these against each other, and therefore there exists many different methods for 
execution of this process.  
 
The main conclusion is that the amount of optimization needed and method used should be 
carefully linked to the company’s strategy, and will therefore vary in each single case. However 
there are always some general factors that need to be included and so, when planning an 
optimization process it would be really important to study the area so that you can combine the 
best of many methods. It also seems like that there is an increasing amount of research going on 
in this area, so new and better methods will probably be added to the existing assortment.    
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Part three - Interviews 
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Chapter 14 
The interviews   
 
14.1 Research approach and methods  
The research techniques applied in this part of the thesis has primarily been 4 structured 
interviews and a numerous unstructured discussion sessions with different users of the supplier 
database. Three of the interviews are with internal users of the supplier database, a SCM, 
Engineering and QC representative, while the forth interview are whit external representative 
from Achilles who is a specialist in the area of supplier databases.   
 
14.2 Content of the interviews 
The main focus in these interviews and discussion sessions have been to bring forward gaps 
between what the procedures say, the existing use and the improvement potentials of the supplier 
database.  
 
In the first three interviews five themes were highlighted, these were general about the supplier 
database, performance assessments, frame agreements, reduction of the supplier database and 
supplier relations.  
 
In the last interview the focus was on how another supplier database is build up and experience 
advices according to this.      
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14.3 Interview with a SCM representative 
The representative has been working in the SCM department in Acergy for a long time and 
should therefore have good knowledge about the supplier database and its belonging 
components.    
 
General about the Supplier Database 
What do you consider as the main purpose of the supplier database as it appears today? 
Well I would say there are various purposes with the supplier database. It comprises many 
functions such as performance assessments, frame agreements, audits, audit reports, supplier 
alerts and scoring of suppliers, so it is a quite comprehensive database.   
 
Personally I use the supplier database most of all to find track records on the previous work of 
the potential suppliers. This way I can read how they have performed in the past, what they have 
been honest about and how they have operated in cooperation with us. But it is also very easy to 
find frame agreements in the supplier database and check these, so it is difficult to mention one 
defined main purpose. 
 
Do you see other possibilities for use of the supplier database then how it is today? 
Yes, it is my opinion that the supplier database could have been used more as a general 
experience database than it is today.  
 
Do you think other departments could benefit from more knowledge and use of the supplier 
database? 
Yes especially Engineering and the QC departments. This is because I don’t think the technical 
type of experience feedback is handled satisfactory with today’s system.   
 
Do you think other than the SCM personnel should get access to input data and make changes to 
the supplier database? 
I would say that everybody in Acergy should have read access to the supplier database, but I 
don’t think others than SCM representatives should have full access. Some of the other 
department should of course be able to put on scores in performance assessments. 
 
If the supplier database is suppose to work as a general experience database, should not others 
than SCM personnel be able to put in their experience?  
Yes, but this could be done through a SCM gatekeeper. Nobody buys anything without 
communication with a SCM representative, so SCM is always involved anyway. 
 
If the engineers experience a technical problem outside the SCM department’s responsibility 
with a supplier, say under the construction phase, should this experience be entered into this 
database?  
Yes, this information should go into the same experience database. This way all information 
about suppliers will be gathered in one place and it will be much easier to do evaluations. If there 
are many experience databases it is very hard to find relevant information. 
 
Is there any information that could have simplified the use of the supplier database by being 
displayed on the supplier list? 
Yes, it would be really nice if the type of commodity had been displayed. Then you could have 
search on fabrication and found out what was available.  
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Do you think the search option “region NEC” should be divided in smaller locations? 
Yes, for instance with fabrication you need to have per city and with pre commissioning you 
need per country. So I think this should be divided into different cities, this is because that is 
what we use in other databases in Acergy. 
 
Do you miss any other search options in the supplier database? 
It would have been really nice to be able to search “per commodity”. 
 
Could the training and information about the supplier database have been better? 
Absolutely! This should not only be done to the other departments, but also to the SCM 
personnel. I am a typical SCM representative and I do not use the supplier database actively. 
Maybe I should have been given better training in the use of the supplier database, this way we 
could increase the use of it. I think maybe we take it for granted that SCM personnel are familiar 
with the supplier database, but in reality most of us need better training. 
 
How can Acergy increase the use of the supplier database in your department? 
The most important thing is training and information. This information could be given in the 
various department meetings, and should be repeated every six mot since there are always new 
people. It is also important to be sure that everybody have access to the supplier database.  
 
Frame Agreements  
How do you think the organization and information of which suppliers Acergy has frame 
agreements with is working today? And what is the main purpose of the frame agreements? 
I think the way this is organized in the supplier database today is working very well. It is easy to 
click in and check if there is a frame agreement in place, in addition to this you can check the 
expire date and so on. 
 
There are two main purposes of the frame agreements, first of all is that it is ease our daily work. 
We don’t have to negotiate details in the contracts every time. And second, there is often a 
volume discount on the frame agreements so we actually make more profit with the use of the 
frame agreements.   
 
The procedure GR-SCM-001, guidelines for framework agreements states: “Lessons learnt and 
suggestions for future improvements should be directed to the Acergy representatives for each 
Framework Agreement who will ensure that this information is communicated widely within 
Acergy.” Do you think this is followed in practice? 
No I don’t, we are trying to use frame agreements and do performance assessments as much as 
possible but in practice this communication with the representatives for each Framework 
Agreement is not done.  
     
Performance assessments  
What do you consider to be the three most important benefits by performing performance 
assessments of the suppliers? 
First of all the absolute most important benefit is that you can give the supplier feedback on the 
things that went well and what did not on the job they has performed. This gives us the 
possibility to find areas for improvement in the future in cooperation with the supplier. 
 
Second there is a possibility to make scores on the different factors the supplier is being 
measured on. This give a possibility to emphasize what has been important in this exact case.  
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What do you think is the three most important factors the suppliers should be measured in 
pursuant to your department?  
First of all I would say that the quality of the product they deliver is what counts most for the 
SCM department. This is due to the fact that the SCM department is responsible for the total 
delivery, and included the quality of this.  
 
Second I would say that it is an important issue for us to do business with commercially fear 
suppliers. By this I mean suppliers who play with open cards, and are actually trying to do a job 
as good as possible. The opposite is when suppliers are trying to cheat you, if they are hard to 
cooperate with if problems arise, if they are trying to deliver a product with lower quality then 
agreed on and in general act in an opportunistic manner.   
   
The third factor we emphasize is that the suppliers have a high HSE profile and that this has been 
implemented and is functioning in an effective manner. This is important for the product delivery 
in itself and it is important that the suppliers launch the right HSE initiatives, measure these and 
put improvements in action. If a supplier start to shirk one's duty on area of HSE, this is will be 
taken seriously by both Acergy and our clients.      
 
So quality, commercially farness and HSE is the three most important factors for our department. 
 
To what degree is the result of a performance assessment used in an evaluation process? 
I hope it is being use by others SCM coordinators when they pick suppliers for the projects. But 
in addition to this it had been very nice if a team of SCM leads had been evaluated the various 
suppliers for instance on a six months basis. They could have discussed the scorings and checked 
for general improvement potentials and planed how to execute these.     
 
At this moment the SCM personnel only look at the former project, what went wrong and what 
was successful. Thereafter they do their project specific adjustments, and then the former project 
is forgotten. To be clear, today there is no functioning system for making general improvements 
of the suppliers based on the scoring in the performance assessment.   
 
What can be done to improve the usefulness of the performance assessments? 
There should be some kind of general improvement system, and this should be followed up 
closely.  
 
The procedure GR-SCM-007, work instruction for the supplier database state that: “After every 
use of a Supplier, a Performance Assessment shall be made.” Is this done in practice?  
No, this is not followed up in the daily work. I think the reason for this is that there are no 
consequences if you do a poor performance assessment or if you do no performance assessment 
at all. If I choose to not make the performance assessment after an interaction with a supplier this 
will neither affect my bonus possibilities or my conditions of employment, so I can truly say that 
this procedure is neglected all the time. 
 
Do you know about any information that should have been put into the performance assessments, 
but is missing? If yes, which? 
Yes, there are certain lines there that are being put in, but this is something we never think about. 
What actually had been very favorable is that before you deliver out the product, you check 
which type it is, which commodity it belongs to and which criteria you should evaluate 
performance on. This might not be the same for all.  
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Should the suppliers have been divided into different categories and measured with different 
parameters? If yes, how should this have been done? 
Yes, per commodity. Today there are 22 different commodities and I think the suppliers should 
have been divided into these. 
 
So you mean that there should be 22 different performance assessments schemes? 
Exactly, some of these will be quite different and many quite similar. To clarify what I mean we 
can say for instance that welding and pressure testing of pipeline which is done onboard the ship 
should have a totally different performance assessment then building a manifold on the suppliers 
own site, where we take over the product when we actually pick up the completed product.  
 
Is it possible in today’s system to manipulate the performance assessments in the direction you 
wish for? 
I would say yes to a certain point, there is some degree of control in the fact that a performance 
assessment often includes more than one person. There are often reviewers from Engineering, 
QC and other department in addition to the SCM who is the creator of the performance 
assessment. If one of these gives an abnormally high or low score there is a possibility that the 
others will react. But there is no formal control function, so it is absolutely possible to perform a 
manipulation of a performance assessment.        
 
To what degree do you think this opportunity is used? 
It is of course hard to say, but the possibility that this is done is absolutely present. 
 
What can be done to make the performance assessments more transparent and less vulnerable for 
subjectivity? 
Well, this can be done if you operate in a team while doing the performance assessments, but this 
process should not be too regulated. This is because there are so many procedures on other tasks, 
and these tasks are therefore requires so much of our time. If there in addition to this is establish 
a control function on the performance assessments where the scoring needs approval, I think 
people will be reluctant to make performance assessments. Another implication of this is that our 
SCM lead who should be the approver will get much more work. So the conclusion is that I think 
it would be a good idea to make this function more transparent, but I think it would be difficult 
to accomplish.      
 
If the procedure GR-SCM-007, work instruction for the supplier database is being followed the 
suppliers are getting a feedback after each performance assessments is done. How is this done, 
and could this have been done differently? 
Today the majority of the suppliers are getting none or in best case very rarely feedback after a 
performance assessment. This gives them no possibility to know how to improve. We should 
give feedback after every finished job, and especially if there are potential areas of 
improvements the suppliers should get feedback from us.   
 
In addition to this there should have been a team including the SCM lead who on a regular basis 
discussed potential improvements with the suppliers. The same team should be responsible to 
follow up the outcome of these discussions.  
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As you know, this is done with the 24 most critical suppliers, but what about the rest? 
These are not getting any feedback, so maybe the SCM should be the responsible department to 
see that this is done. But you will have to take into account the utility value of this against the 
employment of extra people. We need more people if this process should be strictly followed and 
successfully performed, but of course there will be great benefits of this also. 
 
The SCM principle 6 rule 6.2 in GR-SCM-001 stats that: “Performance assessment is conducted 
on all suppliers of essential products/services by the project management team.” Can you define 
what is meant by “essential”? 
Well I would maybe not have used the word essential, but instead I would have used the 
expression “critical products”. This is products that are critical for a project in form of very high 
value, but also products that lies on the critical line in a project execution. By this I mean 
products that can be of little value, but if this product fails the project will stop.   
 
Savings and overruns reports 
To what degree is savings and overruns reports used? 
They are used pretty often. 
 
Will you say that this reporting of savings and overruns affect the department’s daily work? 
No I don’t think this affect the departments work because you act in accordance with preset 
parameters. These are the parameters you sold the project for in the tender face to Acergy`s 
clients, for instance BP or Statoil. After a while when the project is executed, you may get a 
price from our supplier that are over, under or straight on the price you sold it for.    
 
Ok, so the savings and overruns reports are not driving you to improve performance in your daily 
work? 
No, it is hard to improve in any way when you have to act in accordance with bidding rounds in 
both the tendering phase and when you bid for the project at the client.    
 
Reduction of the Supplier Database 
Do you think it is too many suppliers in the supplier database today?  
That is a hard question, on one side it is not preferable to have too many suppliers, but on the 
other side you need the one that are necessary.   
 
Would a reduction of suppliers in the supplier database make this more manageable? 
Not necessarily, but in any case you must be absolute positively sure that the data in the supplier 
database, for instance approved vendors or frame agreements are valid. With too many suppliers 
the possibility of incorrect data in the supplier database will increase, so pursuant to this it would 
be favorable with a reduction of suppliers.  
 
If Acergy decide to go for a reduction of suppliers in the supplier database, how do you think this 
should this be done? 
It should be done commodity per commodity. The commodity leaders should be making a list 
over the suppliers they see as necessary in the different locations. 
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Supplier relations 
How do you perceive Acergy`s relation to your suppliers? 
This relation is problematic and we often act in an unprofessional manner. A typical example is 
when engineers or QC staff act on behalf of Acergy with no authority to do this. We have single 
pointed contracts, and the gatekeeper is the SCM representative.    
 
What can be done to improve in this area? 
There exist procedures and routines that are working here, so the only thing missing here is 
instructions, guidance and good information to the other departments.   
 
How does the SCM department contribute to build good relations with the suppliers?  
First of all we are trying to give training to the other departments of how they should act in 
accordance with the suppliers, especially the Engineering and QC departments. This is important 
to avoid that the suppliers are feeling frustrated. 
 
Second, the SCM department has established a two person supplier relations management team. 
The responsibility of this team is to visit suppliers, get feedback and arrange meetings. 
Participants on these meetings are different project leaders, representatives for the management 
in Acergy and the suppliers, and the meaning is to stimulate to better communication and 
understanding between the companies. This initiative has improved Acergy`s supplier relations 
the last years, but there is still a big improvement potential.     
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14.4 Interview with an Engineering representative 
The representative has been working in the Engineering department in Acergy for 6 years and 
should therefore have good knowledge about the supplier database and its belonging 
components.    
 
General about the Supplier Database 
To what degree do you know about the supplier database? 
Well I don’t use it much, but I know it is important in that respect that it has an overview over 
the approved suppliers of services to us, from office supplies to very complex products. 
 
What do you consider as the main purpose of the supplier database as it appears today? 
It is to have a quality assurance of the suppliers. When you are about to award a contract, small 
or big, you are able to check if there are any special considerations that should be done with the 
particular supplier, for instance follow-up on QC, documentation or if there are things they are 
especially good or poor on. An example is that some of the suppliers are very good with welding 
of aluminum while others are really poor, but anyway they bid for the same job.     
 
To what degree does your department use the supplier database? 
Too little, we hardly use it at all. Except for being a reviewer on the performance assessments I 
don’t think I have ever used the supplier database. We have an attitude that we expect that SCM 
is the ones with the knowledge about it, the ones who control it and maintain it and should 
therefore be the users of it.    
 
So you only use it as a reviewer on the performance assessments? 
Yes, maybe it has happen once or twice in six years that I have entered the supplier database to 
see if a supplier approved. On the whole when I am involved in bidding of jobs I focus on the 
technical qualifications and specifications, and expect that SCM to deal with the terms and 
conditions and the supplier database.    
 
Do you see other possibilities for use of the supplier database then how it is today? 
Maybe it could have been a bit more active, but I don’t know how. 
 
Does your department use other experience databases that could have been implemented in the 
supplier database? 
Yes we have an experience database that is beginning to be good. I suppose there could have 
been a link between these, but I don’t think it should have been implemented in the supplier 
database. This database is divided in different areas and anybody can input lessons learned.  
 
What could have been useful was if the information in the lessons learned database about a 
certain supplier was linked to the supplier database. This way you would get first hand 
information from the users. Another example on this is eBay, where you have customer reviews 
and so you can get direct feedback from former customers. In addition to this, lessons learned 
database we often use document systems for best practice, but this is very static and one way 
communication.     
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Do you think other than the SCM personnel should get access to input data and make changes to 
the supplier database? 
If others than SCM should have write access it should be on a high level such as technical 
management and the design group, because if any engineer could do this it would have been a 
mess pretty fast. Especially the design group should have more to say in this process, they often 
have very good inputs. This is a group who design the whole projects, and I think they see SCM 
as some kind of lagging necessity. 
 
But at the end I don’t think other than SCM should have write access. I think the SCM 
department should have ownership over the supplier database, but they can with advantage be 
better in promoting it.  
 
Is there any information that could have simplified the use of the supplier database by being 
displayed on the supplier list? 
It would have been nice to have the possibility to search per commodity, but the engineers expect 
the SCM personnel to take care of this part. I don’t know if SCM is of the same opinion, but if I 
go to the projects SCM representative and tell him that I want to fabricate something in 
aluminium, then I expect him to come up with an approved list and get a good offer on the job.    
 
Could the training and information about the supplier database have been better? 
Yes absolutely. This could have been done as one hour sessions in the Engineering site meetings 
once per month. Another possibility is that the SCM lead could take 20 minutes in the project 
meetings and put some focus on the supplier database, because people forget things that are not 
mentioned.  
 
The information should not be focusing on the basic lotus based interface, this we know, but on 
how to use the supplier database in smart way so we could benefit from using it.   
 
How can Acergy increase the use of the supplier database in your department? 
Increased knowledge and awareness of its existence, what it is used for and who is the 
proprietor. In addition to this we need to know how it is used to take decisions, for that is what it 
is all about.   
 
Frame Agreements  
To what degree does your department use the frame agreements? 
The frame agreements are very peripheral for us. Technical it is the same thing every time we do 
a call off on the frame agreement. This means that the SCMs terms and conditions are agreed 
upon so that it is easier to get things through the system.   
     
Performance assessments  
What do you consider to be the three most important benefits by performing performance 
assessments of the suppliers? 
First of all it is to learn from mistakes. Second is the visibility for others to see how this supplier 
is performing the job, and this is a kind of quality assurance for the future. At last it is important 
to have the possibility to come up with some quantitative information the next time you shall use 
a supplier.  
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What do you think is the three most important factors the suppliers should be measured in 
pursuant to your department?  
First of all it is the technical competence. Thereafter it is the quality on the actual work. And last 
but also very important is the ability to communicate. By this I mean that if they bump into a 
problem they should not try to solve this on their own, but be open and honest about it. There are 
too many examples of suppliers trying to work it out on their own, ending with very bad and 
expensive outcomes.  
 
Do you know about any information that should have been put into the performance assessments, 
but is missing? If yes, which? 
Maybe there should have been a performance criterion on the ability to communicate. This 
would have been preferable, but of course a problem with this is that it will vary according to 
who you get as a contact person at the suppliers. Otherwise I think the performance assessment 
scheme is ok. 
 
Should the suppliers have been divided into different categories and measured with different 
parameters?  If yes, how should this have been done? 
Yes I suppose this should be done. Maybe diversion could have been a combination of value and 
complexity. This could say something about the importance of the contract.  
 
How many different categories would you say there should be? 
I think there should be at least two. If you divide the suppliers into too many categories problems 
will occur and the system will be difficult to handle. I would recommend two categories, one 
regular and one for mere complex or expensive projects.  
 
Is it possible in today’s system to manipulate the performance assessments in the direction you 
wish for? 
Yes it is very easy, and there is no quality check on the input. If I had a buddy working in a 
supplier and therefore wanted to score this supplier high, I could easily have done this.   
 
To what degree do you think this opportunity is used? 
I don’t think there is much of this behavior. The reason is that I don’t think the score is 
emphasized in the decision process, because there is a tradeoff between technical and SCM 
matters. So I don’t think anybody is able to manipulate the score to such a degree that it will be 
decisive.    
 
What can be done to make the performance assessments more transparent and less vulnerable for 
subjectivity? 
It is very important with many reviewers on a performance assessment, and maybe there should 
be a constraint according to write why you have scored as you have. Especially if the score is in 
the top or lower band you should be forced to give this information.   
 
If the procedure GR-SCM-007, work instruction for the supplier database is being followed the 
suppliers are getting a feedback after each performance assessments is done. How is this done, 
and could this have been done differently? 
I have never seen a supplier that has got any feedback, so this is an area where we need to 
improve, but we have to be a bit careful. I don’t think the suppliers should get a copy of the 
performance assessments including our comments, because then people will be more careful 
with the comments and the performance assessment till be rounded off and the usefulness will 
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decrease. I suggest that there automatically is generated a filtrated report. And in addition to this 
every supplier should have a dedicated SCM person who could explain the scores and comments 
if the suppliers would like this.   
 
Reduction of the Supplier Database 
Do you think it is too many suppliers in the supplier database today?  
No I think there are too few. I am fed up of being told that I cannot use the supplier because it is 
not in the supplier database. I think there is too little previous knowledge about which supplier 
does what, so there should have been some possibility to specify what type, size and volume of 
work the supplier are able to do.     
 
If Acergy decide to go for a reduction of suppliers in the supplier database, how do you think this 
should this be done? 
I think here are a lot of suppliers in the supplier database that are not used, so maybe there 
should be done some kind of reduction. This could be done according to the last time we used 
the supplier, for instance if we have not used them for two years they should be put on a list. 
This list should then be subjectively managed, so that suppliers that we want to maintain in the 
list even if we seldom use them is not deleted. But in addition to this I mean that the supplier 
database should be extended. To be honest I think that the SCM department has an overweight of 
knowledge on the legal part of the work, and too little competence of which suppliers that can do 
what.     
 
Supplier relations 
How do you perceive Acergy`s relation to your suppliers? 
I think we are pragmatic and arrogant, but it depends of what project face we talk about. The 
arrogance is in relation to the tender face, for instance we require a big load of paperwork to be 
done before the supplier is even considered. In the fabrication face I choose to believe that we 
have a good reputation. Here we have pretty good control and we are trying to treat our suppliers 
with respect and fairness.   
 
How does the Engineering department contribute to build good relations with the suppliers?  
We are always trying to build good relations to our clients because the deliveries are dependent 
of this. We are doing this by building personal relations and I believe it is important to have a 
good dialog and take the time to visit the clients even if you are short on time. The technical 
issues we take as it comes, if I cannot find a solution, there are always someone in the house who 
can.   
 
How do you think Acergy emphasize development of their suppliers? 
That is not much I believe. We have done some with respect to the HSE where the suppliers if 
offer courses etc to increase their HSE competence, so that is good.   
Technically we have raised their competence by giving them drawings and design that they are 
about to fabricate for us. This information is supposed to be secret, but in several cases we have 
found our design on boats owned by our competitors. This of course makes the willingness to 
cooperate little. Now we try to balance the amount of information so that they can improve, but 
not by giving away too many secrets.  
 
The development in the technical area is not in focus. We expect the technical level to be very 
high, if not we choose someone else.     
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Have you any other thoughts about the supplier database? 
Well, most of all it is the expansion I will emphasize. I believe the most important about the 
supplier database is that it has confidence among the users. We need to know that it is updated, 
accurate and that we can trust the information in it.   
 
So you don’t feel that you can trust the information in the supplier database today? 
Yes I do, but I feel that I have to filter too much. I also think that the SCM department could give 
more information about it, and I feel that in the end it is very subjective who gets the contract or 
not no matter what the supplier database says.  
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14.5 Interview with a QC representative 
The representative has been working in the QC department in Acergy for a long time and should 
therefore have good knowledge about the supplier database and its belonging components.    
 
General about the Supplier Database 
To what degree do you know about the supplier database? 
I know about it, but I will have to confess that I did not know that the frame agreements were in 
it. 
 
What do you consider as the main purpose of the supplier database as it appears today? 
It has to be the transfer of supplier experience between projects and people, and that everybody 
can easily check if the supplier is approved by the QC department and see in which part of the 
company we have done an audit.      
 
To what degree does your department use the supplier database? 
We use it as an information base, for instance if I want to check if a supplier is approved in the 
supplier database. This is not my task, but sometimes I do it anyway.  
  
Do you see other possibilities for use of the supplier database then how it is today? 
Maybe there could have been a link to our conformance database, so that if a supplier had 
misbehaved it would have been picked up. Of course they should have gotten a low score on the 
performance assessment, but it is not always these things are in connection. 
 
So the QC has its own database? 
Yes, it’s called “quality event support”, and is a database where we put a few words on a supplier 
if they have not done their job properly. So maybe these databases could be linked. 
 
Do you think other than the SCM personnel should get access to input data and make changes to 
the supplier database? 
Yes I do, but I also see that this can create some problems. For instance if someone has got a bad 
day and put in some poorly thought-through information. So I see that the information should be 
filtered in some way, but I would really like the possibility to put in some comments. If more 
departments had write access, we also might get more information.  
There should at least be a possibility to comment the score you give as a reviewer, because I feel 
it is very random when I choose a score, and it is very dependent on the person doing this.   
 
Is there any information that could have simplified the use of the supplier database by being 
displayed on the supplier list? 
Maybe there could have been an area where there was a display of how many performance 
assessments there has been on the suppliers and when the last one was made. There should also 
have been a possibility to search per commodity from the list.  
 
Could the training and information about the supplier database have been better? 
Yes. I believe there is a need for more information about the supplier database. 
 
How can Acergy increase the use of the supplier database in your department? 
Maybe there should have been a requirement to check the supplier database before entering into 
a contract, but then again this is the responsibillity of other departments.  
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Frame Agreements  
To what degree does your department use the frame agreements?  
The main task for the QC department is to hire controllers who check things. And according to 
this we have three frame agreements and these we are familiar with. Without this we don’t use 
the frame agreements. 
 
Performance assessments  
What do you consider to be the three most important benefits by performing performance 
assessments of the suppliers? 
To our department it is the possibility to see how the supplier has performed earlier, and if 
necessary we carry out extra initiatives for follow-up. It is also good for us to check the 
performance assessments, this way we can see precisely which areas that needs follow-up.   
 
What do you think is the three most important factors the suppliers should be measured in 
pursuant to your department?  
Well, that is of course the criteria quality assurance and quality control, and then I would say 
documentation and how they treat their subcontractors. 
But I think the criteria are too general. It is different to chose between the different scores. I 
know there is some text there, but it is to general and it is for instance difficult to know if you 
should put a five or six to the score. 
 
Do you know about any information that should have been put into the performance assessment, 
but is missing? If yes, which? 
As mentioned earlier there should have been an area for each reviewer too write comments, but 
the SCM representative should write a main comment. I think it is especially important to write 
comments if you give a low score, because then people can see why this score is put there. 
Maybe the reason why you put the score there does not affect the next job.    
 
Should the suppliers have been divided into different categories and measured with different 
parameters?  If yes, how should this have been done? 
Yes I think so. They should have been divided per commodity and afterwards in regular and 
complex procurements.   
 
Is it possible in today’s system to manipulate the performance assessments in the direction you 
wish for? 
Yes it is easy because it only depends on your honesty when scoring on the performance 
assessment. I guess that the SCM person check that it seems ok, but then again there the 
departments does different things and therefore they have different opinions. 
 
To what degree do you think this opportunity is used? 
I do not think this is done.  
 
What can be done to make the performance assessments more transparent and less vulnerable for 
subjectivity? 
This can be done by forcing reviewers to comment why they give a high or low score. Of course 
it is possible to just write something, but I think it would be a little harder. In addition to this the 
approver has to check that the scores are corresponding before approving them. I cannot see what 
the other reviewers score, but that is good because then I do not score under the influence by 
others.     
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If the procedure GR-SCM-007, work instruction for the supplier database is being followed the 
suppliers are getting a feedback after each performance assessments is done. How is this done, 
and could this have been done differently? 
I don’t think this is ever done, and I cannot see that we can give all the suppliers feedback. I 
think the ones we use much should get feedback, but this would have to be something that said 
anything about what the score is based on. This way the suppliers can improve, and they know 
how we feel about them.   
 
In relation to this I know that we are performing poorly when it comes to creating performance 
assessments. Once I scored a performance assessment two years after the job was done. And 
many of the suppliers in the supplier database that I know we have used a great number of times 
has got maybe one or two performance assessments. 
 
Reduction of the Supplier Database 
Do you think it is too many suppliers in the supplier database today?  
Yes, and I believe the reason is that many of the companies have changed names and that there 
are duplicates. So I think the reason why there are too many is that it is messy.  
 
If Acergy decide to go for a reduction of suppliers in the supplier database, how do you think this 
should this be done? 
It requires enormous resources to do that, but first of all I would check and sorted out all 
duplicates because some companies change name very often. Then I would sort out the ones we 
never use.   
 
Supplier relations 
How do you perceive Acergy`s relation to your suppliers? 
I think we are fear with the big or important suppliers, which is delivering complex deliveries. 
The smaller ones might think that there are too high documentation demands, because we use the 
same procedure no matter what. Maybe there should been two different procedures in relation to 
this?  
 
How does the QC department contribute to build good relations with the suppliers?  
Well, we are the ones that check what the suppliers do, so we try to behave in a professional 
manner. If we are not happy with the work they have done or something else we tell them this in 
a decent way.  
 
How do you think Acergy emphasize development of their suppliers? 
The supplier relation part of SCM is doing this to some extent with some suppliers, but I think 
this should also be done with all the suppliers we have a frame agreement with. So I think 
Acergy show a positive will to help developing their suppliers. We are not better that our 
suppliers. 
 
Have you any other thoughts about the supplier database? 
I think the whole supplier database should have been erased and implemented all over again. 
This way the suppliers in the database would not be displayed in many forms. 
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14.6 Interview with an Achilles representative 
The representative has been working with the development of the supplier database since the 
beginning in 1990, so he has lots of experience in the area.    
 
What do you mean is the most important things if you want to make it easy to manage a supplier 
database?  
Well first of all you need to control who is able to approve the suppliers and put them in the 
database. Can anybody does this or are this process governed by a center or a dedicated person? 
Second it is about how the suppliers are implemented. Are they implemented by name, the 
organization number and are the system sensitive for upper and lower cases?   
 
The background for this is that most companies have very big supplier databases, but when we 
clean these they tend to get very much reduced. One question is who should be in the database, 
should the pizza or flower supplier be there or only the strategically ones? 
 
We have precisely done such activity at a company in Bergen, equivalent to Acergy actually. 
This supplier had a great amount of suppliers in their supplier database, but after we had finished 
it was considerably reduced. The reason was duplications or companies who had integrated with 
others or gone bankrupt both small and big.       
We strongly recommend that there are one or at least very few persons that are allowed to 
approve or eliminate suppliers from the database. As an example there are in StatoilHydro only 
one approved coordinator who is allowed to do this and this way it is much easier to manage and 
control the database.  
 
Who are the users of Achilles? 
In the beginning Achilles was made for the operators, then we opened for the main contractors 
and now every supplier approved by Achilles can be users of the system.    
 
Which properties in the system do you think Acergy could have benefitted from?  
The system is build to cover three primary claims, and that is Norwegian law, Danish law and 
the EC directive on procurement. The system is built as intuitive and easy as possible even if it 
contains a lot of information, as much as 80 pages on some suppliers. Today there are 2522 
approved suppliers for the Oil industry, and by increasing the number of suppliers they can get 
better competition.  
We us the suppliers organization number so that all suppliers have a unique id that follows the 
legal entity. This is because we have check points, so we can always be sure that this is right, and 
then we eliminate the possibility of having duplicates. 
 
When Achilles was established, Statoil had 16 persons doing this job. By outsourcing the 
management of suppliers to us these recourses could be used to other tasks. I guess Acergy could 
have gained the same advantage, but in a smaller scale of course, and the system is approved as a 
supplier system according to the ISO standard.  
 
Another benefit if everybody uses Achilles is that you use the same system as your buyer or 
supplier. This way everybody is familiar with the system, something that can reduce 
misunderstandings and reduce the amount of used time.    
 
We have also built in a great deal of risk management in the system. For instance a common 
scam in other industries it has been like this: You go into a contract with a company and start 
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getting bills, these seem ok and this is going on for a while. Then the owners of your supplier 
suddenly change the organization number of the company, so this becomes another company 
than the one you have got a contract with. They then charge value added tax on you and take this 
for themselves. We have not seen this in the oil industry yet, but we think it is just a matter of 
time. So this is one of the things we can keep under surveillance with the system, and that is 
good because it is the customers who is stuck with the tax claims if this happens. 
 
In addition to this they will gain benefits when the system is being further developed. As an 
example there are these days a working group from the operators that are developing a system 
for joint audits in the system, and this will be a great relief for the suppliers. This will be done by 
neutral people and we will administrate this. Another example is that we are currently working 
together with the OLF to implement a new type of approval to certain product and services.    
 
What is the main content in the supplier database? 
When I enter a supplier in the database I will find general contact information, information about 
who is in the management and possible comments from these, share capital, year of 
establishment, with bank and accountant they use and key numbers about their finances. In 
addition to this Dun & Bradstreet does verification on our suppliers twice per month, and if there 
are any changes the users will be noticed by mail. The status will show how old the information 
is, and how long it will last, the qualification last for one year, and if they do not update they will 
lose their approval. We do not require the suppliers to be certified, but that they have some kind 
of internal system according to an international standard, preferably ISO.    
 
We also ask the suppliers to confirm some commercial statement. These are directly linked to the 
EC directive on procurement. An example on one of these questions is where the suppliers 
confirm that they pay their taxes. 
 
Then there is some practical information such as number of employees, where they have their 
offices and the size of these and if they stand alone or if they operate in a group division. This is 
because sometimes it is desirable with a guarantee from the parent company. It is important to 
notice that all of this information except the Dun & Bradstreet information is put in there by the 
suppliers themselves.   
 
You can find information about how many internally and/or external audits they have had see 
eventual comments on these. This can be used in the way that if I see that someone else recently 
has done an audit of the supplier, I can call the contact person and get this audit. This will save 
both me and the supplier a great amount of time and recourses.      
 
When it comes to the product and services the supplier can deliver there are thorough 
descriptions of this and additional comments. I can also see if this particular product is sold to 
anybody else, if the QA certificate covers this product and who is contact person for this product 
group.     
 
The HSE information is very important, and here we have a questionnaire build on the NORSOK 
standard that every supplier has to answer. There is also a corporate responsibillity section, 
where we ask the about the ethical basic questions, so that the buyers can show to this if there are 
problems in the future. 
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Another thing you can do if you want to know more about a certain company is to put them 
under surveillance. Then Dun & Bradstreet will check this supplier once per day, and you get 
noticed if there are any changes in contact details, finances or in the product and service 
assortment. In addition to this you have the possibility to check the company’s change history. 
 
What about the performance assessments? 
When it comes to performance assessments some of our users have chosen to use us, but then it 
is a separated tailor-made module. This way everyone can get it as they want and the possibilities 
are enormous. You can for instance put in all sorts of documents or build your own experience 
section.  
 
But it is important to emphasize that we recommend to also making this part as easy as possible. 
If it gets too big or complicated, people will not use it. The differentiation is an internal matter, 
but we recommend to put the performance assessments in a excel sheet, because these things 
tend to get really big.  
 
So in the process of building a successful performance assessment we have many tips, we 
certainly have a great deal of experience after many years in the area so there is no need to start 
from scratch every time.   
 
How does it work if you want to find a certain product or service?       
If I want to find a supplier for a certain product or service I search for this in the product or 
service categories. We have build up a system of 680 different categories tailor made for the oil 
industry. EU has an analogous system, but here there are 22000 different categories, so ours does 
of course have to comprise over large areas. This means that you usually don’t get the right fitted 
supplier at the first search. 
 
Let us take an example; if I want to find a supplier who can weld a valve, I search in the 
appropriate category and get a list with 112 suppliers. This is too much, but I can shrink this by 
setting different kind of search criteria, for instance that they shall be certified and that 90% of 
the business shall be in the oil industry. This will give me a new list with 16 remaining suppliers.    
 
To eliminate even more suppliers I can now order a comparison list of these. Here is a precise 
description of the products or services each supplier provides, and so I can pick out the most 
interesting ones.    
 
To find out if the suppliers has available capacity I can by one single click send a common e-
mail to all of these. This way I fulfill the demand about full traceability, and I can have open 
communication while I am in mindset.    
 
How about the training and information about Achilles for the users? 
That is part of my job, I travel around and have courses and give information about the system to 
everybody who wishes this. 
 
What do you think could be the reason why Acergy do not use Achilles today? 
Well I was in contact with Acergy about three years ago and then the problem was that we could 
not help them out in every destination of the world. This system is made for Norwegian and the 
Danish areas, but in addition to this we have 28 corresponding systems around the world, for 
instance South America, Australia, China, England and Netherland.   
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14.7 Comments on the interviews  
It is interesting to see that in some areas the different department’s representatives have varying 
opinions and improvement suggestions to the same problems, while in others there is consensus. 
These opinions will be used in the discussion in part four of this thesis.   
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Chapter 15 
Discussion and conclusions 
 
Below the different elements, problems and improvement potentials of the supplier database will 
be discussed. This will be done on the basis of the procedures, theory, interviews and the 
different informal conversations with the employees in Acergy referred to previous in this thesis. 
It is important to emphasize that the opinions in this chapter is subjective and is based on my 
understanding of the gathered information.     
 
15.1 Supplier communication and feedback 
As mentioned in chapter 8, Acergy has chosen 24 of the most critical suppliers to be part of the 
“Supplier Relations Management Programme”. These suppliers get face to face feedback in a 
yearly meeting where the main people involved are invited. This is a good form of 
communication as we saw in chapter 12, but I question the intervals between these meetings. 
According to the theory this communication should be a continuous process and this can hardly 
be the case with one meeting per year. And according to the supplier relation unit they actually 
have problems to even carry through the 24 arranged meetings every year. So it is my opinion 
that this communication should be increased. However to do this they need to find another way 
as it currently seems too heavy to hold and maintain. The initialisation of this program indicates 
that the management in Acergy are aware of the great importance of good feedback and mutual 
understanding with the key suppliers. But what about all the other suppliers not included in this 
programme?   
 
As mentioned in chapter 7.2 there is a requirement to give the supplier feedback subsequent to 
the performance assessment for all suppliers, this is also how it should be done according to the 
opinion of the SCM personnel I have been talking to. However according to the emerged 
information this is almost never done. The reason for this could be that it is forgotten, but the 
most probable explanation is that this part is ignored due to no consequence for the responsible. 
Maybe there should have been some kind of consequence for the responsible, if the procedures 
are not followed? Some of the persons I have been talking to say that they did not know about 
this requirement, but according to the familiarization scheme mentioned in chapter 2.6 they have 
a responsibility to be familiar with the procedures and systems that they are working with.     
 
How this feedback should be done, how comprehensive it should be and which channel of 
communication should be used on the other hand, the procedures say nothing about. The amount 
of time and resources exclude the face to face communication to all suppliers and provokes a 
choice for other channels to be used. According to figure 18 in chapter 12, formal reports is 
preferable when it comes to storage of information and would therefore be a good solution if this 
is important, but the recourses and time for preparation is a major drawback for the use of this 
channel in Acergy.  
 
The interviewed Engineering representative suggests that an automatically generated report 
should be made and the supplier can contact a dedicated SCM person if there are any questions. 
This solution will cut away the preparation time and should therefore be a usable solution. 
However this can be questioned based on the difficulties in deciding what to automatically 
include in the report. Often there is a need for explanations and additional comments to such 
information, and even though the supplier can call SCM to get this information, I think this 
opens for great number of misunderstandings. 
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A better solution would possibly be to use one of the communication channels in the middle of 
the figure 18, such as e-mail or telephone. Use of the telephone support quick transfer of the 
information, and the need for preparation is minimal. However this can probably also create 
some problems in relation to a “slip of the tongue” or forgotten information. E-mail on the other 
hand requires a limited time for preparation, have great possibilities for storage, support 
attachments and a two way communication. On the basis of this discussion I think the solution 
for Acergy is to send an e-mail to the suppliers after every execution of a performance 
assessment.    
 
In addition to this, the content of the feedback should also count in the choice of communication 
channel. If the feedback is undivided positive and there is no need or expectation for extensive 
further communication, the e-mail is a good choice. But what about if the feedback contains a lot 
of complains and are of critical importance to the future collaboration with the supplier? The 
theory then calls for face to face communication, since this is the best way to communicate 
complex and challenging information. This rise the question about if there should be some kind 
of threshold for when to use email and when to call for a meeting with the supplier. This 
threshold could maybe be linked to the scoring in the performance assessments. For instance, if 
the average score is under a certain number the feedback should be done in a meeting. Of course 
there are a lot of other possibilities for the setting of this threshold such as standard versus non-
standard products, critical versus non-critical products, number of procurements with the 
supplier or maybe there should be a consideration of communication channel for each single 
commodity?  
 
The interviewed SCM representative emphasise that it is important to consider the value of the 
feedback against the used resources, especially if Acergy needs to hire more people to do this 
work. I agree with this, but in relation to the theoretical benefits of execution of the feedback I 
think there should be some weighty justifications not to do this. In addition to this I think the 
suggested use of e-mail as the main communication channel the process should be within the 
expected workload of the existing personnel.  
 
15.2 Purpose and use of the supplier database  
As we have seen in chapter 10 there are a lot of possibilities when it comes to the use of the 
gathered information in supplier database, so the main factor of how this information is used is 
defined by the management in the company when they set the purpose of the database.  
 
In Acergy`s procedure it says that the main purpose for the supplier database is to capture, share 
and maintain information of the suppliers. I think this purpose seem to be well communicated 
through the departments since all of the interviewed representatives had the gathering of 
information as a main purpose of the supplier database. In addition to this the representatives 
mentioned quality assurance and the possibility to see if the supplier is approved as some of the 
other purposes.  
 
However I find it strange that even though both the Engineering and the QC representatives was 
of the opinion that the main purpose of the supplier database was to gather experience, the output 
from the interviews actually showed that both these departments have their own experience 
databases. When they were confronted with this they both suggested that there could be a link to 
the supplier database, but they did not seem to think that it would be a good idea to include the 
whole databases into the supplier database.  
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In my opinion these databases should be melted into the SCM supplier database and this should 
be the only one used. This way all information and experience of the supplier had been gathered 
in one place and it would have been much easier to find the information you were looking for. 
After all the experience gathering seem to be one of the main purposes of supplier database 
according to principle seven of the “SCM principles and rules” where the supplier database 
actually is referred to as “the database of lessons learned”. 
 
As it is today I think the supplier database is of very limited use when it comes to the capturing, 
sharing and maintaining of information in relation to the suppliers. If the database is suppose to 
function as an experience and lessons learned database, it is important that as many contributors 
as possible have access and interest to use the database, and there should be done some 
improvements in respect to this. If the supplier database should be the main experience database 
in relation to suppliers in Acergy, SCM personnel cannot be the only ones with access. Other 
departments will have to be able to at least put inn experience data and make supplier alerts. 
Another implication of this will be as we all have experienced in other situations in life, that if 
you are able to participate in something the interest for this will increase. The possibility for 
other departments to participate in the supplier database will probably make them see the 
database as a common tool instead of the possession of SCM, and therefore be more willing to 
increase the use of the supplier database.     
 
In the supplier categorization section there are a section to put additional comments and notes in 
relation to the approval process of the supplier. If there was an additional section in the 
performance assessments were all could put in relevant documents and comments to the use of 
the supplier, this would possibly increase the content and the use of the supplier database as an 
experience database.   
 
In the performed interviews and the informal conversations it seems like SCM is the only 
department using the supplier database to some degree, and they mainly use it to check if the 
supplier is approved. It is therefore my opinion that if the supplier database is not extended to 
work as a main supplier experience database and thereby increase its use in other departments as 
well, I think the supplier database should be put to sleep and that Acergy should consider the use 
of Achilles instead.        
 
15.3 Performance assessments 
The interviewed representatives mean that one of the main benefits of the performance 
assessments is the possibility to check former experience with the supplier to learn from 
mistakes. This view supports that the supplier database should be the only one, and works as the 
main experience database in Acergy. In addition to this the SCM person actually emphasize that 
the possibility to give supplier feedback is the most important benefit. I agree with this, but in 
relation to the former discussion, we have seen that this possible benefit is unused. 
 
15.3.1 The scoring process 
One of the improvements that can be done to the performance assessment is to give the reviewers 
access to comment their scores. Today this has to go through a SCM gatekeeper and I believe 
this is reducing the amount of comments on the background of the time consumable 
communication with the SCM representative. The QC representative emphasize that it is 
especially important to write comments if you give a low score. But in addition to this I also 
think it is important to comment high scores, in respect to the control and transparency of the 
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system, and the fact that it gives others a possibility to see how the supplier has managed to 
deserve this score and so learn from best practice.         
In relation to this discussion about the reviewer’s possibility to comment their scores in the 
performance assessments it is my opinion that the reviewers should be able to comment on their 
scores. In addition to this possibility there should not only be a request for comments on high or 
low scores, but there should be a threshold in both end of the scale, and the reviewer should not 
be able to finish the scoring before he has commented on these scores.   
 
15.3.2 Viewing of the Performance assessment 
If the procedures are not improved but the management in Acergy can make the personnel follow 
these in the future, there will be a problem with the great amount of performance assessments 
produced. As we have seen the procedure state that after each use of a supplier, a performance 
assessment shall be made. It is obvious that the information put into these assessments will be 
disappearing in the chaos this will make.  
 
Today the last performance assessment is displayed in the supplier categorization screen, but if 
you need to find more information there is a possibility to find all on the performance 
assessments made of the supplier by entering into the performance assessment part of the 
supplier database and search for the supplier. However according to the interviewed SCM 
representative and informal conversations in the SCM department this is hardly never done. In 
practice the last performance assessment is used in the search for experience data and then this is 
replaced with a new one and forgotten.  
 
These properties definitively support the opinion that Acergy should review their system, and 
improve this by use of techniques from known successful methods or actually think about 
outscoring of this area.          
 
15.3.3 Manipulation of the performance assessments 
In Acergy there seem to be a consensus in the opinion that the possibility to manipulate the 
performance assessments in a wanted direction is quite easy. The scoring is highly subjective and 
there is as we have seen no demands to give comments on the scoring.  
 
There is however an informal control mechanism in place by the fact that there as often are many 
reviewers on the performance assessment. This can make the approver react if there are some 
scores totally out of the same road as the others, but this can of course sometimes be the right 
picture in the situation, so this control mechanism is reliable of an experienced and observant 
approver.     
 
Luckily the general feeling is that the possibility of this manipulation is used in no or in very 
little degree. This is of course uncertain and the possibility for abuse of such systems to personal 
gain is as we all know from the media a well known problem. To have a good score in the 
supplier database is of the utmost importance for some of the suppliers and can be the extra 
weight in an evaluation needed to tip the contract in their direction. Especially for small and 
middle sized companies this sometimes can be of great importance and the value of these 
contracts can often be considerable.  
 
In the light of this I feel that the naive attitude in Acergy in relation to this area should be taken 
seriously and maybe the management could initiate some kind of process to improve the 
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personnel’s awareness. This could be regular spot checks, initiation of an attitude campaign or 
just a regular information lecture in the department meetings.      
     
15.3.4 Performance criteria  
According to theory the choice of performance criteria is one of the most important factors in the 
design phase of a measurement system. As we have seen in chapter 10 there are a great number 
of such criteria to choose from, so it can be hard to pick out the best ones for each measurement.  
 
If we take the five most measured properties in both of the two surveys reviewed in chapter 10.4 
we see that quality and process control, continuous improvement, facility environment, customer 
relationship, delivery, service performance, price and compliance with the contract terms is the 
most used criteria. Personally I find it strange that the HSE is not mentioned in this “top ten 
listing” since my impression is that this is a really big issue in the industry, but I will not discuss 
this any further.   
 
In chapter 10 the differences between the quantitative and qualitative elements was described 
and we saw that the traditionally quantitative elements has now been accompanied by new 
quantitative ones in addition to qualitative elements. We saw that one of the main benefits of 
these new measurement elements is that they support improvement of the relationship between 
the companies and thereby increase the possibility of success. The six qualitative elements 
problem resolution ability/technical ability, ongoing progress reporting, corrective action 
response, supplier cost reduction ideas, supplier new product support and buyer / seller capability 
was then recommended to be used in this context.   
 
If we compare the above mentioned criteria against the ones used in Acergy`s performance 
assessments, we see that continuous improvement, facility environment, service performance, 
price, corrective action response, supplier cost reduction ideas and suppliers new product support 
is not comprised by these. This should of course not come as a surprise after we have gone 
through the theory in chapter 10, where it was emphasized that there are a great number of 
criteria and that the selection of these should be tailored to each single company. However I was 
surprised to see that price was not included when I first read trough the criteria used in Acergy`s 
performance assessments, but after a conversation with the SCM lead where he told me that 
product quality was priority number one, then it was delivery performance and then price I can 
understand that it is not included.       
 
In relation to this it is interesting to see that the interviewed representatives mentioned quality of 
the delivered product, commercially behavior, HSE, technical competence, quality of work, 
ability to communicate, documentation and treatment of subcontractors to be the most important 
factors to measure. We see that this is a combination of the qualitative and quantitative elements 
and support the theory in the assumption of that the traditionally view is changing in the right 
direction.   
 
Out of the mentioned criteria of the representatives the only one not covered by the existing 
criteria used in Acergy is the supplier’s ability to communicate. This part was also actually 
emphasized in the interviews to be of great importance, and when you take into the account all of 
the theoretical benefits by improved communication mentioned in chapter 11 it seems rather 
sensible to me as well.    
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In addition to the selection of measurement criteria it is my opinion that the description of the 
used criteria in Acergy is too general and each criterion comprises too many situations. This is 
also supported of the interviewed QC representative, and she also think that it is quite random 
which score the supplier get because it is difficult to place the situation in one specific area. A 
solution to this is to differentiate the performance assessments.    
 
In Acergy the same performance assessment is used no matter what kind of work, service or 
product the supplier delivers. This is in my opinion absolutely not recommended and could have 
been improved by the use of different performance assessments for the different situations. How 
this differentiation should be done is however an area with different thoughts and opinions. 
Some of the suggestions in the interviews are that the differentiation should be done with respect 
to: 
 
1. The importance of the contract  
2. Per commodity  
3. Between regular and complex 
4. Per commodity and thereafter again into regular and complex.  
 
In my opinion the last suggestion will generate too many different forms, and the first one I think 
can be very difficult to manage with respect to putting the suppliers into different performance 
assessments on the basis of the importance of the contract. However I think both of the 
remaining suggestions can work and will improve the use of the performance assessments, but of 
course there are some drawbacks as well.  
 
If there is made a tailored performance assessment for each of the 22 commodities, this 
performance assessment can be much less general that it is today. Each commodity leader can 
pick out the measurement criteria that are sensible, spot on and adapted to each single 
commodity. This way it would be easy to make the scoring of the supplier more accurate and so 
the usefulness of the performance assessment will improve. The drawback of this is that you will 
get 22 different performance assessments and maybe some will think this is too many and be 
reluctant to use the system. Another problem is that the need for many reviewers can decrease 
since the performance assessment is more specified on one area, and this can again decrease the 
transparency of the system with respect to the former mentioned informal control of the scoring.   
 
If the performance assessment on the other hand only is divided in two, regular and complex the 
amount of different performance assessments should not be a problem, but the criteria will still 
has to be pretty general to be able to comprise a great number of varieties among the suppliers. 
However it will absolutely be an improvement of the existing system.      
 
15.3.5 Search alternatives for the performance assessments 
The search alternatives for the performance assessments have a possibility to improve. For 
instance if you need to find a supplier for a welding job in Stavanger and do a search in the 
supplier database over suppliers who are capable to do this kind of job, there is per today no 
possibility to exclude suppliers in the north of Norway. So after the search you need to manually 
find out where the supplier is located and this way pick out the relevant suppliers. This is a 
property that should be improved, and I don’t think it should be hard to do this either.  
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I think there should have been at least one more search alternative under NEC, for instance per 
province, region or city. This is also the emerged opinions of the interviews and the informal 
conversations, and the interviewed SCM representative suggest to use per city on the background 
that this is used in other databases in Acergy.  
 
15.4 Supplier list 
In the interviews we saw that there was a request for the possibility to search for a supplier per 
commodity from the supplier list. If you don’t know the name of the suppliers you wish to have 
on the competitive list, this possibility will ease the search for additional suppliers, so I think this 
is a good idea and will absolutely recommend this improvement of the supplier database. 
 
There was also a request for displaying of the amounts of performance assessments done with 
each supplier, but personally I cannot see why this information needs to be displayed here. The 
number of former performance assessments should have no influence on the selection of 
suppliers to the bidding list. The content of the performance assessments and the scoring of this 
however can be of importance to this selection, but then you anyway need to take a closer look at 
the performance assessments. 
 
15.5 Choice of measurement system  
As we saw in chapter 10.5 there are a great number of different systems for measuring the 
suppliers in use today, and we saw that some systems are better suitable for certain companies 
and situations than others. If we were to place the system used in Acergy into one of the 
mentioned measurement systems I would say that it falls under the subjective measurement 
system. This system have the advantages of easy development and administration and that it 
could be completed by an unlimited number of reviewers, but also the disadvantages that it loses 
its impact after the first survey, it has no objective basis and ratings and that there are too many 
data entry points.    
 
The categorical and the subjective methods described are as the observant reader has noticed 
very alike. What differentiates them are that the subjective method support an average score 
opposed to the categorical who gives one rating on each category. It is likely to believe that the 
subjective is a developed version of the categorical method. Monczka et al (1998, p.344) agree 
with Lysons and Farrington (2006, p.386) that this method is of limited value and justifies this 
by the low reliability coming from the subjectivity of each evaluator. 
 
In addition to the above disadvantages, the fact that this system usually is a company’s first 
attempt in the design of such a system and that the theory recommend this system for small 
companies with small supplier bases I would say that Acergy should consider improvement of 
the existing or changing to another measurement system. The improvement of the existing 
system can be done in many ways, but one of the easiest changes that can be done to get a better 
system is in my opinion to weight the measurement criteria.  
The system will then be a weighted-point and a set of advantages will be added as we saw in 
chapter 10.5.2.    
 
If Acergy decide to take the measurement to another level and we can assume that Acergy can be 
mentioned to be a big company with a big supplier base, the theory in chapter 10 recommends 
the use of the survey method. An alternative is then to use for instance Achilles as described in 
chapter 9.      
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15.6 Supplier development and improvement 
The interview SCM representative states that: “Today there is no functioning system for making 
general improvements of the suppliers based on the scoring in the performance assessment”, and 
he think there should be made some kind of supplier improvement system because this does not 
exist today.    
 
In chapter 10.3.1 it was argued that measurement of the supplier will have a positive effect on 
the supplier’s performance. This improvement can come from the pinpointing of problem areas 
and as an outcome of the mentioned “Hawthorne effect”. When it comes to improvement of 
supplier performance it was argued in the same chapter that the sort of measurement system was 
not a prevailing factor respect to the improvement of supplier performance. This is possibly a 
consequence of that the “Hawthorne effect” is a major factor in performance improvement, so 
the supplier don’t need to know which system is used, but that there is one in place at all. 
 
This implies that Acergy can actually benefit from their measurement system in relation to 
supplier improvement even if the system is not working well internally in the company. This 
conclusion is built on the fact that one of the mentioned benefits from having a measurement 
system was according to chapter 10.2 that it could facilitate supplier performance improvement, 
and the fact that the “Hawthorne effect” undermines the importance of a well functioning 
measurement system.  
 
This however requires that the suppliers are well informed that they are measured. The amount 
of information about how this measurement is done is another issue of discussion. We will not 
go into this here, but it is reasonable to send a reminder to the decision makers in relation to the 
proverb saying “you get what you measure”. This could maybe support the idea that if you want 
a general performance improvement the suppliers should have as little information as possible of 
which criteria they are measured on.      
 
In the interviews the main opinion is that today Acergy is not laying much effort in the 
improvement of their suppliers. Something is however done to some extent in relation to HSE 
and the Engineering representative say that they used to help the suppliers to raise their technical 
competence, but after a number of incidents where this help was misused they are now being 
much more reluctant to do this. Anyway there seem to be an agreement about that Acergy should 
raise their effort in the area of supplier performance improvement. This also makes sense in 
relation with the QC representative’s statement “We are not better that our suppliers”. 
 
How this supplier performance improvement should be done and which suppliers that should be 
the target of this is an issue for discussion. Today this is the responsibillity of the supplier 
relation unit and to some extent they are doing a systematic process in relation to this with the 24 
most critical suppliers. According to the SCM representative the supplier improvement should be 
done in a systematic way and be lead of a team including the SCM lead. Personally I think the 
SCM lead should concentrate on other things and leave this work to the supplier relation unit. In 
relation to this it is my opinion that this unit is undermanned since they struggle to find time with 
the existing work tasks, so a recommendation is to consider an expansion of this unit.  
 
As mentioned they are now struggling to manage the 24 most critical suppliers, so a decision to 
make an effort in the improvement of other suppliers is not an option at the moment. The 
interviewed QC representative thinks that the focus also should be set on all suppliers with frame 
agreements and I agree with that. The more the better they say, and this is applicable in this 
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context, but this calls for an expansion of the supplier relation unit or a transmission to a totally 
different system.    
 
15.7 Savings an overrun reports 
According to the procedures the savings an overrun reports have four main purposes as we saw 
in chapter 3, but in my view on the basis of the gathered information these reports does not affect 
the SCM departments daily work and so I would say that at least two of the stated purposes is not 
being successfully used. These two are: 
 
1. “Create a focus in procurement activities which could lead to achieving benefits to the 
profitability of Projects”. 
 
2. “Support the SCM goal of driving performance improvement and delivering an increased 
contribution to the Group’s business results”. 
 
According to the interviewed SCM representative there is not much to do in relation to create a 
bigger focus or drive the improvement of internal improvement. The reason for this is that the 
SCM personnel has to act in accordance to a set of bidding round rules both in the tendering 
phase and in the bidding phase. Personally I can see the use for these reports for the use of the 
management, but I don’t believe it affect the executing personnel to any significant way.     
 
15.8 Frame agreements 
The procedure GR-SCM-001, guidelines for framework agreements states: “Lessons learnt and 
suggestions for future improvements should be directed to the Acergy representatives for each 
Framework Agreement who will ensure that this information is communicated widely within 
Acergy.”  
 
This is however never done in practice according to the interviewed SCM representative. The 
great potential of gathered information if the procedure were followed calls for something to be 
done in relation to this. Maybe the frame agreement holder should be automatically noticed when 
the supplier is used and be responsible for a follow up afterwards. This will of course put some 
extra workload to this person, but I would think the long term gain should overrule this. There 
are possibly many other methods to make this work, so I don’t think Acergy should let this 
ignoring of the procedure continue.  
 
Today the frame agreement holders is only from the SCM department, but in relation to the 
above I think it could have been a possibility to change this so that the main users of the frame 
agreement could be the holders. In practice this would mainly be the SCM department, but in 
some cases other departments. According to the interviewed QC representative the QC 
department use three frame agreements. I think according to this that it would be natural if these 
frame agreement had a holder from the QC department, but the main argument against this is 
probably that it would be better if one department is the owner of the supplier database and 
thereby also all of the frame agreements.  
 
15.9 Reduction of the supplier database  
Acergy`s total supplier database counts in June 2009 over 3364 suppliers while 1121 of these are 
under NEC and this will therefore be the counting number in this discussion. As we saw in 
chapter 13 there are many factors affecting the optimal number of suppliers in a database and the 
decision of reducing the base.  
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When this is said, the supplier database probably consists of a decreased number of actual 
suppliers since the possibility for duplications of suppliers is striking. When it comes to the 
question if the supplier database should be reduced the view is divided among the interviewed 
representatives. While the Engineering representative wanted more suppliers in the supplier 
database the others see the benefit of a cleanup and reduction of the supplier database.  
 
In chapter 13 the expression optimization was defined and from my point of view this is a very 
recommendable process for Acergy to do with their supplier database. Out of the ten mentioned 
advantages that can be the outcome of such a process, I think savings in administration costs, 
development of long-term partnerships and supplier associations and the fact that the remaining 
suppliers possibly are the best in class is the main reasons why Acergy should do this.  
 
In a process like this it is also very important to take into account the potential risks. Some of 
these were described in chapter 13.2 and in my opinion the potential supplier dependency and 
the absence of competition is the ones to have most focus on.  
 
If Acergy decide to optimize/reduce the supplier database they should follow some general steps 
as mentioned in chapter 13.3 where the first and most important one is the decision of how to 
exclude suppliers from the supplier database. Four methods were described, but in my opinion 
none of these will fit the needs of Acergy in relation to a reduction of the supplier database. The 
described method of Talluri and Narasimhan (2005, p.130) however I think is a great method to 
implement for Acergy, but not before the main reduction is finished.         
 
If Acergy should go for a reduction of suppliers, the recommended methods in the interviews is 
that: 
 
1. The commodity leaders should make a list of the suppliers they want to exist 
2. A manual reduction based on the time since the last use of the supplier   
3. A manual cleaning of the duplicated suppliers 
 
In my opinion these suggestions is good, but not usable if they stay alone, but a method where 
we combine these three could be a good starting point for a development of a tailor made 
reduction strategy for Acergy. For all I know it could prove to be enough with removal of the 
duplicates because I have no opinion of the amount of this, but most likely the supplier database 
will benefit from a use of many different methods.  
 
15.10 Supplier relations  
According to the theorists and Acergy themselves it is really important to maintain a good 
relationship with their suppliers. But in the interviews the relationship between Acergy and their 
suppliers was described in words like unprofessional, pragmatic and arrogant. The reason for this 
was stated to be that there are too high documentation demands for certain suppliers and that 
personnel act with the suppliers with no authority to do this, it seems like there are some room 
for improvement in this area.    
 
If we disregard the suppliers in the supplier management program, Acergy`s supplier database is 
today not used in the purpose of improving the relationship with the suppliers. The potential of 
the structural capital is not exploited, we saw for instance that there is hardly ever feedback from 
the performance assessments, there hardly seem to be any effort in supplier development, and the 
sharing of information is limited.  
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In addition to this there seem to be very little focus on the cognitive capital in relation to aligning 
of Acergy`s and the supplier’s goals and values.  
All of this will eventually lead to a very low relational capital such as trust and confidence, and 
the outcome of this could be that Acergy loose the possible value and benefits of these areas. 
This should be taken seriously since the theory emphasize that this value can consist of 
considerable amounts, and without this the company will be impaired in the competition with 
other companies. In chapter 12 we saw that resource miserly activities such as sharing of simple 
information are all it takes to improve the suppliers cost performance. This should absolutely 
make the decision makers in Acergy to set a goal to at least improve the system to make this part 
successful. Other supplier development activities can then be made to improve the suppliers 
further, but I think it will be smart to take one step at the time.          
 
In chapter 11.3 we see that some of the experts in the area of supplier relations think that the next 
step is to make systems that rely on trust. This seems sensible when you look at all the benefits 
of a theoretical example, but in my opinion I cannot see how this can be done in the business 
culture existing today. However it is not difficult to see that trust in a relationship between two 
companies would be preferable and I think Acergy should put more effort in activities which can 
increase the trust with their suppliers.  
 
According to Sako and Helper (1998, p.406) the main activities should be increased exchange of 
information and technical assistance, in addition to other activities to build Acergy`s reputation 
among their suppliers.  
 
15.11 Training and communication of the supplier database  
A very important part of improving the use of the supplier database in Acergy deals with the 
training and communication of the supplier database within the various departments internally. 
According to the interviews there is an absolute need for improvement in this area, since all of 
the representatives answered that there was too little information and training in the use of the 
supplier database.  
 
The SCM representative even said that in addition to focusing on other departments there should 
be a focus on training in the use of the supplier database within the SCM department. In his 
opinion it is taken for granted that the SCM personnel are familiar with the supplier database, but 
in reality this is far from the truth and most of the personnel could need some training in use of 
the supplier database.  
 
This statement supports my feeling after various informal conversations in the department, and I 
have to say I was a bit surprised by this. The supplier database is after all one of the key tools for 
the SCM personnel, and according to the familiarization scheme described in chapter 2.6, they 
have to confirm on a form that they are familiar with the supplier database. Beyond this the use 
of the supplier database is treated in full detail in the process navigator described in chapter 2.5.  
 
When it comes to the communication of the supplier database the same figure used in description 
of the supplier feedback in figure 17 with some minor adjustments is used to support the 
discussion of this chapter. The figure is shown on the next page.  
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Figure 19 Source: Source: Jacobsen and Thorsvik 2007, p.251 (Modified) 
 
In step one and two, deciding and coding of content, the SCM department 
representative/representatives will have to compose and prepare the information of the supplier 
database that they want to spread out to the other departments. There are however many various 
elements that should be taken into consideration when doing this.  
 
Employees in other departments have different education and can have problems understanding 
specific technical terms. Different experience and insight with the company processes will 
probably contribute to that they also will have a different point of view on numerous elements 
than the SCM personnel. Another issue to bear in mind is that it seems like the other departments 
see the supplier database an SCM property. This is also to some extent true, but the transferred 
information should be of such nature that it succeeds in a way of not making the other 
departments to be reluctant for the use of it. 
 
In step three, dispatch of information, the SCM representatives need to decide how this 
information should be transferred to the receivers. Should there be information meetings with 
each department or is it enough with a message on the bulletin to all staff? In addition to this 
there are many other communication possibilities that should be considered by the SCM 
representatives. The interviewed representative’s opinion is that this information could be given 
in the various department meetings or in the project meetings and should be repeated with given 
intervals.    
 
In step four, decoding of content, the overload problem appears. It is a well known problem that 
there is too much information in certain communication channels. The natural treatment of this 
problem is to become selective and focus on the most important information (Jacobsen & 
Thorsvik 2007, p.257). This implies that other department’s attitude to and confidence in the 
SCM department is of great importance to the success of this information transfer, so I will again 
emphasize the importance of step two where the coding of the information is done.     
 
Step five, internal feedback, indicates the importance of feedback and that this should be a 
continuous process. Feedback is important to get some kind of confirmation that the information 
is received, and it gives the receivers a possibility to give constructive acknowledgement so that 
the process can be continuously optimized. This feedback is being natural ensured in Acergy 
with the fact that it is a project based organisation, so the SCM personnel work side by side with 
the other departments and therefore have a good possibility to gather this sort of feedback.    
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Chapter 16 
Recommendations 
 
In this thesis we have seen that Acergy`s procedures is not being followed in relation to the 
supplier database and in some cases the procedures actually contradict itself. As an example, if 
the supplier status “do not use” is set, procedure GR-SCM-007 page 8 state to initiate contact 
with the supplier and the initiation of an improvement plan, while in page 13 it is stated that this 
status should be set if such an improvement plan fails.   
 
The procedures should be updated because if the personnel should increase the use of the 
procedures, the least they can expect is that the procedures is up to date and can be trusted. This 
is supported by the interviewed Engineering representative who feels that today he has to filter 
much of the information in the supplier database. This frustration is also brought into light with 
the final conclusion of the interviewed QC representative: “The supplier database should have 
been erased and implemented all over again”. 
 
Below is a list of the recommended improvements for the supplier database that has evolved 
through the process of my work with it. It is important to emphasize that this is my subjective 
findings and opinions, as I have no practical experience working for a company like Acergy. It is 
also important to mention that it is not in my opinion that Acergy`s management should 
uncritically implement all of my recommendations, but to consider them. The recommendations 
are:         
 
• Extend the supplier relation unit and increase the communication with the chosen 24 most 
critical suppliers, in addition to include all major frame agreement suppliers into this 
program.  
 
• Set a threshold in relation to the scoring in the performance assessments, and use a face to 
face communication as the communication channel for feedback to suppliers under this 
threshold. Use e-mail as the main communication channel for the feedback to the 
suppliers that are over this threshold that is not covered by the supplier management 
program.  
 
• Put in an additional criterion to measure the ability to communicate.  
 
• Include the experience databases of the Engineering and QC departments into the 
supplier database. 
 
• Give other departments access to include experience data into the supplier database.  
 
• Put in a section in the performance assessments where it is possible to attach documents 
and additional information.   
 
• Update the procedures used in relation to this thesis, and let there be some kind of 
consequence if the employees don’t act according to the procedure.  
 
• Give the reviewers a possibility to comment their scores directly without involvement of 
the SCM representative. 
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• Set an upper and lower threshold in the scoring of the performance assessments where 
you need to make comments before you are allowed to finish the scoring. 
 
• Incorporate a process to increase the awareness of the possibility to misuse of the scoring 
system of the suppliers, on the basis of that this will increase the informal control of this. 
 
• Differentiate the performance assessments per commodity, or at least between regular 
and complex procurements. 
 
• Add a search option for the performance assessments where it is possible to search 
suppliers per city.   
 
• Add a search option to the supplier list where it is possible to search supplier per 
commodity. 
 
• Put a weight to each of the measurement criteria in the performance assessments in 
relation to the importance of the criterion. 
 
• Inform the suppliers that they are measured according to a performance assessment 
system. 
 
• Add a function that automatically gives a notice to the frame agreement holder when the 
supplier is used, and make the frame agreement holder responsible for follow up on the 
information gathering.   
 
• Reduce the supplier database according to the discussion in chapter 15.9, and then 
implement the method of Talluri and Narasimhan described in chapter 13.3 to maintain a 
healthy supplier database. 
 
• Increase the training and communication of the supplier database both internally and 
externally in the SCM department according to the discussion in chapter 15.11. 
 
• Increase the exchange of information and feedback to the suppliers. 
 
• Nominate a single person with access to include new suppliers into the supplier database 
to ensure quality. 
 
Should the supplier database remain in its current form it can be questioned if it can exist. One 
option could then be to use the Achilles system, something which I personally would 
recommend. 
 
By using this system Acergy will increase their cognitive capital mentioned in chapter 11. They 
will get the benefits of using the same system as their own customers and suppliers and have the 
possibility to align with other companies on another level than today.  
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introduction 
The purpose of this document is to describe the Supply Chain Management 
Processes which must be used throughout Acergy. 
 
The SCM Processes are accessed via the ‘Process Navigator for SCM’ and are 
presented in activity based flow-chart format, supported by Work Instructions and 
Tools. The tools are forms, templates and IM-systems, all forming part of the 
Acergy Management System. 
 
The SCM Processes are based on the SCM Principles and Rules which consist of 
seven principles and twenty-nine rules. 
 
The four main SCM Processes are:- 
• Supplier Management Process 
• Procurement of Standard Products  
• Procurement of Non-standard Products 
• Procurement of Third Party Vessel Services  
 
The SCM organisation comprises a Corporate team, plus Regional SCM 
Organisations. 
 
The Corporate SCM team is responsible for developing and implementing the 
Group’s Supply Chain strategy, processes and tools, and for co-ordinating SCM 
activities within the Group.  
 
SCM support for Marine Assets is managed by the SCM Manager Marine Assets 
using dedicated SCM resources or SCM resources allocated by the Region where the 
work takes place or the Project Team is based. 
 
The Regional SCM Organisations are responsible for the local deployment of the 
Group’s strategy and its implementation within projects. In this regard, the 
Regional SCM Organisations liaise locally with suppliers and are responsible for the 
negotiations with suppliers at projects level; the corporate SCM team may assist 
SCM Regional Organisation when appropriate. 
 
SCM support for other Group Departments, e.g. IM, is provided by SCM personnel 
allocated by the Region where the work takes place or where the Project Team is 
based. 
 
Key commodities have been split in 3 categories: 
• Group commodities. 
• Network commodities. 
• Regional commodities. 
 
Each level is described below. In addition, the Group and Network commodities are 
described in GR-SCMW-001. 
 
  
For Group Commodities, the corporate SCM team is responsible for developing and 
implementing a global strategy through the Group Purchasing Managers (GPM), in-
line with SCM Principle #1 and associated Rules. 
The strategy will be expressed by the GPM for each tender/project via the 
appropriate input given throughout the process from the tender kick off meeting 
until recommendation to award (see section 3.8.1)  
 
Where global strategy and global business vision are concerned, the interface 
between Acergy and the supplier is managed either by the relevant Group 
Purchasing Manager (GPM) or the Chief Purchasing Officer (CPO). The Group 
Purchasing Managers are responsible for: 
• Managing, at the right level of management, the business relationship with 
suppliers. 
• Communicating to suppliers Acergy’s business vision.  
• Gathering and distributing internally market information, such as production 
capacities, competitor orders and supplier cost base and new technology 
developments.   
• Communicating to the Regional SCM organisations information to optimise sourcing 
opportunities for our projects. 
• Proposing, implementing and updating SCM strategies. 
 
 
For Network Commodities, a networked team is set up, comprising the GPM and 
Regional SCM specialists or Regional Commodity Leader (RCL). This network team 
will propose a strategy and action plan for the efficient management of these 
commodities. The activities of the network team will be coordinated by the relevant 
Group Purchasing Manager. 
 
 
Regional Commodities will be managed at regional level with regular internal 
communication. Development of sourcing strategy will be proposed by Regional 
Commodity Leaders (RCL) to Regional management. The Regional Commodity 
Leaders are responsible for the coordination of the interface with Suppliers in their 
region, they ensure the relationship between Acergy and the Suppliers are 
managed at the appropriate level. 
 
  
SCM principles and rules 
SCM activities are governed by a set of Principles and associated Rules. 
The list of Principles and Rules are as follows: 
 
Principle 1  Rule No.  Rule 
Acergy  will  develop  an  SCM 
strategy  at  Group  and 
Regional levels 
1.1 
The  SCM  function  is  responsible  for  developing, 
implementing and improving an SCM strategy.  
1.2 
The  SCM  function  is  responsible  for  assessing 
market  information  and  internally  available  data 
and  for  the dissemination of  information  relating 
to strategic products. 
1.3 
The  product/services  sourcing  strategy  is 
developed at Regional and Group levels. 
1.4 
The SCM function will actively support the projects 
in  the  management  of  risks  and  opportunities 
within the supply chain. 
1.5 
Every  project will  have  an  updated  procurement 
plan.  The procurement plans will be consolidated. 
1.6 
The SCM process is an integral and integrated part 
of Acergy`s project process. 
Principle 2  Rule No.  Rule 
The  SCM  function  is 
responsible for managing and 
developing  the  relationship 
with Acergy`s suppliers 
 
2.1 
Suppliers  are  pre‐qualified  in  compliance  with 
defined and documented processes. 
2.2 
Supplier  relationships  are  managed  in  a 
professional, structured and planned manner. 
2.3 
Selected suppliers are developed on a continuous 
basis using  the  Supplier  performance  assessment 
process. 
Principle 3  Rule No.  Rule 
The SCM  function will ensure 
that  personnel  are  qualified, 
have  the  right  competencies 
and  are  provided  with  the 
appropriate business tools. 
3.1 
The SCM function  is responsible for defining roles 
and responsibilities of SCM personnel. 
3.2 
The SCM function is responsible for hiring, training 
and development of SCM personnel. 
3.3 
The  SCM  function  is  responsible  for  assigning 
qualified resources to the projects. 
3.4 
Performance management Reviews are conducted 
jointly with Project Management  for  SCM people 
allocated to projects. 
3.5 
The SCM function sets best practice and standard 
tools across the Group. 
3.6 
SCM  processes,  as  an  integral  part  of  Project 
delivery,  shall  be  efficient  and  supported  by 
functional tools. 
3.7 
The SCM performance  is measured by a specified 
set of key performance indicators. 
  
 
Principle 4  Rule No.  Rule 
People  in  the  SCM  process 
shall  always  behave  in  an 
ethical  and  professional 
manner. 
4.1 
All participants in the SCM process shall adhere to 
the “code of business conduct” GR‐MGT‐003. 
4.2 
SCM  personnel  should  not  put  themselves  in  a 
position where conflicts of  interest with suppliers 
could exist. 
Principle 5  Rule No.  Rule 
SCM  is  responsible  for 
managing  the  RFQ  activity 
and making Awards under the 
authority  of  the  Project 
Manager / Budget Holder. 
5.1 
The  buying  process  is  based  on  competitive 
principles. 
5.2 
Single  sourcing  is  allowed  as  a  documented 
exception. 
5.3 
Bidders  shall  be  given  equal  opportunities  in  the 
bidding process. 
5.4 
SCM will manage – on behalf of the budget holder, 
the  bid  evaluation,  recommendation  and  award 
process interfacing with all relevant stakeholders. 
5.5 
The  Project Manager/Budget Holder will  approve 
contract  awards  with  due  regard  to  the  award 
recommendation.    In  the  event  of  strong 
disagreement  the matter will  be  elevated  to  the 
relevant management. 
5.6 
The  SCM  process will  ensure  that  Acergy  always 
gets  the  best  deal  by  considering  technical, 
commercial,  operational,  quality  and  safety 
aspects. 
  
 
Principle 6  Rule No.  Rule 
All Awards will be managed in 
accordance  with  the  SCM 
process with  the  appropriate 
follow‐up  on  cost,  delivery, 
quality  &  HSE  until  the 
product/services  are 
delivered to the agreed site. 
6.1 
Post  Award  Management  of  Non‐standard 
Products  is  normally  (i.e.  default  case)  the 
responsibility  of  the  nominated  project  SCM 
personnel,  reporting  to  the  Project  or  Package 
Manager,  supported  by  appropriate  allocated 
resources,  carried  out  within  the  Project  and 
working in an integrated project environment. 
 
In  some  cases  SCM  personnel  will  not  be 
responsible  for  Post Award Management.    These 
must be  specifically agreed as part of  the Project 
team formation process. 
 
As  a  minimum,  project  SCM  personnel  will  be 
responsible  for  commercial  follow  up  and  for 
providing SCM system and process expertise. 
6.2 
Performance  assessment  is  conducted  on  all 
suppliers  of  essential  products/services  by  the 
project management team. 
6.3 
Award close‐out and warranty follow‐up is an SCM 
responsibility. 
Principle 7  Rule No.  Rule 
The  SCM  function  ensures 
continuous  enhancement 
through  the  capture  and 
capitalization  of  lessons 
learnt. 
7.1 
The  SCM  function  maintains  the  database  of 
lessons learned. 
  7.2 
The  SCM  function  ensures  that  effective  use  is 
made of best practices and available knowledge. 
 
  
SCM processes 
The four main SCM Processes are presented in an activity based flowchart format, 
supported by Work Instructions and Tools. These are accessed via the Process 
Navigator for SCM which is available to all Acergy Personnel through the 
Applications Portal. 
 
All the documents Forms, Templates, Work instructions etc… are also available 
through lotus notes / Acergy world / Documents / Management system/ Group / 
SCM / Process navigator   
3.1 Supplier Management Process 
The Supplier Management Process is a support function to the buying processes.  It 
addresses; 
• Development and Deployment of a Sourcing Strategy 
• Process and Systems for Approving Suppliers for use by Acergy 
• Process and Systems for collecting and sharing information about our Suppliers 
 
The approval process for a supplier is determined by the criticality of the product to 
be delivered. In order to select the correct approval process level, please see to 
GR-SCMW-001.  
 
The Supplier Database is the key tool for the Supplier Management Process. The 
approval process level is coded and automatically selected by the database when 
selecting the Product code.  
 
 
Below rules apply to the management of the supplier as well as the pertaining 
record in the Acergy Supplier Database. 
 
It is important that we maintain up-to-date information on suppliers and actively 
manage their qualification status using the Acergy Supplier Management database, 
as the common tool across the Group.  
 
General (non-project specific) supplier visits, reviews and qualification are co-
ordinated as follows: 
• For the Group Commodities, by the Global Purchasing Manager (GPM) with input 
from the Regional Commodity Leaders. 
• For all other commodities, by the Regional SCM organisations. For network 
commodities regional organisations take input from the Group Purchasing Manager 
in charge of network commodities. 
 
All records will be stored in the Acergy Supplier Database. 
 
Acergy has implemented common Group-wide procedures and forms for the 
qualification and performance assessment of suppliers. All suppliers, irrespective of 
location, will go through the same approval and performance testing process and 
meet the same acceptance criteria. Thus all regions will be able to share this 
information, tested to a common standard and stored on a common supplier 
database. 
 
  
This Supplier qualification review is a SCM process for assessing suppliers and 
approving them in the Database it is not a substitute for other audits such as QA, 
QC and Project audits. 
 
3.2 Procurement of Standard Products and Services 
Standard Products or Services are defined as: 
• Simple, off the shelf, catalogue items 
• Products with low to medium risk and complexity 
• Products requiring no or little engineering 
• Spare parts and consumables 
• Minor fabrications 
 
The procurement of Standard Products is normally undertaken within the Regional 
SCM Departments (Purchasing Departments), with appropriate reporting links to 
the Requisitioner. 
 
3.3 Procurement of Non-standard Products and Services 
Non-standard Products or Services are defined as: 
• Complex and/or high value products 
• Products containing some degree of engineering and/or design 
• Products requiring some degree of customised manufacturing and/or fabrication 
• Products/Services which need technical and commercial follow up during contract 
execution 
• Products to be incorporated into Client permanent equipment or an Acergy asset 
• Products critical to the project 
 
The procurement of Non-standard Products or Services commences at Tendering 
Stage.  Is normally undertaken using allocated SCM personnel working with the 
Support of a Contract Manager in an integrated Project environment. Please see 
GR-PRJ-001, Introduction to Group Project Management. 
 
3.4 PROCUREMENT OF THIRD PARTY VESSEL SERVICES 
Third Party Vessel services may be sourced by either the placement of a charter or 
by a vessel purchase.  In either event this process (GR-SCMP-014) shall be 
followed.  Third Party Vessels are any ships or barges which are to be obtained 
from an entity which is not part of the Acergy group of companies. 
 
The requirement for Third Party Vessel Services may be identified, by a Project 
Team within a region or a Project Team within Marine Assets.  Within this process 
Project Team shall apply to either scenario. 
 
The procurement of Third Party Vessel Services is to be undertaken using the SCM 
Chartering specialist within the relevant Region with assistance from the Project 
SCM resource. The process commences at Tender Stage.  Refer to GR-COM-001, 
Group Tendering Instruction.   
 
3.5 GENERAL 
The SCM Principles, Rules and Processes shall apply to Dry-docking and CAPEX 
projects and shall be managed as Projects.  
 
The allocated senior SCM personnel is responsible for the decision as to which 
Process shall be used and should consult with the SCM Regional Department 
Manager in case of doubt. 
  
 
For Department procurement, or where no Project structure exists, the appropriate 
elements of the SCM processes are to be used.  The allocated SCM support will 
provide guidance as required. 
 
Table for selection of product code, approval- and buying process  
GR-SCMW-001, describes in detail the recommended process and T&C to be used 
for each product/services. 
 
SCM support for Group activities is normally provided by the Regional SCM 
Department, in the region that the activity is taking place.  SCM support must be 
agreed with the appropriate SCM Regional Manager. Process Navigator. 
 
The processes are presented in the Process Navigator. Each process is divided into sub-
processes. A total of fourteen sub-processes are presented in the Process Navigator 
for SCM as follows: 
 
 
 
 
  
3.6 Familiarisation 
All SCM personnel are required to be familiar with the SCM processes, in 
accordance with the requirements of their functional description. 
 
The SCM Induction and Familiarisation Form GR-SCMF-003 are to be completed for 
each SCM person. 
 
3.7 continuous improvement 
All Acergy personnel, and in particular SCM personnel, are encouraged to make 
suggestions for improvements to the SCM Processes, Work Instructions and Forms. 
 
The responsibility of the Chief Purchasing Officer, with assistance of Group SCM 
process and systems manager, is to access the suggestions, engage in discussion 
with the originator to discuss with Peers and to decide what action, if any, is 
required. 
 
Suggestions should be submitted on form GR-SCMF-070. 
 
3.8 scm FUNCTIONAL APPROVAL OF AWARDS 
In order to ensure appropriate functional control and respect of processes the 
following approval system is in place: 
 
At tender stage, SCM functional approval is ensured by reviewing and endorsing the 
Bid Comparison as per table below.  
 
Bid comparison  For Regional commodity  For Group commodity 
Total Award value  
< 150KUSD 
Functional  approval 
within project 
Functional  approval 
within project 
Total Award value 
>150 KUSD 
Regional  commodity 
leader 
Group  purchasing 
manager 
Bid Comparison  Non Strategic Charter  Strategic Charter 
Total award value < 150k USD and < 6 
months duration 
Functional  approval 
within project 
Group  Purchasing 
Manager 
Total award value < 150k USD and > 6 
months duration 
Group  Purchasing 
Manager 
Group  Purchasing 
Manager 
Total award value > 150k USD and < 6 
months duration 
Regional  Commodity 
Leader 
Group  Purchasing 
Manager 
Total award value > 150k USD and > 6 
months duration 
Group  Purchasing 
Manager 
Group  Purchasing 
Manager 
 
In case of a significant change between tender stage and project stage in the bidder 
recommendation, the RCL or the GPM shall be consulted according to the above 
table. 
 
Before tender submission to tender board SCM functional approval is ensured by 
endorsing table 5.3 of the Tender Summary document (GR-COMF-021). 
 
  
This endorsement is evidenced by signature by the SCM Regional Manager or Chief 
Purchasing Officer as defined in the table below. 
 
Award  > 500 KUSD and < 5 M USD   SCM Regional Manager 
  Chief Purchasing Officer 
 
3.9 INTERNAL COMMUNICATION 
 
3.9.1 Project Procurement Plan 
Every month, each Regional SCM Manager will provide the CPO with the status of 
regional tendering SCM activity in advance of the monthly SCM conference call. The 
consolidated tendering SCM activity will be discussed (trans-regional synergies, 
strategies, etc …) during the monthly conference call. 
 
Each regional SCM manager will ensure, in accordance with our published SCM 
processes that for each project (either at tender phase or execution phase) takes 
recognition of the following requirements: 
• A SCM strategy and procurement plan will be developed and Kick Off Meeting 
(KOM) organised. 
• Corporate SCM, in particular the CPO, will be invited to participate in the KOM and 
copied all relevant documents for all EPIC projects. 
• Bidder lists will be established based on the Acergy Supplier Database and the 
Client’s Approved Vendors List. For Group Commodities, the relevant GPM will be 
informed and involved in establishing the bidders list.  
• Bid comparison summaries will be established. For Group Commodities the GPM 
will receive a copy of these bid comparison summaries and will compile 
comparative data for use in Manta. 
 
3.9.2 SCM Monthly Conference Call 
A monthly conference call will be organised to follow up the 5 weekly S&M 
conference call where Regional SCM Managers and SCM Corporate members attend. 
The attendees to the monthly conference call are the Regional SCM Manager and 
any members of his team that he will nominate, and members of the Corporate 
SCM team.  
 
3.9.3 Group SCM Monthly Report 
The Group SCM Monthly Report will remain one the pillars of our internal 
communication and reporting system. For simplification, and to avoid double 
reporting, the Regional SCM manager will forward to the CPO a copy of the SCM 
section of the standard Regional Monthly Report (chap. 5.2 and table) in 
accordance with a pre-agreed reporting schedule. In addition, a concise 
commentary will be added regarding high-lights and main concerns of the previous 
and coming months. These reports will be consolidated into one 3-page Group SCM 
Report which will be circulated by the CPO. 
 
3.9.4 SCM Managers meeting 
SCM Manager Meetings will remain on a basis of 2 to 3 per year.  These events will 
be organised by the CPO. 
  
acergy standard terms and conditions 
Acergy’s Standard Contracting Principles for procurement of goods, services and 
supplies are expressed through Acergy’s Standard Terms and Conditions. 
 
Document GR-SCM-011 presents Acergy’s Contracting Principles, describes the 
Standard Terms and Conditions and includes the associated Authorisation Matrix 
and Check List. 
 
instructions FOR SELECTION OF ACERGY Terms and Conditions 
The following instructions are for the use of Acergy’s Standard Terms & Conditions: 
 
Standard Terms and conditions are “fixed” and CAN NOT be modified for any 
reason. All deviations arising from negotiation with supplier and/or coming from 
main Contract flow down must be included separately as “Special Terms & 
Conditions”   
 
Table for selection of product code, approval and buying process, GR-SCMW-001, 
describes which set of standard Terms and Conditions to use for a given product. 
 
GR-SCMF-027 Terms and Conditions for Procurement of Standard Products 
GR-SCMF-027 is designed for purchase of minimum contractual level for simple ex 
stock or manufactured goods, consumables and minor fabrication when low risk, 
low item value, little or no engineering design, no personnel attendance at Acergy 
facilities.  Suitable applications are for non-complex requirements such as paint, 
fuel, spare parts, welding rods and hiring of tools and equipment. 
 
GR-SCMF-029 Terms and Conditions for Procurement of Non-standard Products 
GR-SCMF-029 is designed for fabrication/manufacture contracts and delivery of 
other products with more complex requirements, may be high risk and may have 
design content.  Intended area of application is fixed price contract and when the 
work is carried out at the Supplier’s premises, not offshore or onshore at 
Acergy’s/Client’s premises.  The standard assumes delivery according to 
INCOTERMS.   
 
Example area of application is procurement of line pipe (including coating, double 
jointing as long as these operations are not completed in Acergy Yard or vessel), 
umbilical and manufacturing of other permanent incorporable items. 
 
These Terms and Conditions can be the basis for Frame Agreements. 
 
GR-SCMF-031 Terms and Conditions for Standard Services  
GR-SCMF-031 is designed for provision of personnel to Acergy 
Worksite/facility/vessel for less complex Services, lower risk installation activities 
and commissioning of equipment purchased under GR-SCMF-027 and -029 (this 
protects the original Warranty provisions).  
 
Applications include: Engineering services, Consultancy, certification, tendering 
other than NDT painting, blasting. 
 
  
These Terms and Conditions: 
• Are not for the provision of Products.  
• Could be fixed cost contract or against approved timesheets.   
• Contains wording to protect Acergy’s HSE interests.  Applicable for supervision 
services or maintenance of equipment.   
• Could be used to provide technicians to operate equipment on behalf of Acergy. 
 
GR-SCMF-033 Terms and Conditions for Non-Standard Services 
GR-SCMF-033 is designed for provision of services with or without supply of 
materials and where work at Acergy or Client’s sites offshore or onshore, with or 
without own vessel, is included.  No limit to value can be complex, can be high risk.  
By adding GR-SCMF-040 it can also include hiring of equipment.  Can be used for 
Frame Agreements. 
 
Applications include fabrication, provision of NDT services, Engineering services, 
Welding services, Testing and Pre-commissioning, Trenching as well as Diving 
services.  
 
The standard does not specifically address specific issues related to items or 
equipment on hire to Acergy (i.e. when Acergy, and not Subcontractor, carries the 
risk for operating the hired item).  If hire of an item constitutes a part of the scope, 
GR-SCMF-040 should be used. 
 
It is important to distinguish between "Hire" Contracts, where Acergy is in control of 
and operates the equipment and situations where Subcontractor is operating the 
equipment.  In the latter case, Subcontractor is responsible for the results of the 
work associated with the equipment and GR-SCMF-033 should be used without any 
additional clauses. 
 
Please note that even though the Supplier provides an Operator for example for a 
winch, then the overall responsibility may still be with Acergy, and the specific Hire 
Contract Terms and Conditions may be appropriate. 
 
GR-SCMF-001 Back to Back Form of Agreement 
To be used only where we contract out as a stand alone Scope of Work/supply 
major portions of Acergy Main Contract responsibilities where a high volume of the 
Main Contract requirements from the Client need to be imposed to protect  our 
position.  Use will entail reworking the base Agreement to suit the Main Contract 
contractual position.  Not to be used for supply of manufactured goods or materials 
or general services.  Applications generally involve significant 
installation/construction or major fabrication work scopes, which in themselves may 
be small projects.  Use of GR-SCMF-011 should be signed off by Contract Manager. 
 
Hire of Vessels 
BIMCO – Supply time.  Barecon. 
 
These specialist BIMCO based terms for Hire in of ships are only to be used with 
Acergy’s pre-agreed exceptions/modifications.  Any deviation from Acergy standard 
exceptions requires approval by Contract Manager. 
 
  
GR-SCMF-072, Terms and conditions for hiring of tools and equipment at worksite 
To be used for stand-alone hire contracts. See also comments in section 5.1.4 
above.  
 
GR-SCMF-078, Terms and conditions for Acquisition of Software & Associated Services 
To be used for the purchase of standard programs inclusive of installation and 
certain adaptations, consultancy services and maintenance. Not intended to be 
used for Software Development. 
 
Frame Agreements 
If a Frame Agreement of pre-agreed Terms and Conditions are in place with a 
Supplier then this Agreement should be used.  Please refer to Suppliers Database 
for an overview of existing Frame Agreements and pre-agreed Terms and 
Conditions. Guidelines for Group Frame Agreement are listed in paragraph 5 below. 
 
Terms & Conditions 
How to use them: 
 
Without frame agreement / prepared T& Cs in place: 
 
Fixed PDF format
« Standard 
T & C’s »
027-029
031-033
Deviation to 
standard T & C’s
Flow down from
Main contract
« Special Terms & Conditions »
+ +
Deviations to standard T & C are negociated and agreed with supplier together agreed
flow down. They form the « special T & C’s ».
 
 
When frame agreements are in place or agreed Terms & Conditions: 
 
  
« Standard 
T & C’s »
Special T & C’s
Prepared deviation
T & C’s
Flow down
Frame agreement or agreed T & C’s
+ +
« Special T & C’s » comes only from Flow down from main contract. 
 
  
Guidelines for framework agreements 
When Pre agreed T & C’s are envisaged by any regional organisation, it is 
mandatory to assess if these can be beneficial and applicable group wide. 
Communication with Group SCM is recommended for this evaluation.  
 
When Regional frame agreements are developed, they must follow the same 
principles as the Group frame agreement. 
 
Group Framework Agreements shall always be developed and negotiated by Group 
SCM and a Contracts Manager with engagement of the Regional SCM Offices, 
Operations, Engineering and where appropriate Legal. 
The process shall be clearly visible and Regional participation actively encouraged.   
 
The Framework Agreement shall be on a non-exclusive basis, unless previously 
agreed in writing by CPO  / VP Projects and Operations, and shall comply with all 
principles of GR-SCM-011.  The approved Framework Agreement, any usage 
instructions, QA certification and Subcontractor capability information shall be 
stored in the Framework Agreement database. Each Framework Agreement shall 
have a commercial representative (SCM under direction of GPM) and a technical 
representative selected from the appropriate Engineering discipline.  Executive 
management of all Group Framework Agreements shall be under the CPO who will 
engage the relevant executive officers as appropriate. Each Call Off Contract shall 
have appointed representatives from the Project team who will administer the day 
to day project activities. 
 
Subcontractors under Frame Agreements (Frame Agreement holders) shall be 
treated as preferred first choice sources and must always be given the opportunity 
to bid for the appropriate services/supply on a worldwide basis. This does not 
prevent the use of competitive bidding if appropriate for a particular project, on a 
case by case basis.  The Agreement holder shall be fully evaluated along with any 
other bids and given every opportunity to present their most advantageous options.  
 
It is important that each Project Team and Operations provide performance 
feedback on Framework Agreement holders and this feedback shall be entered into 
the Supplier and Subcontractor Assessment System.  Lessons learnt and 
suggestions for future improvements should be directed to the Acergy 
representatives for each Framework Agreement who will ensure that this 
information is communicated widely within Acergy. 
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Introduction 
scope and objectives 
Acergy have a great number of suppliers with whom we do business. The Supplier 
database is used for the capturing, maintaining and sharing of information 
pertaining to each of the suppliers.     
 
The Supplier database is a supporting tool for the SCM processes: 
 
• Buying process for standard products 
• Buying process for non-standard products 
• Supplier management process 
 
This work instruction describes how the Supplier database is used.  
 
 
responsibilities 
Group SCM Management has the responsibility to issue and maintain the document.  
 
Group SCM Managers and Regional managers, depending on the supplier in 
question – are responsible for populating and maintaining the database with 
supplier information, and for using the information available to support the decision 
processes when buying.      
 
For Group Commodities, the corporate SCM team is responsible for developing and 
implementing a global strategy through the Group Purchasing Managers (GPM), in-
line with SCM Principle #1 and associated rules. 
 
For Network Commodities, a network team is set up, comprising the GPM and 
Regional SCM specialists. This network team will propose a strategy and action plan 
for the efficient management of these commodities. The activities of the network 
team will be coordinated by the relevant Group Purchasing Manager. 
 
Regional Commodities will be managed at regional level with regular internal 
communication through the Quarterly Commodity reports to be distributed 
throughout the Group. 
  
 
Definitions 
Product  Products or Services to be delivered by the 
Supplier/Subcontractor 
Supplier  A Supplier or a Subcontractor delivering a Product or Service 
T & Cs Terms and Conditions 
 
Supplier Database approval groups: 
 
All Users   All Acergy’s contingent with access to the Database, read only access to Supplier 
Catalogue and performance assessment. 
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Authors     Users  allowed  to  create  performance  assessments  (edit/delete  before 
approval), Savings and Value capture reports (edit/delete own records only before approval). 
View own reports only. Read only access to Suppliers catalogue and frame agreements. 
 
Approvers  Users  allowed  to  create  frame  agreements,  performance  assessment  and 
supplier  catalogue  and  having  full  access  to  savings  and  value  captured.  (Edit  only  after 
approval – No delete option in all above instances) 
 
Group Administrators Users with  full  access  to  frame  agreements, performance  assessment, 
supplier  catalogue,  saving  and  value  captured  (edit/delete  after  approval  –  in  all  instances 
above) 
 
 
References 
GR-SCM-012 Savings and Value Capture Reporting (SVCR) Guideline 
GR-SCM-013 Work Instruction for Supplier Performance Assessment 
GR-SCMF-002 Supplier Market Questionnaire 
GR-SCMF-044 Supplier Pre-qualification Questionnaire 
GR-SCM-001      Introduction to Supply chain Management 
 
GR-SCMF-075 Supplier Evaluation Tool (SET) 
GR-SCMF-073 Agenda on site review 
GR-SCMF-074 Report on site review 
GR-SCMW-077   Supplier Management Approval Criteria Level 1 Approval 
GR-SCMW-078   Supplier Management Approval Criteria Level 2 Approval   
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Database overview 
Information about Acergy’s Suppliers is kept in the Supplier database.  
 
The database comprises of the following elements: 
 
Supplier and Subcontractor Listing 
 
This is the backbone of the database.  Here all relevant information about the 
Supplier shall be listed, such as contact details, contact persons names, affiliation, 
Products that the Supplier is approved for, status and if we have a Frame 
Agreement or other Pre-agreed Terms and Conditions with them.  Further there are 
links to the latest Performance Assessment, a space for additional notes and 
comments, and there is an audit trail, such that changes to the status can be 
tracked and that the people having done the input and changes can be consulted. 
 
Frame Agreements 
 
The purpose of Frame Agreements and Pre-agreed Terms and Conditions is to 
obtain savings for the Group and/or to save time in the RFQ and Award process. 
The database shows where agreements are in place. 
 
Performance Assessments 
 
After every use of a Supplier, a Performance Assessment shall be made.  The result 
of an Assessment is a figure between 1 and 9, where 5 is the minimum acceptable 
figure.  The results of these Assessments shall be used in the bid Evaluation 
Process.  
 
Purchasers, SCM Leads and Subcontract Administrators are responsible for initiating 
the Assessment while reviewers, as chosen by the originator, are responsible for 
giving input.   
 
Savings and Value Capture Reports 
 
Significant savings and Value Captures shall be reported.  The savings are 
accumulated regionally and for the Group, and held up against predetermined 
performance criteria set every year by the SCM Management.  There is no formal 
threshold for when to make a report, but please consider the time it takes to make 
it, and please consider that the basic task of the SCM function is to always get the 
best deal, as per Rule 5.6. 
 
Procurement Overrun Reports 
 
Like for savings, overruns shall be reported.  The purpose is to capture lessons 
learned in order to avoid repetition.  
 
Work in progress 
This is a listing of ongoing performance assessments. Please check whether 
someone is waiting for your input.   
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Use of the supplier database 
The database shall be used at all stages of projects: Tenders and at execution 
phases. 
 
• Selection of bidders 
• When approving suppliers  
• When selecting Suppliers in a buying process 
• After using a supplier 
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Make performance 
assessment as per 
GR-SCM-013
Score 1-2
Unacceptable
Set supplier status to 
Do not use
Contact supplier to 
initiate improvement 
plan
Contact supplier to 
initiate improvement 
plan
Score 3-4
Undesirable
If alternatives are 
available, consider to 
set supplier to Do not 
use
Score 5-6
Acceptable
Score 7-9
Excellent
Give feedback to 
suppliers
 
 
 
 
subcontractor/Supplier Categorisation section 
Company Details 
Name 
Name of Company.  When creating a new Company please do not make double 
entries, i.e. check that the company is not already registered.  Beware of entries 
such as “Company Limited” and “Company Ltd”, the company name must be 
entered with the first letter of each word in capitals. Denominations such as SA, 
LTDA, GMBH, etc… shall be inserted all in capitals without dots. Abbreviations such 
as C.R.P.; D’C.C.; E-OO and punctuation shall be avoided whenever it is possible, 
also dots, hyphens and symbols shall be not used. If the company is already listed 
in another Region it must just be updated with relevant details for your Region. 
 
 
   
 
Correct Examples: 
 
 
 
• CRP Group Limited 
• CRP Group LTD 
 
• Tenaris  Dalmine France 
• Tenaris Group Headquarter Europe 
 
• ABB Turbocharger 
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Wrong Examples: 
 
 
• C.R.P. group limited 
• Tech-trade 
• Con-dive llc 
• ABB TURBOCHARGER 
• Bellsouth Acct. #606-464-3771-325-3171 
 
 
 
Status 
 
The categories are: Preferred, Approved, Potential, Under Scrutiny, Do Not 
Use.  Further explanation can be found in the Categorisation Criteria Section. (§ 
3.4) 
 
The status section also contains the criticality level.  There are three levels for the 
approval process, depending on the criticality and complexity of the product to be 
delivered:  
 
0  Simple non-critical products 
1  Products with medium criticality 
2  Complex and critical products   
 
The level is determined automatically when entering the product code. The 
criticality level governs the approval process, such that suppliers of Complex critical 
products shall be more carefully investigated than suppliers of non-critical products.   
 
Latest Performance Assessment 
 
Here is a link to the latest Performance Assessment if such Assessment exists (if 
the Supplier has been used it must exist!).  If the score is below 4 it will be shown 
in red.   
 
If the approval date of the latest Assessment (qualification review or performance 
assessment) is more than two years old, it indicates that the Supplier has not been 
used for two years, therefore it is necessary, to perform a supplier’s reassessment 
according to the Supplier qualification requirement. ( See section 1.4 references) 
 
Company Code 
 
Not used.  The Company Code is a number from the JD Edwards system, but it has 
no functionality in the Supplier database at the moment. 
 
Region 
 
The Region is selected from a drop down box.  Data for Companies referred to as 
“Group commodity” and “Network commodity” will be maintained by Group SCM 
(except for performance assessments), whereas data for companies listed as 
“Regional commodity” shall be maintained by the Regions.  
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The system can only handle one Regional affiliation, but a Supplier can be used by 
other Regions than the one making the input.  So please do not make your own 
Region’s input if the Supplier already exists (refer to 3.1 when company already 
exists in other Region). If a supplier is already listed and you are about to enter 
data referring to it, you shall use the existing entry and just add the data in the 
same dossier. This situation can happen systematically when the supplier has 
several different facilities, addresses or diverse business (commodity codes).  The 
idea is that all Regions shall benefit from one Region’s approval work, and that all 
Regions shall access and use the other Regions’ Performance Assessments.  
 
In general Suppliers used by more than two Regions should be listed as Corporate. 
 
For  regional  commodities when  a  supplier  is  used  by  2  or more  regions,  unless  otherwise 
agreed between the regions, the region where the supplier is located will have responsibility to 
manage and administrate the supplier  ‐  i.e.: up‐date the data base, perform the qualification 
review and status change. 
 
For Group and network commodities all the suppliers will be managed in the database by the 
Group purchasing manager in charge of the commodity thus in good communication with the 
regions 
 
  
Address 
 
Supplier’s address; please note whether this is office or manufacturing location. 
 
 
 
Parent 
 
If the Supplier has a Parent Company, it is listed here.  Check if Parent Company is 
listed as Corporate, and make sure reference is correct. 
 
Frame Agreement 
 
If Acergy have established a Frame Agreement or Pre-agreed Terms and Conditions 
with a Supplier it shall be listed/linked here.  
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Products and Services Supplied  
In this section the Products the Supplier is approved for shall be selected.  The 
codes are also known as “commodity” codes. 
  
After selecting the Product Code one or more keywords – as relevant, shall be 
selected from a drop down menu.  The keywords describe the Supplier Product in 
more detail. 
In cases where suppliers can provide completely different products, a main 
commodity code shall be elected reflecting the supplier’s core business. The others 
commodity codes shall therefore be entered in importance order as subsequent in 
the ‘Products and services supplied’ section. 
The Supplier’s status refers to the core commodity code. Whether the supplier has 
other subsequent status referring to the second, third or x commodity codes, they 
must be entered in the comments and notes section.  
 
It is important to select only the Products that were covered by the approval 
process.  
 
Comments and Notes 
Free text or documents can be inserted here.  Reports from visits or conversations 
with the Supplier regarding the market situation shall be collected.  Information 
such as price and delivery time trends, the Supplier’s present workload, new 
products or technology development shall be captured. 
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Categorisation Criteria 
 
The Suppliers are categorised as per following matrix: 
 
 
 
Applicable to 
category
Criteria Potential Approved Preferred
0 - 1 - 2
Supplier 
Evaluation Tool
Supplier 
Questionnaire 
received and 
evaluated
√          √          √          
ISO 9001 
Quality 
Management 
System or 
equivalent
− √          √          
HSE 
Management 
System and 
Performance
− √          √          
Acceptable 
Technical and 
Project 
Management 
Capabilities
− √          √          
Pre-agreed 
Terms and 
Conditions 
−                    Facultative    √          
Frame 
Agreement
− − √          
On site Review2
Business 
Relationship 
criteria 
2
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 Definitions: 
 
 
Potential:  First supplier status when entering the Supplier database. 
 
Approved:  Status for approval of product level 0 criticality after pre-qualification 
questionnaire has been received and evaluated, using SET (Supplier Evaluation 
Tool).  For approval of product level 1 criticality further verification shall be put in 
place (GR-SCMW-077). For approval of product level 2 criticality on site review 
must be carried out (GR- SCMW-078, GR-SCMF 073, GR-SCMF-074). 
 
Preferred:  Status where suppliers must automatically be present at the bidders 
list, typically suppliers with whom we have Pre-agreed T&C’s or signed Frame 
Agreements. 
 
Under Scrutiny:  Status where supplier has badly performed with insufficient 
assessment result, whether HSE, QA, QC, commercial, expediting issues, etc…… 
Provide action plan to overcome difficulties. 
 
Do not use: Action plan failure. 
 
 
 
For each of the criteria, Yes or No shall be entered.  The status is then 
automatically selected, but can be overruled by the author if required and justified. 
 
 
In addition to Potential, Approved, Preferred and Under Scrutiny there is the Do Not 
Use category.  This should be used: 
 
1. if a Supplier fails during the approval process, 
2. if a Supplier has been used, but not performed well. 
 
There is no formal ‘Do Not Use’ period.  The important thing is that the Supplier 
presents satisfactory documentation that the issues they failed on have been 
rectified/improved.  The decision for regaining the previous status is to be taken by 
the Group Purchasing Managers for the ‘Group’ and ‘Network’ commodities, and by 
the Regional SCM Managers for the regional commodities. 
 
 
Supporting Documents 
All relevant documents used in the Approval Process, such as the Pre-qualification 
Questionnaire, SET (Supplier Evaluation Tool) and possible on site review reports 
shall be pasted into this section, such that it is easy to verify why a Supplier was 
approved/not approved. 
 
Once approved and used Non-conformance and Audit Reports made afterwards 
shall be filed here. 
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Supplier Status Audit Trail 
In order to audit the system changes in status are logged.  It is possible to see who 
approved the Supplier, who made a change and why.  
 
Frame agreements 
This section lists existing Frame Agreements, either sorted by Supplier or by 
category. 
 
 
The Frame Agreements, where they exist for a Supplier, can also be accessed from 
the Supplier Categorisation Screen, through the View related documents button. 
 
The Frame Agreement screen informs in which Regions the Agreement is valid for 
and the validity dates enabling the owner to renew the Agreement in due time. 
 
Performance assessments  
After all kinds of awards or commitments passed to a supplier a Supplier 
Performance Assessment shall be made and reported in the Supplier Database. It is 
the responsibility of each SCM regional organisation to ensure that Supplier 
Performance Assessments are properly performed and filled into the Supplier Data 
Base. The Performance Assessment itself belongs to each project. 
 
The author of the Assessment (SCM personnel) shall select reviewers from different 
functions to score the performance.  The score is out of 9, on 9 criteria.  Once 
scored by all reviewers, the assessment shall be approved.  The score of the last 
Assessment of a Supplier is shown in the Supplier’s Information Sheet with the 
date.  It is in red if the Assessment is more than 2 years old. 
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Saving / OVERUN & value capture  
The savings, overruns reports are documents that enable you to report a saving or 
an overrun associated with a contract.  It is associated to a particular Supplier, a 
Scope of Work and a Project.  It presents information about the Scope of Work and 
about the amount on cost savings or cost overrun, and on manpower savings or 
overruns. 
 
For further instructions please see GR-SCM-012, Savings and Value Capture 
Reporting (SVCR) Guideline. 
 
 
Procurement overrun capture 
GR-SCM-014, Work Instruction for Procurement Overruns – to come.  
 
working with the database 
Access  
The Supplier database is accessed from the Lotus Notes workspace.  In your 
workspace, click on the following icon to access the application.  If the icon is not 
there ask a colleague or IMS to send you a link. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Different users have different access privileges: 
 
Users 
All Acergy staff are members of this group.  
 
Users have read-only access to the database, except the Frame Agreements, 
savings and overrun reports.  They can be Reviewers in Performance Assessments 
when assigned by the author. 
 
Authors 
SCM people are typically authors and in addition to full read access they can raise 
Assessments and make saving/overrun reports.  They can score when assigned as 
reviewers.  The Regions administrate who is in this Group. 
 
Approvers 
SCM Managers and their delegates are approvers.  In addition to above they can 
approve documents.  The Regions administrate who is in this Group. 
 
Administrators 
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The members are Group SCM people and people designated by Regional SCM 
Managers.  They have general access and can change people in the various groups. 
All regions have members of this Group. 
 
Subcontractor/Supplier categorisation 
In this part, you can access to the Supplier’s Information Sheet or create one, so 
you have the following possibilities: 
 
New company: Enter a new Supplier 
All companies: View all Suppliers no matter the Region  
  or the status. 
By status: View the Suppliers sorted by status, then 
  by Region. 
By region: View the Suppliers sorted by Region, then 
  by status. 
By Product: 
 
By keyword:  View all Suppliers sorted by Product Code then by 
keyword 
By region and keyword: View the Suppliers sorted by Region, then by Product 
Code and then keyword. 
By product and region: View the Suppliers classified by Product Code, by Region 
and then by keyword. 
 
New Suppliers 
The process is the following: 
 Create a new Supplier 
 Check if Supplier does not already exists 
 Complete the information 
 Save 
 
To create a new Supplier, in the “Subcontractor/Supplier Cat.” menu, click on “New 
Company”. 
  
An empty Supplier’s Information Sheet opens. 
 Enter the Supplier’s name. 
 Then when you enter in another field, the following window appears, enabling 
you to check if the Supplier is not already created. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Verify the Supplier you enter isn’t already entered. 
 
Then, complete the following information: 
Company Details: 
 Status     To select from the list and confirm 
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Remark: the first status of a Supplier, unless we already have work with it and 
your Manager approves him, must be “Potential”. 
 
 Region     To select in accordance with the list. 
 Address     To type 
 Email Address   To type 
 Parent (group)   To type 
 Contact Name   To type  
 Telephone     To type 
 Fax     To type 
 Website     To type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remark: Be sure that the company code must be kept blank. (JDE Usage only) 
 
 
 
Once all the Company details entered, you can complete the “Products and Services 
Supplied” part in which you will enter the Commodity Code (mandatory selection) 
describing the activity (The 1st commodity code is the ‘core’ as mentioned on 
section 3.2). 
 Click on the button       to select a Commodity Code from the list, you can ask 
the SCM Systems Deployment Manager to help in choosing the right one. 
 The following window appears: 
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 Select and click on “OK”. 
 Then you need to enter a keyword to precise the commodity code, in the 
column “Products/Services supplied” click on the button to view the list. 
 Select the best keyword and click on “OK”. You can eventually add a new 
keyword. You can select more than one keyword. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 You can enter several commodity codes with their keywords associated. 
 Then you can complete the part “Comment and notes” if you have any 
comments about your experience or knowledge of the supplier. 
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 Then you must complete the Categorisation Criteria Questionnaire about that 
Supplier. 
Remark: Be aware these criteria automatically set up the Supplier’s status. 
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 Finally, you can attach documents if necessary in the “Supporting Documents” 
part. 
 
 
 
 To attach a document, do as with a mail, when you are in the field where to 
attach the document, use the button      
 Use the following window that appears to select the documents in your 
session. 
 
 Select the document and click on “OK”, the document is attached. 
 
 
 
 
 Finally you can save using the following button; the Supplier is recorded in 
the database. 
 
Status Change 
Only approvers and administrators have access to change status of a Supplier. 
Supplier status is automatically set based on the Categorisation Criteria answers, 
but the status can be changed even if the Categorisation Criteria doesn’t 
correspond to it.  A comment must be given. 
 
Access the Supplier Information Sheet from a view of the “Subcontractor/Supplier 
Cat.” menu.  Once opened, double click or click on the “Edit” buttons to edit the 
sheet and to be able to modify it. 
The sheet is opened in edit mode: 
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 The following window appears, enabling you to choose a new status: 
 Select the new status 
 
 
Then the following window appears, asking you to enter the reason for changing 
the status: 
 
 Enter the reason for changing status 
 
 
Then you can see the status is changed: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Then save to record the changes, use the “Save” button: 
 
The classification of the Supplier will be updated.  If you open the Supplier’s 
information sheet, you will see the status change in the status historical at the end 
of the sheet. 
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Status History 
At the end of a Supplier’s Information Sheet, you can view both the last three 
status changes and the full Supplier Audit Trail. 
 
Open a Supplier’s Information Sheet using one of the views in the “Subcontractor/ 
Supplier Cat.” menu. 
 
You will see at the end of the sheet as below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Search Bar 
You can access the search bar by clicking in the header menu on “View/Search 
Bar”. 
 
This enables you to search within the documents that appear on your view for a 
word you typed. 
 
Example: In the view “Subcontractor and Supplier Cat. / by Region and keyword”, 
select a Commodity Code for a Region and type in the search bar “Nigerian 
Content”.  You will see all the Suppliers for the region and the Commodity Code 
selected that has the words “Nigerian Content” in its Supplier’s Information Sheet. 
You can also search for dates or any information. 
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Frame Agreement View 
In all the views from the menu “Subcontractor/Supplier Cat.” except the “All 
Companies” view, you can see for each Supplier is a Frame Agreement attached or 
not. 
 
An icon appears in the column “FA/Pre Agreed T & C” if there is a Frame 
Agreement, as below: 
 
 
 
View Related Documents 
When you are in a Supplier’s Information Sheet, you can access to its associated 
documents, whether it is an Assessment, a Frame Agreement, or a saving or 
overrun capture report.  You can only access the savings or overrun capture report 
you created. 
 
Access the Supplier’s Information Sheet from a view in the menu “Subcontractor/ 
Supplier Cat.” 
 
Use the button “View Related Documents”: 
It opens the following list where you can choose between assessments and savings 
or procurement capture report, and Frame Agreements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Depending on what you have selected, you have one of the following windows that 
appear. 
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Frame Agreements 
After establishing a Frame Agreement, it shall be published by listing it in the 
database.  The Frame Agreement application on your Lotus Notes workspace is 
accessed, depending on your access privileges, using the following icon: 
 
 
 
 
Once in the Frame Agreement application, click on “New Agreement” to enter a new 
Frame Agreement for a Supplier.  
 
Complete the different information you are asked to. 
 Frame Agreement Number   To Type 
 Brief Description    To Type 
 Owner      To Select from the list 
 Contact      To Type or to select from the list 
 Supplier      To select from the list 
 Supplier reference    To Type 
 Valid from      To select from the calendar 
 Valid to      To select from the calendar 
 Can be used by    To select from the list 
 Keywords      To select from the list 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once this information is completed, you need to attach the Frame Agreement 
documents (word and/pdf). 
 
Click in the field where you are supposed to attach the document. 
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Introduction 
Acergy’s performance is heavily depending on the performance of our suppliers 
and subcontractors. It is therefore important to systematically assess and share 
information about the suppliers’ performance, and to use this information when 
we make bidders list and during bid  evaluations.  
 
Further the results of our assessments shall be communicated to the suppliers in 
order to drive a continuous effort towards improved performance. 
 
Reference is made to Principles 2 and 6, Rules 2-3 and 6-2 found in GR-SCM-001. 
 
Group SCM has the responsibility to issue and maintain the document.  
 
The Regional SCM Managers are responsible for the implementation of the 
process, timely generation of assessments and their approval.  
 
General 
There are three ways of communicating the supplier performance information:  
 
• Performance assessments in the supplier database, these are made post 
contract or during execution of longer contracts. 
• Any other information and supporting documents, which can be pasted into 
the supplier database 
• By issuing a supplier alert, in case there is a need for immediate 
communication. 
 
Making a supplier performance assessment 
Upon delivery of a product or completion of the scope of work, the person or team 
who followed up the purchase order/subcontract shall complete the Supplier 
performance assessment report.  
 
For standard products the Buyer, the Expeditor and/or QC as well as Logistics are 
typically Reviewers. 
 
For non-standard products the project team including SCM, Engineering, QA, 
Expediting / QC, HSE and Project Management should be participating.  
 
For multiple small purchases from the same supplier, for Frame Agreements and 
for long ongoing subcontracts the assessment can be made on a yearly basis, or 
with other appropriate frequency.   
 
Scores are allocated on a scale of 1 to 9 using the following principle:  
 
Unacceptable 
Many weaknesses - can 
perform work but cannot 
meet the desired 
standards of  
performance without 
excessive company 
intervention  /  support. 
Undesirable 
Some weaknesses and 
considerable  company 
intervention / support 
Acceptable 
Few weaknesses and 
some company 
intervention / support. 
Excellent 
Generally meets desired 
standard of performance 
or exceed the desired 
standards of 
performance. Very few 
weaknesses. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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Only allocate whole numbers (do not use decimal points). 
 
Each reviewer should only enter scores for the areas where he/she has been 
involved.  
 
The reviewers should be particularly careful when reviewing such aspects as 
document management and schedule compliance. Other disciplines such as 
Document control or Expediting may be actively intervening and resolving 
problems. This may create a false sense of performance to other project team 
members and such groups must be consulted before completing the performance 
evaluation. 
 
 
Supporting comments 
The generic descriptions for each scoring category will not cover specific 
circumstances so it is important to record the context for scores in particular 
those in the high and low range, as it helps others understand better what drove 
the scoring.  In addition each individual should include comments as follows: 
 
• Where there are circumstances that influenced the suppliers performance 
that were outside the suppliers control a note should be added to this effect.  
• Notes or comments must be factual with no personal opinion or interpretation 
of events. For example ‘The Project Manager Mr ….was useless’ is not an 
acceptable comment even if it were true in the reviewers opinion. In contrast 
a note to record the fact that ‘the supplier did not have up to-date 
information about sub- supplier production status’ focuses on the real issue 
that affected the project. 
• When recording delivery performance please note the following: 
• Delivery is defined as the contractual commitment date including any change 
orders that impacted delivery and created a formal revisions to the original 
contractual delivery date. 
• Where accelerated delivery has been agreed and paid for, the revised 
(earlier) date shall be the contractual delivery date that the performance is 
measured against. 
• Any cause of late delivery should be concisely noted in the comments section 
of the assessment. 
• Consider “If you were to place a commitment again with this supplier, what 
would you do differently?” Record views in the comment section for future 
projects to benefit from. 
• Where the Regional office participates in an external industry performance 
reporting system such as First Point Assessment Ltd, the internal Acergy 
assessment should be used as the basis for the input to the external system.  
 
Approval of the assessments 
The SCM person responsible for the Subcontract / Purchase order is responsible 
for obtaining the various inputs, facilitating agreement to the score and entering 
information into the database. Assessments shall be approved by the Regional 
manager, or a delegate.  
If the group of reviewers cannot reach consensus then the team should defer to 
the Regional SCM Manager for resolution based on the principle that the function 
who has the most expertise in the element being scored should be favoured. 
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making a Supplier Alert  
In case of serious lack of performance, or if a supplier is going bankrupt, or in 
the case of any other event that influences their ability to perform and deliver, a 
Supplier alert shall be made on the Bulletin board, regional or for the whole 
group, as relevant. 
 
This way the problems are communicated quickly to all relevant personnel.  
 
Prior to entering a new Bulletin, the originator should discuss the occurrence with 
the Regional SCM Manager to confirm that there is sufficient evidence to justify 
the issuing  of the alert.  
 
Following can justify a Supplier alert: 
 
• Consistently failing to meet delivery dates/contractual commitments 
• Supplier in financial difficulties 
• Failing to meet HSE and/or quality requirements 
• Overload in manufacturing or supply capacity 
 
Avoid personal opinions and adhere strictly to facts.  
 
In the alert enter names of SCM people who can be contacted for further 
information.  
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Using the Assessment Database 
The assessment system is a part of the supplier database which can be accessed 
from your Notes workspace. You may receive a link to the database on your local 
Notes server via e-mail. Clicking on the link will open the database, and also 
create an icon on your workspace so that you can access the database in the 
future. If you have any difficulties accessing the database, please contact your 
local IM Service Desk. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you first access the database, the following screen will be displayed. You 
may not see all of the options shown here, depending on your security level. 
 
 
 
 
Icon in the workspace
Create a new assessment 
View the assessments classified by status :  - 
“For review” 
- “Review status”(view for each assessment 
(classified by author’s first name) who hasn’t 
scored it yet) 
- “For approval” 
View the approved assessments classified by 
suppliers, region and project 
View the approved assessments classified by 
their scores : “Region” ( hierarchisation by 
region, then by band of score), and  “Band” with 
the opposite hierarchisation 
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Process Summary 
When creating a new Supplier performance assessment, the following steps are 
involved : 
• Create a new draft performance assessment, with the details of the Supplier, 
scope of work and project.  
• Select the personnel who will score the assessment, their respective roles and 
set the limit date for review in the procurement process with the button 
“Manage Reviewers”. Chose the Approver too. 
• Then you must send the document to the reviewers. Use the button “Submit 
for review” and enter any comments relating to the process. Once the mail is 
sent  for scoring to the author and reviewers, it is automatically saved and the 
status  changed to “For Review”. 
• When opening the assessment again, you can score it through the button 
“Enter scores”  
• Once all the scores have been entered (you can see it in the view “For Review 
Status”), the next step is to submit the assessment for approval with the 
button “Submit for approval”. This will send an e-mail notification to the 
Approver. The assessment is automatically saved and closed, and its status 
changes into “For Approval”.  
• Finally, the Approver can either approve or reject the assessment. If it is 
approved, the status becomes “Approved” and the assessment is locked. If it 
is rejected, it is sent back to the author. 
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CREATE A NEW ASSESSMENT 
To create a new assessment, click on “New Assessment”        in the 
Main View. Then enter the details as below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 ) Chose the suppliers in the list by using the button 
2 ) Enter the scope of work 
3 ) Chose the product code that best describes the scope of work and 
corresponds to the supplier’s codes. Chose in the list by using the button. 
4 ) Chose the region of your Acergy’s workplace in the list by using the button. 
5 ) Enter the project name that should be the same as the JDE project name. 
6 ) Chose the Client in the list by using the button. 
7 ) Enter the subcontract or the purchase order number corresponding to the 
scope. 
8 ) Enter the final committed cost 
9 ) / 10 ) You can enter comments if you have interesting information to add 
11 ) Chose the Approver in the list that will appear by ticking on the button (Do 
it  
now or before sending for approval)(Groups are in the list, access by double 
clicking) 
1 )  
2 )  
3 )  
4 )  
5 )  
6 )  
7)  
8)  
1 )  
6 )  3 )  4 )  
11 )  
9 )  
10 )  
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MANAGE REVIEWERS AND sUBMIT FOR REVIEW 
Once you have entered the primary details, you must select the personnel who 
will score the assessment, their respective roles and set the limit date for 
reviewing. 
1 ) Use the button “Manage reviewers” to select them. The following window will 
appears :      
 
 
3 ) The following window to select the reviewers then appears. a) Tick on the 
button on the left to select the reviewer, b ) then use the list on the same line 
on the right to select his role. c ) Finally chose the limit date for reviewers by 
using the button at the bottom of the window. 
 
 
 
 
 
4 ) Once you have entered all the reviewers you need, tick on “OK” to increment 
the reviewers in the assessment. The button “Submit for Review will appears at 
the edge of the assessment. 
 
 
 
5 ) Tick on it to send the assessment to reviewers and author (yourself) and 
enable them to score. The following window will appear and enable you to enter 
a notification for reviewers. 
Entering Scores 
If you are a reviewer of an assessment, you will receive an email asking you to 
enter your scores.  Click on the link in the email, and the assessment document 
will be opened on your screen.  Alternatively, you can access the database via the 
icon on your Notes workspace, and click on the “For Review” view to see which 
assessments have been allocated to you.   
2 ) Answer yes to access the window to select the 
reviewers 
6 ) Tick on “OK” once you have entered your message, 
the mail will be sent with the assessment link attached 
and your message to the author and to the reviewers. 
The assessment will automatically be saved and closed, 
and its status will become “For Review”. 
a) b) 
c) 
 
a) b) 
c) 
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Once the assessment opened, use the button “Enter scores” to access to the 
window enabling you to score. 
 
 
 
 
 
For each category, the following screen is displayed, with different narrative text 
describing the definitions of “Unacceptable, Undesirable, Acceptable, Excellent”.  
Enter the scores for each one, using the text to guide your score selection.  If the 
category is not applicable, enter ‘0’. (Note that 0 scores are not included in the 
calculation of the overall average.) Click on “Next” to move to the next category. 
 
On the final screen, enter the score and then click on “Close and Save”.  You will 
then return to the main document.  The assessment at this point has a status of  
“For Review”.  
Remark : The button « Reset Review Status » enables the author to reset the scoring 
status of a reviewer, for example if he has made mistakes while scoring and he needs 
to score again. 
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OUTSTANDING ASSESSMENTS 
The “Review Status” view shows which reviewers have not entered their scores for 
a particular assessment. Assessments are classified by author’s first name. 
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Amending and Submitting the Assessment For Approval 
Once all the reviewers have entered their scores, the SCM originator, author of 
the assessment should submit it for approval. Before doing so, he/she should 
review the scores and comments entered. Select the assessment from the “For 
Review” view.  
 
To modify any of the scores, click on the “Edit” button.  A column headed “Use 
this score” will appear to the right of the scores (see below).  Enter any scores 
you wish to change in this column.  When you click on the “Save” button, the 
averages will be re-calculated.  
 
If you have not selected an Approver at this point, click on the Edit button, and 
select an approver from the Address Book, and click on the “Save” button. 
Click on the “Submit for Approval” button and an email will be sent to the 
Approver with a link to the assessment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Approving a Performance Assessment 
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As the Approver of an Assessment, you will receive an e-mail containing a link to 
the document. Click on a the link to access the assessment directly. Alternatively, 
you can select the assessment from the “For Approval” view.  
 
To approve, click on the “Approve” button. A prompt will ask you to confirm that 
the assessment is to be approved. Once approved, the assessment cannot be 
changed. 
If you do not wish to approve the assessment, click on “Document is not 
prepared”. This will change the status back to “For Review”, and it will appear in 
the “For Review” view. The author of the Assessment can then Edit it as required. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Double click on the link to access the assessment to 
approve 
